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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is based on a practice based research project with women in prison led 

by Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw and myself. The project, Staging Human Rights II, took 

place in two prisons in England, HMP Highpoint and HMP and YOI Bullwood 

Hall, and two prisons in Brazil, Presidio Nelson Hungria and Penetenciaria 

Talavera Bruce. The research was conducted between September 2001 and June 

2003. The project was part of a larger, umbrella programme, Staging Human Rights, 

which sought to find ways, through performance methodologies, in which the 

language of human rights could incorporate the everyday lives and experiences of 

people within the criminal justice system. Within this context, Weaver and Shaw 

called upon non-cognitive, postmodern performance strategies through which the 

women in prison witnessed their own lives through the testimony of performance. 

Theoretical considerations of witness and testimony frame the thesis, situating 

performance as an act of witness, and positioning testimony as an urgent and 

critical epistemological act in the field of Applied Performance. My research was 

guided by two questions: what can be known of the possibilities of performance 

by working with women in prison? What can be known of the context of 

women's prisons through performance? 

The thesis is structured into two sections. Section I, made up of Chapters 1-5, 

considers the theoretical and practical contexts in which the practice based 

research was undertaken. Section II, Chapter 6, considers each of the five 

performance residencies and In The House, the performance event in which the 

research culminated on 23 June 2003. This section calls upon performative writing 

to both describe and reflect upon the practice and its context. 

Through writing this thesis, I am bearing witness to what I have come to 

understand of the possibilities of performance and the experiences of women in 

prison through performance practice with women in prison. 
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PREFACE 

I grew up in Armagh during the 1970s and 1980s. At that time Armagh was one 

of Northern Ireland's notorious border counties, a frontline in The Troubles: 

`bandit-country'. The British Army ferried its troops around in helicopters, hoping 

to avoid the roadside bomb and the sniper's bullet. It hadn't always been like this. 

Its principal town, Armagh City, was famous for its `saints and scholars'. Saint 

Patrick himself, was said to have established the first church in Ireland here - this 

honour is marked, in what by even Irish standards is a small town, by the presence 

of two imposing cathedrals that bear his name. They are not the city's only 

landmarks - the other two most recognisable buildings are the planetarium and 

the women's prison. 

The women's gaol, built in the Eighteenth Century, is the oldest prison in Ulster. 

It stands in the middle of the town at one end of the Mall, a large, elegant 

rectangle of grass, home to Armagh's cricket team. It is the community's de facto 

public park. Eyeballing the prison, in a direct line across the Mall is the 

courthouse. There are stories of tunnels under the ground linking the two 

buildings. 

The Mall is a welcoming hive of activity frequented by evening speed walkers, 

teenagers and amateur cricketers. In contrast, the prison is a wide and imposing 

building with barred windows. For years, a bottle-green metal hut stood at the 

front of the building where prison officers would wait to be buzzed in. In all the 
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years of passing the building, on an almost daily basis, I only ever saw uniformed 

people enter the gates and never, ever, saw anyone leave. 

The prison was always there but rarely talked about. As a young girl, either at 

home or at school, there were occasional threats of `behave, or you'll end up with 

the women in the prison at the bottom of the road'. The threats never felt idle. 

When I was walking, or was being driven past, I used to take a deep breath and 

avoid looking at it, not allowing myself to imagine what was happening inside. I 

was trying to pretend that it wasn't there. This wasn't because of any precocious 

utopianism or abolitionist tendencies regarding penal institutions, rather it was 

because this severe building, oozing sinister authority, seemed to be hiding an 

enormous secret. Whatever it was, it couldn't be good. 

I realise now that much of the fantastical fear and anxiety I sensed as a six-year- 

old was based, in some degree, in reality. Prisons, including this one, were some of 

the most inflammatory sites of the Troubles. 

In the Northern Ireland of the 1970s and 1980s, prison was usually associated 

with acts of terrorism. On 9 August 1971, the British Government introduced 

internment, allowing the British Army to apprehend anyone they suspected of 

having a connection to paramilitary activities, or, more specifically, Republican 

paramilitary activities. No evidence was required and suddenly the prisons were 

flooded with people who hadn't been tried or convicted for any crime. Locally, 

Armagh's prison soon became notorious for its treatment of women political 
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prisoners. ' This definition, `political prisoners', was pivotal. In the early stages of 

`the conflict', acts of violence perpetrated by Republicans and Loyalists were 

differentiated from `normal crime': they were recognised as having a political 

impetus. This definition, rightly or wrongly, gave them certain rights and 

privileges. But, by the mid 1970s, with a rising death toll, the British Government 

changed the rules of engagement. On 1 April 1976, the political status for men 

and women was withdrawn. Ultimately this would lead to the hunger strikes of 

the early 1980s, resulting in the deaths of twelve men, an event which has been 

branded on the cultural memory of the province. 

When I was growing up, local television news and newspapers were overflowing 

with reports describing attacks on people and places. Places were always 

associated with particular religions and therefore, in Northern Ireland, political 

affinities. There were comparatively few attacks reported that were not motivated 

by some internecine feuding and fatalistic retaliation. There were seemingly 

endless stories of men, women and children killed for making vocal their political 

beliefs, for their inherited religious background, for their association with the 

Royal Ulster Constabulary or the British Army, or for being in the wrong place at 

the wrong time. 

The people who perpetrated these crimes were considered to be monsters in the 

social and cultural circle that I grew up in which was Catholic in practice, 

nationalist in affinity and discrete in declaration. Crime and criminals were violent. 

I See Raymond Murray, Hard Time. Armagh Gaol 1971-1986 (Dublin: Mercer Press, 1998). 
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They were murderers who ripped apart families, who shattered communities, who 

stole innocence from grieving children and dreams from broken parents. I 

imagined that all prisons were full of people who killed other people without a 

second thought, for whom the idea of `being from the other side' was enough to 

annihilate them. I never once thought that there were people there who were 

convicted of theft or possession of drugs or fraud. My understanding of prison 

was that it housed terrorists: faceless aggressors, whose brutal actions infiltrated 

our daily lives in ways that became mundane rather then perverse: the security 

checks that made you late for school, the not being allowed to go anywhere on 

your own, the cautious hunkering down of adults to look under their car for 

suspect devices. These were actions induced by fear and precaution. These were 

reactions to a world turned on its head by people in prison, or people who should 

be in prison, people who forgot to remember that their actions hurt other people 

and families, not political causes or battles. These inhumane acts rendered the 

prison population, in my six-year-old eyes, as inhuman. 

Throughout the past decade, the politicians, paramilitaries and members of the 

public in Northern Ireland have attempted to negotiate and sustain a fragile peace. 

Under the terms of the historic Good Friday Agreement of 1998, prisons have 

been opening their gates, allowing early release for hundreds of prisoners 

convicted for acts of terrorism. For some this is a step too far, paramilitaries 

walking out of jail and living close to families whose son or daughter they've 

murdered. For others it is a necessary evil, the least worst option, a way of moving 

forward. 
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Inevitably some prisons are being closed down. In some quarters there is hope 

that Northern Ireland will never find itself in a position where it will need to avail 

of them again. The women's prison in Armagh closed in 1986 while the Troubles 

were still raging. Apart from its occasional usage as a film location, it lies derelict, 

waiting for a new role. There was a local flurry of excitement when the prison was 

nominated for the 2004 BBC series of Restoration. Suddenly there were 

advertisements for storytelling evenings offering you the opportunity to `Walk the 

Walk of the Condemned man' and to take part in `Gaol Break', a team event 

offering prize money of 250 for the first team to escape from the prison. 2 

Despite the best efforts of the Restoration nomination supporters, the prison didn't 

make it through to the final round. A Grade II listed building, an old grammar 

school in Birmingham, captured the public imagination instead. There are still the 

occasional rumours that circulate about the Armagh prison's future usage - local 

council offices or a supermarket seem to be the ideas that feature most regularly. 

After the closure of the women's prison in Armagh, the women were moved to 

Maghaberry, a prison on the outskirts of Belfast, in the middle of the idyllic 

Antrim countryside. Over the following years there were a number of 

investigations made into the condition and treatment of women imprisoned at 

Maghaberry. The Hurt Inside, a report by the Northern Ireland Human Rights 

Commission, reiterated and condoned the lack of practical or political will to 

2 Restoration website, http: //www. bbc. co. uk/history/programmes/restoration/profiles/? 6 
[Accessed 31 April 2006] 
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address these ongoing concerns. ' Two major issues keep reappearing. Because 

there so few women and girls imprisoned in the province there was no distinction 

made between them based on crime committed, age or needs. ̀ This lack of 

distinction in provision or care was highlighted by the slang term they were 

referred to within the Northern Ireland prison system, `The Dolly Mixtures'. In 

addition to this, there were ongoing accusations of a culture of abuse at 

Maghaberry. In response, the Northern Ireland Prison Service built a new unit 

within Hydebank Wood, the site of the young men's offenders centre, and moved 

the women there, and with them many of the concerns about their imprisonment. 

6 June 2003. We are sitting in the office of Dr Marcus Pinheiro, the director of 

Talavera Bruce, a women's prison in the northern zone of Rio dc Janeiro. The 

heat is stifling despite the fans blowing and the cool of the tiled floor. A phone, a 

folder, a pen and an open Bible sit on the vast expanse of mahogany desk in front 

of Dr Pinheiro. We are finalising the details of a performance project that we will 

be running with a group of women prisoners. 

A week later I find myself standing beside a young Brazilian woman called Carla. 

She is a magician. I am her assistant. Together we are trying to orchestrate the 

illusion of a bunch of roses appearing out of nowhere. I have to stand face-on to 

3 Phil Scratton and Linda Moore, The Hurt Inside: The Imprisonment of Nomen and Girls in 
Northern Ireland (Belfast: Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, 2004). 
4 Between November 2005 and June 2006 the female prison population varied between 
24-50 inmates. The highest recorded figure of 50 inmates is made up of 20 sentenced 
prisoners and 30 on remand. This figure was recorded by the Northern Ireland Prison 
Service on 26 June 2006: 
http: //www. niprisonservice. gov. uk/module. cfm/opt/8/area/Population/page/populati 
on/ [Accessed 1 OJuly 2006]. 
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the audience at all times or else they will see the bunch of silk roses carefully 

balanced in the waistband of my trousers. With a flourish of her wand, Carla 

magics the flowers out of thin air. We grin and rush off stage. The audience, made 

up of the women's families and other prisoners, clap and cheer. 

28 April 2006. I am sitting in a windowless office in Hydebank Wood. Outside, it's 

a beautiful Spring day. Inside, the air-conditioning, has reduced the temperature of 

the room to such a low degree that none of us takes off our coats and we sip at 

plastic cups of hot, instant coffee. I am there with a visual artist, Janetka Platun, a 

photographer, Rachel Hale, and the Education Officer responsible for the 

women's prison, Pamela Hazel. Pamela has been a keen advocate for the arts in 

prisons being equally supportive of arts work which responds to the curricular 

demands of the Department for Education and Skills' Offenders' Learning and 

Skills unit as she has in pursuing projects which reach beyond these particular 

frameworks. She has, in conjunction with the Prison Arts Foundation, fostered 

the role of a resident visual artist, Anne Scullon, who has worked with the women 

for the past two years. The education corridor has become an exhibition space 

with a number of extraordinary large-scale, mixed-media art works all of which 

have a mounted card with printed information about the year in which the piece 

was made and the materials that have been used in its creation. When Pamela 

guides us along the corridor she is evidently very proud of the individual women 

who have made the work and their commitment to the conceptual and aesthetic 

drive of the work. 
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We are meeting to discuss the possibility of developing a performance and visual 

art project with the women in prison at Hydebank. The project, handheld, will 

result in an exhibition in a gallery in Belfast, before going on permanent 

exhibition within Hydebank. We are also considering the logistics of setting up a 

partnership with a local arts centre which could establish a studio space with Anne 

Scullon, the artist in residence at Hydebank, for women who have begun to 

develop particular arts skills in prison and would like to develop these further on 

release. The third element of the project would be a seminar bringing together 

artists, education staff, prisoners, ex-prisoners and representatives from the 

Northern Ireland prison and probation service to discuss the possibilities of arts 

practice within prisons and the individual, institutional and cultural shifts that they 

can encourage. 

The six-year-old who held her breath as she was driven past the local women's 

prison could never have encountered the possibility of working with women in 

prison in the UK or even Brazil, let alone developing arts projects with them or 

developing collaborations with organisations to support them on release. I cite 

these accounts by way of introduction to the thesis because they are markers of a 

considerable shift in attitude and action that are not just a consequence of 

growing up. The thesis which follows, is a distillation of the distance travelled, 

between then and now, and articulates how and why I found myself in Hydebank 

about to embark on another prison project. As I do, I recall on my experiences of 

working in women's prisons in England and Brazil and remind myself of the 

prevailing rule when working in a prison: assume nothing. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The artwork that turns us into witnesses leaves us, above all, unable to 
stop thinking, talking, reporting what we've seen. 

Tim Etchellss 

This thesis proposes that performance is an act of witness and that testimony is a 

key epistemological mode within the field of Applied Performance. The thesis is 

based on a two-year practice based research project, conducted between 

September 2001 and June 2003, with women in prison in England and Brazil. 

Two research questions have driven my enquiry: what can be known of the 

possibilities of performance by working with women in prison? What can be 

known of the context of women's prisons through performance? 

The performance programme, led by Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw, was part of a 

larger research project, Staging Human Rights, directed by Paul Heritage and 

administered by People's Palace Projects (PPP), an Applied Performance research 

unit and non-governmental organisation at Queen Mary, University of London 

(QMUL). 

Staging Human Rights aimed to map the boundaries between performance, human 

rights and the criminal justice system in England and Brazil. The programme was 

funded by a range of organisations including the National Lottery Charities Board, 

the British Council, the Brazilian Ministry of Justice and The Arts and Humanities 

Research Board. 

5 Tim Etchells, Certain Fragment.: Contemporary Performance and Forted Entertainment (London: 
Routledge: 1999), p. 18. 
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There were two methodological strands of enquiry to the project: a human rights 

education programme with prison staff and prisoners in thirty-six adult prisons in 

Brazil based on the methodologies of Augusto Boal; and a postmodern 

performance programme addressing issues of identity, representation, and the 

language of human rights in the everyday lived experience of women in prison led 

by Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw. 

I worked as a research associate with PPP from September 2001 through to 

December 2005 and have an ongoing association with the organisation. Between 

September 2001 and June 2003, I worked as a researcher specifically on Staging 

Human Rights II, the performance project with women in prison, with Lois Weaver 

and Peggy Shaw. I coordinated all aspects of the project, from negotiating access 

to the prison through to the documentation of the project. Staging Human Rights II 

took place in four women's prisons, HMP Highpoint and HMP and YOI 

Bullwood Hall in England and Presidio Nelson Hungria and Penetenciaria 

Talavera Bruce in the state of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. There were five residencies 

over the two-year period 6 

Through each performance residency, Weaver and Shaw worked with the women 

to create fantasy characters who revealed details of the lives of the women who 

created them. Each residency culminated in a performance presentation within 

the prison. The women gave testimony to their own lives through performance 

6 See the table on p. 167 which outlines the details of each residency. 
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and offered this testimony to the world beyond the prison walls by sending 

messages through recorded statements. These messages were curated and 

presented in In The House, an installation, performance and public discussion 

which marked the end of research project on 23 June 2003. Throughout the 

research I have witnessed the testimony offered by these women through 

performance and I bear witness to this testimony through the writing of this 

thesis, Possible Fiction.: The Testimony of Applied Performance With Women in Prison in 

England and Brazil. 

Although most of the observations that I have made are based on the work with 

Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw with women in prison, I will also refer to 

observations and collaborations with visual artist, Janetka Platun which have 

clarified and confirmed particular contextual and methodological issues about 

working within the prison system. Platun has also developed work with PPP 

within the Youth Justice System in the State of Rio de Janeiro. ' In January 2005 

Platun and I were asked to develop a participatory cross-disciplinary training 

programme for artists working with prison staff in Brazil as part of the 

development of Staging Human Rights. 

Platun developed two projects within Changing The Scene, a participatory arts programme 
addressing human rights issues within the youth justice system in the State of Rio that ran 
concurrently with the project, from November 2001 and June 2004. There is a 
documentary film, report paper and photographs detailing Platun's work available in 
Archive Box 3. 
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Before I consider the ethical considerations of writing about performance with 

women in prison I will first position this practice within the broader context of 

Applied Performance. 

Towards An Applied Performance 

Baz Kershaw positions the development of theatre in prisons as part of `the 

explosion of performance beyond theatre as the generations born since the 

Second World War have experimented in unprecedented ways to push back the 

barriers of creative freedom'. ' Theatre was no longer confined to the buildings 

designed to contain it, waiting for people to come to it. Rather, theatre 

practitioners left the building and its inherent expectations to work with people 

who were not theatre professionals in an attempt to reinvigorate and respond to 

the socio-political role of performance. This momentum was contagious. The 

development of theatre practices beyond the institution of theatre was mirrored 

by challenges to the form itself through the pioneering of live art and 

performance practices that collapsed the boundaries which had previously 

distinguished arts disciplines into neat categories. ' Theatre with groups of people 

identified as a community through geography or ideology flourished. Women's 

Theatre, Feminist Theatre, Lesbian Theatre, Community Theatre, Engaged Arts, 

Publicly Minded Arts, Theatre for Young People, Theatre for Development, 

8 Baz Kershaw, The Radical in Performance: Between Brecht and Baudrillard (London: 
Routledge, 1999), p. 59. 
9 See RoseLee Goldberg, Performance: Live Art from Futurism to the Present (New York Harry 
N. Abrams, 1979) and Marvin Carlson, Performance: A C, itical Intmduction (London and 
New York: Routledge, 1996) for a detailed survey of the development of Performance. I 
will also address the work of Weaver and Shaw within a post-modern performance 
tradition in Chapter Five. 
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Theatre for Social Change and Social Theatre are just some of the practices and 

vocabularies that have emerged from this eruption of socio-political ambition for 

theatre. Since the 1990s, the terms Applied Drama, Applied Theatre and, 

occasionally, Applied Performance, have been used to describe politically and 

socially-efficacious practices within a range of educational, community and social 

contexts. 10 These terms do not point to the people or place where the practice is 

applied but rather towards the intentionality which drives the practice. " The 

question of the application of drama, theatre or performance to groups, in places, 

in particular situations raises many ethical questions: who is applying the work; 

who is sanctioning the work; why; to what proposed end? " 

In Applied Drama: The Gift of Theatre, Helen Nicholson maps the development of 

both the practice and terminology of this area of work through three theatre 

movements which advocate the possibility of personal and social change through 

theatre: `theatres of the political Left, which have been variously described as 

political, radical or alternative; drama and theatre in education; and community 

10 See James Thompson Applied Drama: Bewilderment and Beyond (Oxford: Peter Lang, 
2003), Helen Nicholson, Applied Drama: The Gift of Theatre (Basingstoke: Palgrave 
Macmillan, 2005) and `Applied Theatre/Drama: An E-Debate in 2004', Research In Drama 
Education, vol. 11, no. 1, (February 2006), pp. 90-95 for the discussions on the 
development of these terms and practices. 
11 See Judith Ackroyd, `Applied Theatre: Problems and Possibilities', Applied Theatre 
journal, 1 (2000) http: //www. gu. edu. au/centre/cpci/atr/joumal/articlel_numberl. htm 
[accessed 10 September 2005] and Nicholson, Applied Drama, pp. 3-4. 
12 See Paul Heritage, `Stealing Kisses' in Maria Delgado and Caridad Svich (eds), Theatre in 
Crises: Performance Manifestos for a New Century (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
2002), pp. 166-178, James Thompson, Applied Drama and Digging Up Stories: Applied 
Theatre, Performance and War (Manchester. Manchester University Press, 2005) and Helen 
Nicholson, Applied Drama for detailed discussions of the ethics of Applied Practice. See 
also Research in Drama Education, vol. 10, no. 2 (June 2005), which specifically addressed 
ethics of practice. 
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theatre'. 13 Each of these theatre movements shares a commitment to questioning 

the cultural hierarchies and systems of power that circulate and construct society. 

Some political theatre offers a platform for protest and debate of issues affecting 

people's everyday lives. Some educational and community theatre practices invite 

people to participate in these debates articulating their opinion through theatre. 

Each of these practices encourages and demands an engagement with individuals 

and a consideration of the world that they live in. Applied 

Drama/Theatre/Performance, in name and practice, reflects and responds to the 

current political climate and the socio-cultural needs it reveals. As the meta- 

narratives of the pre-modem and modern world disintegrate, the framing 

structures of government (institutional, community and state) have crumbled. " 

This cultural and social shift has been seismic, rupturing the social landscape. In 

the UK, at the turn of the twenty-first century, the consequences of this rupture 

have been labelled as problems of Social Exclusion, Race, Immigration, Sexuality, 

Terrorism and Crime. Globally, societies have been shattered by conflicts of 

ideologies and war. Drama/Theatre/Performance practices in these sites, with 

people who are affected by issues made explicit by this rupture, and where the 

practices have been applied to address particular issues, have been identified as 

Applied Drama/Theatre/Performance. 

13 Helen Nicholson, Applied Drama, p. 8. 
14 See Baz Kershaw, The Radical in Performance, pp. 6-7 for his usage of the term `new 

world disorder' to describe the impact of social change. See also Nicholson's discussion 

of this term in Applied Drama, p. 11. 
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There is an instrumentalisation inherent within the term `Applied' which left me, 

initially, reluctant to use the term at all when I was referring to work in different 

educational and community contexts. The `Applied' of `Applied Drama' seemed 

an awkward and perfunctory way to explain, advocate or illustrate the Drama part 

of the phrase. It is useful to note that when I began this research there were no 

academic books published which used the term. However, in the last three years 

there have been four books which use the term Applied Drama or Applied 

Theatre in their titles. " This is not so much a reflection of an increase in the 

practice of Applied Drama/Theatre/Performance as it is a reflection of the 

increase in the usage of the term as a frame within which to organise and consider 

an array of practices which previously may have been identified in other ways. 

Ultimately, Applied Drama/Theatre/Performance is, as Thompson asserts, `a 

useful phrase for a [drama/theatre/performance practice] that claims 

usefulness'. 16 

Terminologies: The Use of Applied Drama, Applied Theatre and Applied 

Performance in this Thesis. 

Nicholson identifies the way in which the terms Applied Drama and Applied 

Theatre are used interchangeably. " Some practitioners or academics may seek a 

distinction between process (drama) and product (theatre) but generally, the terms 

I5 James Thompson Applied Theatre: Bewilderment and Beyond (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2003); 
Philip Taylor Applied Theatre: Creating Transformative Encounters in the Community 
(Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2003); Helen Nicholson, Applied Drama: The G of Theatre 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2005); and James Thompson Digging Up Stories: Applied Theatre, 
Performance and [Var (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006). 
16 James Thompson, Applied Theatre, p. 14. 
17 Helen Nicholson, Applied Drama, pp. 4-5. 
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have a fluidity and accommodation which reflect the practice. Within the 

academy I use the term Applied Drama as a shorthand, umbrella-phrase to 

describe work which intends to act as an agent of social change. It has a flexibility 

of expectation which is also useful when beginning to work with an organisation 

which is not familiar with drama or theatre practices. However, for the specifics 

of this thesis I will be using the term Applied Performance rather than Applied 

Drama as the term Performance reflects the range of practices addressed within 

the thesis. 

Occasionally, the term Applied Performance is used within the academic context 

of Performance Studies but it is not, currently, a term that is promoted by a 

vigorous body of advocates. This, given the fetishisation of distinguishing 

between and identifying areas of academic concern in Performance Studies, is 

likely to change. 

As an exercise, I did a web-search in the hope of surveying the usage of the term 

amongst practitioners who identify themselves as Applied Performance 

practitioners. Instead of a series of links to artists working in a range of 

educational and community contexts there was a seemingly endless list of 

Information Technology firms or management consultancies who were 

desperately eager to sell their capacity to improve the economic performance of 

businesses. This shift in the semantic of the word performance, from 
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performance as a `consciousness of doublenessi18 to performance as an indicator 

and measure of success is echoed in Chapter Two when I consider the economic 

performance of prisons and the way in which this reflects and shapes the value of 

the lives held within those prisons. It is also a useful term of reference when 

considering the expectations made of `Applied' practices. 

The reason for introducing and using the term Applied Performance is not an 

attempt to claim a new, distinct area of practice separate from Applied Drama or 

Applied Theatre, rather, the opposite. It is an attempt to widen the frame of 

debate including drama and theatre but reaching beyond them to other practices 

of photography, installation, or visual art, searching for the most resonant and 

articulate mode of expression. This is also a reflection of the way in which I have 

been working. I am as likely to be working collaboratively with a dancer or visual 

artist as I am with another theatre practitioner. The decision to use the term 

Applied Performance in the thesis is a direct response to the practice based 

research itself. The work of Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw is firmly located, by 

themselves and by the academics who engage with it, within the frame of post- 

18 In Performance: A Critical Introduction, Marvin Carlson reflects on the ethnologist, Richard 
Bauman's term of performance as a consciousness of doubleness. `According to Bauman, 
all performance involves a consciousness of doubleness, through which the actual 
execution of an action is placed in mental comparison with a potential, an ideal, or a 
remembered original model of that action. Normally this comparison is made by an 
observer of the action.. . but the double consciousness, not the external observation, is 
what is most central' (p. 5). It is with reference to this idea of performance, this 
consciousness of doubleness, that performance or performance art, can be most 
understood. `Central to this phenomenon is the sense of an action being carried out for 
someone, an action involved in the peculiar doubling that comes with consciousness and 
with the elusive "other" that performance is not but which it constantly struggles in vain 
to embody' (p. 6). 
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modem performance. So the term `Performance', like the `Applied' in Applied 

Drama, is inclusive rather than a statement of division or exclusion. By using the 

term Applied Performance when writing about the work with Weaver and Shaw I 

am signalling a practice which is flexible and responsive to both the context and 

methodologies which will enable the work to be as politically and socially 

efficacious as possible. To prevent the awkward use of the phrase Applied 

Drama/Theatre/Performance when I am referring to other projects beyond the 

project with Weaver and Shaw, I will use the phrase Applied Drama. 

The distinction between the terminologies Applied Drama and Applied 

Performance also acknowledges a distinction between the origins from which 

these methodologies developed. Applied Drama practice is informed by 

educational theory which values cognitive approaches to understanding. Applied 

Performance, influenced by post-modern performance practices, is less explicit in 

its education aims, valuing non-cognitive approaches and its outcomes. This 

distinction is illustrated in the two performance methodologies employed within 

Staging Human Rights. Staging Human Rights I, based on I3oalian methodologies, is a 

systematic approach which asks the participants to engage with practical, known 

issues so that these can be tackled directly and explicitly. The political impetus 

which drives this methodology demands a clear articulation and public discussion 

about identified problems and possible, real, ways of confronting and resolving 

them. Staging Human Rights II, based on Weaver and Shaw's post-modern 

performance techniques, called upon fantasy drawn from reality to create an 

environment and characters who reflect upon the details of life in a way which 
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facilitated unknown desires, dream and concerns. This approach facilitated 

intimate, individual responses which called as much upon the imagined and 

possible as it did upon the known and actual. These methodological distinctions 

facilitate different ways of knowing, different types of knowledge, and different 

values given to these approaches and the outcomes they generate. 

Performance with Women in Prison: Literature 

In the following section, I will briefly survey academic publications which 

consider drama, theatre and performance practice in prison before considering 

specific examples of performance practice with women in prison. This thesis 

considers one, specific, practice based research programme with women in prison. 

It does not aim to survey a range of performance practices with women in prison 

in order to compare them to Staging Human Rights H. However, an overview of 

literature and practice in the field will assist in positioning the programme within 

the broader context of performance in prisons. 

There are a small number of academic publications which consider drama, theatre 

and performance practice in prison. James Thompson's Prison Theatre: Persj ectrver 

and Practicer (1998) and Michael Balfour's Theatre in Prison: Theory and Practice (2004) 

are edited collections in which theatre practitioners, prisoners, prison staff and 

psychologists describe and reflect on the rarely visible arena of prison theatre in 

different cultural contexts. Both books contextualise the cultural and political 

landscape of prisons whilst raising ethical questions about the function and 

usefulness expected of theatre in prisons. The range of practices included within 
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these publications reveals that there is no such thing as a single `prison theatre' 

model. Rather there is a panoply of innovation and reflective practice, some of 

which is driven by cognitive rehabilitative aims, some of which is about 

experimentation in an attempt to find the possibilities of theatre practice in sites 

where issues of power, dignity and humanity are constantly in question. 

Although not specifically about theatre in prisons, Francois Matarasso's Use of 

Ornament? The Social Impact of Participation in the Arts (1997) has had an important 

impact in the field of performance in prison. The report considers the increasing 

use of arts programmes to address socio-economic concerns, and the benefits of 

participation in the arts on individuals and communities. " John Holden, Head of 

Culture at the think-tank Demos, argues that Matarasso's findings influenced the 

government's thinking on the value and role of the arts in society: 

The report was seized on by the then Culture Secretary Chris Smith, who 
used it as an argument to get more funds for the arts and culture from the 
UK Treasury. It worked - funding increased by 70%, but the downside 
was that culture was increasingly required to produce evidence that the 
social goods were being produced. 20 

Matarasso's publication also coincided with the government's establishment of the 

cross-departmental Social Exclusion Unit (SEU), which aims to tackle issues of 

social exclusion which it defined as, 

a shorthand term for what can happen when people or areas suffer from a 
combination of linked problems such as unemployment, poor skills, low 

19 See also John Carey, What Good Are the Arts? (London: Faber and Faber, 2005) for a 
further discussion of the position and value of the arts in society. In pp. 158-166 Carey 
specifically considers arts in prison contexts. 
20 John Holden, `Understanding Cultural Values', (a public lecture at Te Whainga Aronui, 
The New Zealand Council for the Humanities, November 2006) 
http: //www. humanitiesresearch. net/humanz/news/understanding_cultural value 
[accessed 24 May 2006]. 
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incomes, poor housing, high crime environments, bad health and family 
breakdown. 21 

The SEU developed Policy Action Teams (PAT) to consider the ways in which 

different departments could work together to address issues of social exclusion. 

The PAT 10, chaired by the Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), 

concluded that arts, sports, cultural and recreational activity can contribute to 

neighbourhood renewal and make a real difference to health, crime, employment 

and education in deprived communities. ' This governmental recognition of the 

social impact of participation in the arts has had a significant influence on recent 

cultural and educational policies, particularly in relation to funding opportunities 

for research and practice in prisons. 23 

In 2002, the Research into Arts and Criminal justice Think Tank (REACCT) was 

established by the Unit for Arts and Offenders to further consider the impact of 

the arts in the prison system. 24 REACCT was constituted of representatives from 

the DCMS, Arts Council England, Home Office, Department for Education and 

Skills, Centre for Applied Theatre Research and the University of Winchester. 

REACTT commissioned jenny Hughes to research and write Doing The Arts 

justice: A Review of Research Literature, Practice and Theory. The report was specifically 

21 The Social Exclusion Unit Leaflet cited in Helen Jermyn, The Arts and Social Exclusion: A 
Review Prej aced for the Arts Council of England (London, ACE, 2001), p. 2. 
22 See Helen Jermyn, The Arts and Social Exclusion, p. 5. 
23 The Arts Council England's publication The Arts and Young People at Risk of Offending 
(London: ACE, 2006) considers the role of the arts in preventing offending and 
reoffending. See also Helen Jermyn, The Arts of Inclusion (London: ACE, 2004) and 
Notting Trent University and Ecotech Research and Consulting, Access, Participation and 
Progression in the Arts for Young People on Detention and Training Orders (London: ACE, 2005). 
24 The Unit for Arts and Offenders has been renamed The Anne Peaker Centre. See 
http: //www. apcentre. org. uk/ [accessed 12 May 2006]. 
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interested in evidence of the positive impact of arts activity on those within and at 

risk of entering the criminal justice system and considers programmes which aim 

to prevent offending, reduce recidivism and to facilitate effective resettlement. 

This survey of UK based practice was supplemented by the 2006 publication of 

Barred Voices: Perrßectives on Theatre in Prisons in the UK published by Escape Artists. 25 

Performance practice within the Brazilian prison system has been extensively 

considered by Paul Heritage in `Theatre, Prisons, Citizenship: A South American 

Way', 'Taking Hostages', `Stolen Kisses' `and Real Social Ties? The Ins and Outs 

of Making Theatre in Brazilian Prisons' and by James Thompson in Applied 

Drama: Bewilderment and B eyond. 26 

Much of the documentation on drama, theatre and performance practice in 

prisons considers practice within men's prisons. This is not surprising as the 

possibilities for practice are shaped by the context, and men make up over 90% of 

the prison population. However there are two academic books which specifically 

address performance practice with women in prison, Rena Fraden's Imagining 

Medea: Rhodessa Jones and Theatre for Incarcerated 97omen, reflects on the 

choreographer and director Rhodessa Jones's ongoing collaboration with women 

in San Francisco County jail, and jean Trounstine's, Shakerpeare Behind Barr: One 

u Escape Artists, Barred Voices: Perspectives on Theatre in Prisons in the UK (2006) 
http: //escapcartists. co. uk/imaged/pdfs/barred-voices-vl. pdf [accessed 28 May 2006]. 
26 Paul Heritage, Theatre, Prisons, Citizenship: A South American Way' in Prison Theatre. 
Perspectives and Practices, James Thompson (ed. ) (London: Jessica Kingsley Press, 1998), pp. 
31-42; `Stealing Kisses', pp. 166-178; Taking Hostages', The Drama Review, vol. 48, no. 3 
(Fall 2004), pp. 96-106; `Real Social Ties? The Ins and Outs of Making Theatre in 
Brazilian Prisons' in M. Balfour (ed. ), Theatre in Prison: Theory and Practice (Bristol: Intellect, 
2004), pp. 189-202. See Thompson, Applied Theatre, pp. 37-44. 
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Teacher's Story of the Power of Drama in [Vomen'c Prison, is an account of her ten years 

of experience of working with women in Framingham Women's Prison in 

Massachusetts. Trounstine's book focuses on the narratives of six women who 

participated in the programme, the ways in which they revealed themselves, and 

their reconsideration of the world they lived in, through their encounters with 

Shakespeare. 

There are a small number of academic articles specifically addressing performance 

practice with women in prison including. Hughes' `Resistance and Expression: 

Working with Women Prisoners and Drama'; Clarke's `Somebody's Daughter 

Theatre: Celebrating Difference with Women in Prison'; Young Jahangeer's 

`Working from the Inside/Out: Drama as Activism in Westville Female Prison'; 

Taylor's `Desdemona's Lament' and McAvinchey's `Unexpected Acts: Women, 

Prison and Performance'. " Each of these articles considers specific performance 

projects and further evidences the range of methodologies employed within the 

context of women's prisons. 

27 Jenny Hughes, `Resistance and Expression: Working with Women Prisoners and 
Drama', in Prison Theatre: Perspectives and Practices, James Thompson (ed) (London: Jessica 
Kingsley Press, 1998), pp. 231-238; Maude Clark, `Somebody's Daughter Theatre: 
Celebrating Difference with Women in Prison' in M. Balfour (ed. ), Theatre in Prison: Theory 

and Practice (Bristol: Intellect, 2004), pp. 101-106; Miranda Young Jahangeer, `Working 
from the Inside/Out: Drama as Activism in Westville Female Prison' (unpublished paper, 
2003); Julie Taylor, `Desdemona's Lament', The Drama Review, vol. 45, no. 4 (Winter 
2001), pp. 106-124; Caoimhe McAvinchey, `Unexpected Acts: Women, Prison and 
Performance' in Drama as Social Intervention, Michael Balfour and John Somers (eds), 
(Concord: Captus Press, 2006), pp. 216-227. 
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Performance with Women in Prison: Practice 

Publications such as Doing the Arts Justice, Barred Voices and the Unit for Arts and 

Offenders, Arts Activities in Prison.: The Directory present an overview of the range 

of arts activities, including performance, in prisons in the UK. Within this context, 

I will briefly consider the practice of Dance United, Geese Theatre Company and 

Clean Break Theatre Company. 

Dance United is committed to working within the criminal justice system and has 

developed a three year programme, 2005-2008, which includes The Academy, a 

partnership between HMP Holloway, Dance United and the Islington Primary 

Care Trust. The programme aims to establish a dance company in HMP Holloway 

for women prisoners `promoting positive mental and physical health, increased 

self confidence, life-coping skills, team-working and access to learning' 28 

Geese Theatre Company has developed a week-long performance and residency 

programme, Journey roman, specifically for women in prison. ' The week begins 

with the performance of a play which tells the story of a woman, Ellie, who is 

reflecting on her life, the decisions she has made, her experience of prison and her 

determination to change her future. The company uses masks to illustrate and 

consider the different roles and behaviour that Ellie performs throughout her life. 

The following four and a half day workshop encourages the women to reflect on 

Ellie's story and the way in which it reflects and informs their own narrative. 

28 Dance United website, http: //www. dance-united. com/philo. html [accessed 10 July 
2006]. 
29 Geese Theatre Company website, http: //www. geese. co. uk/ [accessed 10 July 2006]. 
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Founded in 1979 by two women prisoners in HMP Askham Grange, Clean Break 

Theatre Company has pioneered a public engagement with the representation of 

and the issues facing women in prison through the commissioning and producing 

of plays which tour both small-scale, traditional theatre venues and prisons. In the 

last five years, the company has reconsidered its artistic, educational and advocacy 

role and defines the company aims as: 

to expand the skills, education and employment opportunities of women 
prisoners, ex-prisoners and ex-offenders; to produce high quality original 
theatre to provide a powerful and unique voice for such women; to 
educate the public on the issues surrounding women and crime; and to 
encourage access to the arts and arts education for individuals who would 
not normally have such access. 30 

To meet these aims, the company has developed a social, educational and 

performance space at its permanent home in North London for women `with 

experience of the criminal justice system and women at risk of offending due to 

drug and alcohol use and/or mental health needs'. 31 

Beyond the UK, there is a greater range of performance work with women in 

prison that the available documentation or published academic engagement would 

suggest. Rhodessa Jones's The Medea Pnject, Eve Ensler's What I Want My EVords to 

do You and Pat Graney's Keeping the Faith Project are performance projects with 

30 Baroness McIntosh of Hudnall cited in `Summary of House of Lords Debate on 
Women In Prison, 28 October 2005', 
http: / /www. fawcettsociety. org. uk/documents/House%20ofYo20Lords%20debate%20on 
%20women%2Oin%20prison%2028_10_05. doc [accessed 12 August 2006]. 
31Clean Break website, http: //www. cleanbreak. org. uk/pages/education. htm [accessed 11 
May 2006]. 
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women in prison in North America which are exceptional by the degree to which 

they have been documented and the pubic availability of this documentation. 32 

Practice As Research 

The primary research methodology of this investigation has been practice. " 

Practice as research enables a way of looking at something that cannot be offered 

by a book or other, more traditional, research materials. It is about learning 

through doing and reflecting, it is about following the trail of hints and clues that 

emerge within the research context; it is about giving credence to the new 

understandings and knowledge that develops; it is about fording ways through 

writing, teaching and further practice to disseminate this. It is reflecting on 

material to distil understandings; it is moving from the as-yet-unknown to the 

known, implicit and tacit. 

32 Rhodessa Jones' on-going collaboration with women in San Francisco County Jail, The 
Medea Pr ject, has been documented in Rena Fraden's book, Imagining Medea and Lawrence 
Andrew's documentary film, We just Telling Stories (2001). Eve Ensler's writing for 

performance programme with women in Bedford Hills Correctional Facility in West 
Chester, New York began in 1998 and has been documented in Judith Katz's film, Vbat I 
Want My Words to Do to You: Voices From Inside a Women's Maximum Security Prison (2003). 
Pat Graney's multi-disciplinary performance project, Keeping The Faith, has been 
developed into a training model working with artists, social workers and prison staff in 
four states in North America. Graney has edited [Vritings from Women on the Inside, an 
anthology of poems and stories by women incarcerated at the Washington Corrections 
Centre for Women. 
33 The ongoing debates within the British academy concerning practice based 
research/practice as research are well documented through the Practice as Research in 
Performance (PARIP) website: http: //www. bristoLac. uk/parip/. See Angela Piccini's 
`An Historiographic Perspective on Practice as Research' (2003) 
http: //www. bristoLac. uk/parip/t_ap. htm [accessed 12 December 2004] and Melissa 
Trimmingham, `A Methodology for Practice as Research', Studies in Theatre and Performance, 
vol. 22, no. 1 (2002), pp. 54-60. 
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There are three distinct methodologies of practice that inform the research 

considered in the thesis: the umbrella Staging Human Rights programme (January 

2001-December 2005); the specific performance project with women in prison led 

by Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw within Staging Human Rights II (September 2001- 

June 2003), and my own evolving methodology as a researcher/practitioner within 

this context and in collaborations with visual artist, Jan Platun (January 2005, 

January-November 2006). 

My definition of practice is not limited to what happens during a workshop, 

rehearsal and performance presentation. Rather, when I refer to practice I am 

including the engaged experience surrounding the processes and performances - 

the meetings, the waiting around outside of institutions, the writing of business 

plans to request access to prisons, the cursory searches, an awareness of the 

architecture of the spaces we worked within and the impact they had upon the 

work, the conversations in tea breaks, the documentation and writing about the 

practice. Practice is an approach to a way of working whilst methodologies are 

the tactics and strategies employed within the approach. In the following section I 

will address my own evolving methodology as a practitioner engaged in research. 

Staging Human Rights II was the first time that Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw and I 

worked in a prison. It was also the first time that we had worked together. Before 

we began the project I thought my position was very clear. Lois Weaver was to 

lead the workshops and be supported by Peggy Shaw. I was the person who 
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coordinated the project, made arrangements with the prison to negotiate our way 

in, the one who considered and anticipated how we represented ourselves and the 

work we hoped to do. Everyone involved had agreed that the work could be 

documented and used `for educational purposes'. In my documentary role I 

would be the person who recorded the conversations, who listened and tried to be 

as unobtrusive as possible, gathering and holding the events of the day so we 

could collectively reflect upon them. 34 

When we arrived at the prison for the first workshops I had equipment to record, 

rewind and play again the things that had been revealed in a very particular 

moment. I was trying to be invisible and omnipresent, not wanting to intrude 

upon the process but needing to be right in the thick of it. However, I was uneasy. 

It was all very well for me to know that each story, each session, each day, each 

workshop will allow us to consider, reflect and develop Lois Weaver and Peggy 

Shaw's methodology for working with women in the criminal justice system. But 

the feeling of unease prevailed. I knew that I had another responsibility that had 

not been named or identified. 

34Lois introduces the idea of documentation on the first day of each residency, We have 

some equipment here -a sound recorder, a video, a digital camera and these are things 
that we want to use in the workshop over the next two weeks for different reasons. One 

of the things we want to do is use them while we are making things so we can see it right 
away, or hear it right away to develop more work from that. The other reason is so that 
we can keep a record of what we are doing so we can document it. I like to think of it like 

another person in the room. ' (Transcript, Highpoint 2002, Day 1, Archive Box No. 2). 
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The feeling was compounded by the fact that I felt an enormous responsibility to 

everyone who participated - the women in the room, Weaver and Shaw, the 

education staff who had faith in the project - to hold and n'-present the 

extraordinary moments of human encounter. Despite all of the equipment I had 

to hand, I felt that I was missing something vital. Richard Sennett articulates this 

sense of anxiety when he says that: 

Sometimes in our experience, the curtains momentarily part to reveal a 
scene we know contains an important clue about something - but then as 
rapidly they close before we can make out what has been disclosed. " 

I felt that I was being surrounded by clues which would answer questions that had 

not yet been articulated. What should I look for? What should I look at? If I turn 

my focus here, what will I miss over there? By being responsible for 

documentation I felt I was accountable for finding ways to hold moments of 

understanding elicited from the present into the future. I soon learnt that I could 

not be invisible because I was not. I was present. I was another woman in the 

room, a young, white, Irish woman with an association to a university, another 

person from the outside who had elected to be there. I could come and go, more 

or less, as I pleased. The power dynamics in the room were loaded and to ignore 

them would be wrong and foolish. 

This raised many questions about documentation. Documentation - both the act 

of documentation and the materials it gathers - is not inert or neutral. 

Documentation is asked to provide evidence: to support an argument. It is 

35 Richard Sennett, Res ert. - The Formation of Character in an Age of Inequality (London: The 
Penguin Press, 2003), p. 19. 
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charged: latent with meaning and purpose. And this is the most critical point: 

documentation becomes evidence through the questions we ask of it. Who is 

asking the questions? What is the evidence illustrating or refuting? Who is sifting 

through the documentation, making decisions about what is or is not to be 

considered as evidence? Does documentation only have value when something is 

asked of it? What narratives or knowledges are generated or silenced based on 

these decisions? Is everything - notebooks, images, memory - all latent evidence? 

Performance - its liveness, its transience - and the quest to find some way to halt 

its disappearance, to save what Matthew Reason calls the `inadequate 

remembrance of the original', has been thoroughly commented on in the field of 

Performance Studies. 36 But does the act of documentation have to be about 

saving something, a shadow of the original? Surely it can be more creative, alive, 

and responsible than that? And what are the questions that I am asking the 

documentation to evidence? How do I present this evidence? 

From Documentation to Testimony 

In Mourning Sex, Peggy Phelan recounts a story that addresses issues of 

documentation, representation, substitution and citation in performance. As a 

child she was given a pop-up book with anatomical drawings. She ripped out one 

36 See, for example, Gay McAuley, 'The Video Documentation of Theatrical 
Performance', New Theatre Quarterly, vol. X, no. 38 (May 94), pp. 183-194.; Annabelle 
Melzer, Best Betrayal: The Documentation of Performance on Video and Film, Part 1', 
New Theatre Quarterly, vol. XI, no. 42 (May 1995), pp. 147-157; Annabelle Melzer, Best 
Betrayal: The Documentation of Performance on Video and Film, Part 2', New Theatre 
Quartery, vol. XI, no. 43 (August 1995), pp. 259-276; Matthew Reason, `Archive or 
Memory? The Detritus of Live Performance', New Theatre Quarterly, vol. XIX, no. 73 
(February 2003), pp. 82-89; Peggy Phelan, Unmarked. " The Politier of Performance (London 
and New York: Routledge, 1993). 
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of the pop-up bodies leaving behind an outline that fascinated her more that the 

body which had once lain within it as ̀ the loss of the pop-up model revealed the 

anatomy of the body more fully than the drawing'. " She argues that the desire to 

recapture, to re-articulate, to re-present that moment that has been, is part of a 

cultural desire to resist absence and ultimately death. Writing about performance 

has other possibilities: 

One of the deepest challenges of writing about performance is that the 
object of one's mediation, the performance itself, disappears [... ] The 
desire to preserve and represent the performance event is a desire we 
should resist. For what one otherwise preserves is an illustrated corpse, a 
pop-up anatomical drawing that stands in for the thing that one most 
wants to save, the performance. 3e 

By being responsible for the documentation of the project I was, in effect, 

responsible for taking moments of understanding elicited from the present (which 

immediately became the past) into the future. I knew that I had to do something 

more than transcribe and describe. I felt the weight of what I was seeing and the 

need to do something in response to it but I could not immediately articulate what 

I had seen or what it was I needed to do. To echo Sennett's words, the curtains 

had parted momentarily, revealing a clue to something that I was not yet in a 

position to understand. In time, I realised that my concern about the 

documentation of the project was due to the fact that the clues that were revealed 

through the work did not answer the questions I had scripted for myself before 

we began the project. I was asking the wrong questions of myself and of the work. 

" Peggy Phelan, Mourning Sex Performing Public Memorier (London: Routledge, 1997), p. 1. 
38 Peggy Phelan, Mourning Sex, p. 3. 
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I knew that I had to explore `the possibility that something substantial can be 

made from the outline left after the body has disappeared . 39 

Tim Etchells articulates this perplexed acknowledgment of responsibility without 

a specific and immediate call to action as witnessing. 'To witness an event is to be 

present at it in some fundamentally ethical way, to feel the weight of things and 

one's place in them, even if that place is simply, for the moment, as an 

onlooker'. 40 When I first read this statement I felt an overwhelming sense of relief 

and understanding. For Etchells, the `onlooker' is aware of her latent 

responsibilities for action rather than some procrastinator lacking in rigor or 

momentum. The `for the moment' in his statement suggests that the role and 

responsibility of the onlooker changes in time. That it is valid to be an onlooker, 

as long as you are aware that you may have to be more than that, and that being 

more than an onlooker is being a witness. 

The sense of dislocated understanding, of being in the middle of something but 

not understanding what until after the event, is familiar territory in psychoanalysis 

where, as Phelan states, 'witnessing only occurs well after the trauma itself has 

ceased'. 41 In Trauma Studies and Psychoanalysis, witnessing of a traumatic event 

often renders the witness mute, the shock of what has been seen cannot be 

articulated. In this context, testimony is an act of recovery of speech, of the ability 

39 Peggy Phelan, Mourning Sex, p. 3 
4° Tim Etchells, Certain Fragment r, p. 9. 
41 Peggy Phelan, `Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses', forward to Tim Etchells, 
Certain Fragments, p. 13. 
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to represent the previously unrepresentable. Etchells calls upon Michael Herr, a 

Vietnam veteran, to illustrate the sense of dislocation, of the fracture of reality 

when he says ̀ it took the war to teach it, that you are responsible for everything 

you saw as you were responsible for everything you do. The problem was that you 

didn't always know what you were seeing until later, maybe years later and it just 

stayed stored there in your eyes. 42 Herr's quotation, considered as a psychoanalytic 

account of witnessing, suggests that witnessing is only associated with and results 

from trauma which by its very nature rips the individual psyche, creating a gap 

between what is seen and what is utterable. " 

However, scholars in the field of Performance, Philosophy and Literature have 

questioned the location of witness and testimony solely within the realm of 

trauma. They argue that witness and testimony do not necessarily have to be 

about distress and suffering. I will address these reconsiderations more fully in 

Chapter 1. Peggy Phelan is one of the scholars who contests the primacy or 

ownership of witnessing within psychoanalytic representations of trauma: 

The psychoanalytic account of witnessing trauma argues that witnessing 
only occurs well after the trauma itself has ceased. That is, during the 
unfolding of the live traumatic event the witness has no consciousness 
that he or she is becoming a witness; one concentrates on surviving. To 
solicit an ethical witness in a theatre event requires one to trust that the 
border of the performance exceeds its spatial and temporal boundaries. 
While theatre has borrowed the understanding of witnessing from 
psychoanalysis and political ethics, it seems to me that theatre can be 
somewhat shy in pursuing what it can add to the force of witnessing itself. 
Witnessing in the theatre need not only be an ethical response to trauma, 

42 Michael Herr cited in Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments, p. 20. 
43 See Cathy Caruth, Trauma: Explorations in Memory (Baltimore: John Hopkins University 
Press, 1995) and Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub, Testimony: Crises of U7itnesring in 
Literature, Psychoanalysis and History (London: Routledge, 1992). 
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accident and death, but can also help us to discover the capacity to 
respond to the equally treacherous and equally urgent need to witness joy, 
pleasure, and the profundity of delight we feel in our mortal bodies, 
flawed minds, imperfect hearts, and impoverished tongues " 

I would argue, based on what I have seen through performance work with women 

in prison, that witnessing belongs as much to the terrain of joy, confusion and 

revelation as it does to that of trauma. The thesis is a response to the call to 

witness compelled by performance. 

In this thesis, I am not going to evaluate or give an account of Staging Human 

Rights. Nor will I provide a detailed analysis of the way in which the delivery and 

impact of the project `measures up' to the original aims and objectives demanded 

by funding bodies and government departments eager to find, through the arts, 

the answer to reduced recidivism. There is, of course, a place for such evaluation 

but it is not here. 45 Throughout the research I was very much aware that the thesis 

would be as much about trying to find a way to write about the performance 

practice with women in prison as it would be about what was revealed through the 

practice. 

The terrain of practice based research is shaped and defined by the practice itself. 

As practitioner/researchers, we create the sites of enquiry by asking, for example, 

prison authorities for permission to work with groups of women within the 

institutions. We were not observing a particular on-going routine at a distance: 

44 Peggy Phelan, `Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses' in Tim Etchells, Certain 
Fragments, p. 13. 
as See Francois Matarrosso, Use or Ornament. - The Socia! Impact of the Arts (Stroud: Comedia, 
1997) and jenny Hughes, Doing the Arts Justice A Review of Research Literature, Practice and 
Theory (Canterbury: The Unit for The Arts and Offenders, 2005). 
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rather we were disrupting the routine; creating a specific environment within the 

prison where many of the prison rules no longer applied. We were calling upon 

people to perform, to make themselves visible, in an institution which usually 

`sees' people when they have made themselves visible by not conforming to the 

governing rules. 

There were many ethical issues for consideration: we were working with a 

vulnerable community in a location which performs punishment upon those 

bodies through incarceration and the removal of liberty; we had been given 

permission by the prison authority to enter and leave the prison - this informed 

our actions and how we were perceived; the research was dependent on the 

willing participation and collaboration of each woman in the performance 

practice; in Brazil, we were working in translation; our entry into the system was 

advanced by our association with a university; we were three white women. Each 

of these issues, and many more, needed to be acknowledged, articulated and acted 

upon within the practice. 

As researcher/practitioners choosing to work in this way we had an ethical 

responsibility to everyone who agreed to collaborate with us to be explicit about 

what we were doing, why we were doing it and what was expected of them. We 

also had a responsibility to find a way to articulate the understandings developed 

through this research. 
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ý, 

The Ethics of Writings 

... we have a responsibility to write about - to represent - that which struggles 
to represent itself [... ] But clearly, as soon as I write on behalf of others, I fear 

that `I' am obscuring those `others' even as I seek to present them; I am 
standing in front of them, hiding them all over again. ' 

Frances Babbage's comments acknowledge the ethical imperative and complexity 

of writing about performance practice with people in places where performance 

does not usually happen. Prisons are ethically complex research contexts. 

Performance practice which calls upon participation is an ethically charged 

research methodology. Bill McDonnell's questions the knowledge elicited in this 

context, through this methodology, when he asks, 'what politics inhere in the very 

notion of a single author, when understandings derive from collective work? " 

When I am writing about the performance practice with women in prison I am 

mindful of both the necessity to write and intricate power relations that infuse 

how and what I write. When reflecting on the practice, I use the actual first name 

of each woman who participated in the project rather than substituting it with a 

fictitious one. There are a number of practical and political reasons for this. In the 

video material, the women refer to themselves by name and each woman has 

given permission that she, and her work, can be documented. However, the more 

pertinent reason for referring to each woman by her own name is to acknowledge 

each woman's participation and collaboration in the research. Through writing, I 

46 Frances Babbage, `Putting Yourself on the Line: Ethical Choices in Research and 
Writing', a paper given at Whose Theatre (History is it Anyway? A Forum on the Ethics 
of Radical Theatre Practice (25 February 2005), p. 4. 
47 Bill McDonnell, °The Politics of Historiography - Towards an Ethics of 
Representation', Research in Drama Education, vol. 10, no. 2 (June 2005), p. 127. 
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am not merely documenting the practice but giving access to it. Each woman was 

an integral part of the practice and it is imperative that she is present within the 

writing about the practice. The performance practice reveals how the personal is 

political. It is imperative that the detail and value of each woman's individual 

name, voice, image and testimony is interwoven into the very fabric of the thesis. 

This issue of finding a way to listen and respond to the chorus of voices which 

inform the research is echoed in Rena Fraden's account of The Medea Project. In the 

forward, Angela Davis articulates the problematic role of Fraden's position as a 

writer within the prison, a free woman within the prison who comes voluntarily 

and goes with relief at the end of a day, a woman who can be privy to but not part 

of the world: 

Just as these theatre performances are inconceivable except as precarious 
products of well-earned trust, mutually practiced by all involved, so 
Fraden had to discover a writing strategy that would trouble the inevitable 
hierarchies that usually define relationships between prisoners and free 

persons, between lay people and professionals, informants and scholars. 
To develop an effective writing strategy, she also had to discover a 
democratic form within which to stage encounters between the theorists 
she invokes and the actors who offer her the primary material about the 
Medea Project. 48 

Davis' comments reveal the ideological and practical concerns which shape the 

ethical terrain of performance practice and Applied Performance research in 

prisons. Throughout the research there has been a chorus of voices which has 

informed my thinking and fired my curiosity: the women who participated in the 

workshops in England and Brazil; my colleagues at People's Palace Projects; 

48 Angela Davis, `Forward' in Rena Fraden, Imagining Medea: Rbodecsa Jones and Tbeatrr for 
Incarcerated Women (Chapel Hill and London: The University of North Carolina Press, 
1994), p. x. 
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artists, academics and activists working within prisons; the contextual research 

offered by government and non-governmental organisations' reports; the 

contemporary opinion offered in newspapers, television and film; sociologists and 

criminologists; cultural philosophers and performance theorists. Each of these 

voices has, at different times, informed, challenged, or confirmed my 

understandings of what the research revealed. The range of voices and disciplines 

is indicative of the cross-disciplinary field of Applied Performance. The thesis is a 

reflection of both the range and the specific expertise of these disciplines. This 

nature of the field is illustrated most clearly in the consideration of In the House in 

Chapter Six. 

Throughout the research, documentation and writing about the performance 

work with women in prison has been an integral part of the practice `not an 

undertaker to it. 49 Etchells' phase is a reminder of the transience of theatre, its 

presence, its liveness and our feeling of loss when the moment has gone. In 

writing about Applied Performance I am not trying to create a ghostly 

representation of it but rather to create something from the remembering of it. 

Documentation has been a fundamental part of the research practice and I have 

created an archive of materials which have been generated through the project. 

There are diaries written throughout the project; mini-dvd tapes of the workshop 

process throughout each of the residencies; mini-discs of conversations with Lois 

Weaver and Peggy Shaw; transcriptions of some of these conversations and 

49 Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments, p. 23. 
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transcriptions from some of the workshops; documentation from PPP including 

the original funding application and report for the Arts and Humanities Research 

Board (AHRB) who funded the research; edited videos and a CD of images and 

statistics about women in prison in England and Brazil that was used in In the 

House, the installation performance event and public discussion which marked the 

end of a particular phase within the research. When I use material from the 

archives I will identify these within the text and refer to the archive box in which 

they are filed. The archives are located at the People's Palace Projects office, at 

Queen Mary, University of London. An index detailing the contents of each 

archive box is included as an appendix to the thesis. 

The thesis is divided into two sections. Section I, Chapters One through to Five, 

considers the theoretical and practical contexts of the practice-based research: 

testimony, prisons, the Staging Human Rights programme, women in prison and 

Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw. Section II, considers the practice itself. This is 

structured through one, longer chapter, Chapter Six, which is divided into six 

subsections which consider each of the five performance residencies and In the 

House, the performance, installation and discussion event which was the 

culmination of the practice. 

Section I draws theoretical support from the fields of Performance, Applied 

Drama, Criminology, Sociology and Law and is written in a formal, academic 

manner. In Section II, there is a shift in the style and tone of the writing which 

calls upon both `thick description' and Performative Writing to give access to the 
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practice through writing. I will briefly consider these terms before detailing the 

narrative of the thesis. 

Thick Description. 

In `The Politics of Historiography: Towards and Ethics of Representation', Bill 

McDonnell considers the histories written about theatre with groups which `are 

dispersed by the same socio-historical forces which generated them', histories 

which are `generally written from within the experiences described. -'o He 

highlights the political necessity of an awareness of the power relations which 

infuse the site of research and how these must be considered in the way in which 

the research and research findings are framed. McDonnell calls upon the use of 

`thick description', as advocated by the anthropologist Clifford Geertz and 

employed by social researchers such as Norman Denzin who distils the essence of 

`thick description' as something which `goes beyond fact to detail, context, 

emotion, and webs of affiliation and micro power'. " By writing about the 

performance project with women in prisons in this way, I seek to write in a way 

that is more than a documentary shadow, in a way which reveals the possibilities 

of performance within the context of working with women in prison and which 

reveals the context itself. 

50 Bill McDonnel, The Politics of Historiography, p. 128. 
51 Denzin cited in McDonnell, 'The Politics of Historiography, p. 128. 
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Performative Writing 

In his essay, ̀ Performers and Spectators Transported and Transformed', Richard 

Schechner uses the term `transported' to refer to the way in which actors, 

audiences or participants are moved between the real, to an imagined space, and 

returned to the real, though a range of performance events 52 The women in 

prison, who participated in the performance project created characters and worlds 

which transported themselves, and the other participants in the room, beyond the 

here and now, beyond the real. On returning to the real, we have, through our 

collective experience, created shared memories. In Not Surviving Reading', Peggy 

Phelan positions the act of reading as an act of transportation. 53 We, as readers, 

begin to enter an imaginative space catalysed through the written word, we are 

transported. When we stop reading, we return to ourselves. However, on our 

return, through our imaginings, we are not quite the same as we were before we 

started to read. Phelan posits writing which seeks ̀ less to describe and preserve 

performances than to enact and mimic the losses that beat away within them' as 

performative. ' It is writing which seeks to engage a reader in a way which calls 

upon an act of imaginative faith and intimacy. Earlier in the Introduction I stated 

that throughout the research project with women in prison, I have witnessed the 

testimony offered by them through performance. I am bearing witness to the 

women's testimony through writing Possible Fictions, inviting the reader to be 

52 Richard Schechner, `Performers and Spectators Transported and Transformed' in 
Between TbeaterandAntbm 
117-150. 

pology (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985), pp. 

53 Peggy Phelan, `Not Surviving Reading' (unpublished paper given at City University of 
New York, 4 December 1996). 
54 Peggy Phelan, Mourning Sex, p. 12. 
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transported, to know the practice through reading this testimony. Phelan's 

comment that performative writing `pushes against the ideology of knowledge as a 

progressive movement forever approaching a completed end-point' echoes 

throughout the practice, which by its very nature, resists assumption or certain 

knowledge by calling upon fantasy to inform an understanding of reality. " 

The first chapter, `On Testimony', addresses the theoretical concepts of witness 

and testimony and how these have informed my practice and been challenged by 

it. I address the most quotidian usage and understanding of the words within the 

frame of the criminal justice system before considering the ways in which 

witnessing and testimony have been considered by a range of subjects within 

academia. I consider testimony as a performative speech act and as an 

epistemological mode based on belief rather than presence and experience. These 

reflections question and inform the thesis as both experiential and belief-based 

testimony. 

The following four chapters consider the contexts the research was carried out in. 

Chapter Two, `Contexts I: Power, Punishment and Prisons' considers the 

theoretical framework of prisons drawing upon the writing of Michel Foucault. I 

then reflect on prison as punishment at the beginning of the twenty-first century 

and how this has been informed by the criminalisation of `unwanted acts' and the 

effect that this has had in swelling the prison population. I consider the economic 

55 Peggy Phelan, Mourning Sex, p. 17. 
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imperatives of prison and the development of the prison industry. I then address 

the issue of the `performance of prisons' both as an act of punishment and as a 

business venture whilst recognising that the imperatives of the criminal justice 

system go beyond a mere commercial venture. 

In Chapter Three, `Contexts II: Staging Human Right?, I turn to Staging Human 

Rights as a radical performance intervention which addresses human rights issues 

with those who live and work in prison. I consider the Boalian methodology and 

how this informs the nature of the testimony and the types of knowledge it 

encourages and stages within the adult prison system in Brazil. Having framed the 

larger contextual and methodological issues raised by Staging Human Rights I will 

then consider the specifics statistical, theoretical and the cultural representations 

of women in prison in Chapter Four. This will facilitate and broader 

understanding of the context we were working within and a profile of the group 

we were working with. 

Chapter Five, `Contexts IV: Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw' considers Lois Weaver 

and Peggy Shaw's performance practice and how this has been positioned within 

Feminist and Lesbian Performance Studies. I identify three areas within their 

practice: A Methodology of Beginnings, Autobiography, The Collapse of the Real 

and The Imaginary which inform and structure their work with women in prison. 

Each of these chapters builds a contextual framework within which to consider 

the practice itself. Chapter Six, `Performing Witness', is the spine of the thesis. In 
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this chapter, I map Weaver and Shaw's practice within each of the residencies by 

drawing upon observations and reflection on the practice. This section is shaped 

by the research questions and the writing evidences the possibilities of 

performance with women in prison and how this practice informs an 

understanding of the women's prison. This chapter concludes with a section on In 

The House as a performance event which illustrated both the possibilities of 

performance as an act of witness and the power relations which shape the lived 

experience of women in prison. 
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SECTION I: 

CONTEXTS 
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CHAPTER ONE 

ON TESTIMONY 

To testify - before a court of Law or before the court of history and the 
future; to testify, likewise before an audience of readers or spectators - is 
more than simply to report a fact or an event or to relate what has been 
lived, recorded and remembered. 

Shoshana Felmansb 

Introduction 

In the introduction to this thesis, I proposed that Staging Human Rights was an act 

of witness and an act of making witnesses. I also argued that, as a 

researcher/practitioner within Staging Human Rights, I have an ethical responsibility 

to bear witness to what I have seen through the testimony of writing. The 

concepts of witness and testimony are particularly potent within the context of 

Staging Human Rights as they are intricately interwoven into the narrative which has 

resulted in the participants being sentenced to prison. 

In this chapter, I will outline theoretical considerations of witness and testimony 

clarifying my usage of the terms within this thesis. I will consider the relationship 

between testimony and knowledge and argue that testimony is a key 

epistemological mode within the field of Applied Performance. 

56 Felman, S., 'In An Era of Testimony: Claude Lanzmann's Shoab', Yale French Studies, 
Charles A. Porter and Alyson Waters (eds), no. 97,50 Years of Yale French Studies: A 
Commemorative Anthology. Part 2: 1980-1998 (2000), pp. 103. 
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There is not one, singular concept of witness or testimony. Like the field of 

Performance, the study of testimony has been contested, each challenge 

redefining the possibilities and conceptual richness of the field. Firstly, I will 

address the most quotidian usage of the words `witness' and `testimony' within the 

context of the criminal justice system. I will consider the relationship between the 

eyewitness and the knowledge acquired through his or her presence at an event. 

The authority of the eyewitness has informed many areas of study including 

Holocaust, Trauma and Human Rights Studies. However, the philosopher C. A. J. 

Coady, and more recently, cultural theorists including Anne Cubilie, Shoshana 

Felman and Andrea Frisch have proposed a reconsideration of the limits of 

testimony as an epistemological mode based on empirical evidence or presence. I 

will then focusing specifically on the issue of belief in testimony. Within this 

context, I will address testimony as a performative speech act of belief by drawing 

upon the linguistic theories of J. L Austin. 

The act of witness can only be completed if there is an addressee to whom the 

testimony of the witness is given. The act of performance calls upon the presence 

of another. I will consider the relationship of the one who testifies and the one to 

whom the testimony is addressed by reflecting on two performative examples, 

Samuel Becket's Not I and a training workshop for artists working within the 

Brazilian prison system delivered by Janetka Platun and myself. These examples, 

drawn from distinctly different fields of performance practice, stage a shared 

recognition and concern for the human need to communicate, to appeal to and be 
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recognised by another. The images evoked within both examples resonate across 

the boundaries of disciplinary separation. 

The contract offered in the performative act of testimony is bound by belief 

belief in the existence of an addressee to whom the testimony is given, and, belief 

that the addressee will give credence to that which has been testified. The 

relationship between testimony, belief and knowledge is fundamental when 

writing about performance, an ontologically un-empirical act. The disappearance 

of performance has an increased potency when writing about performance in 

prison: acts and sites which have few witnesses. By writing about Staging Human 

Rights II, I am testifying to what I have seen, I am performing my belief in what I 

have witnessed; I am performing my faith that there is another to whom this 

testimony is addressed. 

These theoretical and philosophical considerations of witness and testimony 

frame the thesis, situate the performance practice of Staging Human Rights as an act 

of witness and an act of making witnesses, and position testimony as an urgent 

and critical act in the field of Applied Performance. 

Theories of Testimony: Formal and Natural Testimony 

C. A. J. Coady makes a distinction between `formal testimony', as testimony which 

is delivered within a legal or quasi-legal framework, and `natural testimony' as the 
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wider, non-discipline specific concept of testimony. 57 In this section, I will 

consider formal testimony. 

Formal testimony is concerned with evidence. Within a court of law, specific 

questions are asked of a witness to draw testimony and, therefore, possible 

evidence to support or refute a case. Coady underscores this point when he 

states, ̀ Since formal testimony is a kind of evidence it must be addressed to some 

issue which is at least technically in dispute. "' A witness' testimony is often the 

most compelling evidence in the courtroom: 

Lawyers have innumerable rules involving hearsay, the character of the 
defendant or of the witness, opinions given by the witness, and the like, 

which are in one way or other meant to improve the fact-finding process. 
But more crucial than any of these - and possibly more crucial that all put 
together - is the evidence of eyewitness testimony. 59 

The insight given, and knowledge gained, through eyewitness' accounts is not 

limited to knowledge gained through visual perception as Cody addresses: 

testimony [... ] is the evidence given by persons. [... ] The persons in 
question are referred to as `witnesses' but a visual analogy is not essential 
(obviously a blind man can be a perfectly good witness for some purposes 
and indeed, in some circumstances, e. g. the dark, he may be an even better 

witness than someone who is sighted) 60 

A witness' knowledge is based upon a knowing through one or more senses. The 

sight which is the foundation of the `eye' in the eyewitness account is, therefore, 

an inright which is given as proof of evidence. This knowledge is both formed and 

held by a body, a body of knowledge, which is latent with understandings that 

57 C. A J. Coady, Testimony: A Pbiloropbical Study (Oxford and New York: Clarendon Press, 
1995), p. 26. 
58 C. A J. Coady, Testimony, p. 30. 
59 John Kaplan, `Forward' to Elizabeth R. Loftus: Eyewitness Testimony (Cambridge, Mass. 
And London: Harvard University Press, 1979), p. vii. 
60 C. A J. Coady, Testimony, p. 27. 
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may, or may not, be elicited through bearing witness to this knowledge through 

testimony. 

In a legal setting, a witness is called because their perspective of the events under 

consideration is recognised as being specific and particular. The witness' 

credibility and, therefore, their juridical value is based on an implicit assumption 

that a person becomes a witness based on knowledge they have gained first-hand, 

through experience, through proximity to, and presence at an event. The 

exceptions to this are the character witness and the expert witness. I will address 

these exceptions later in this chapter. 

The philosophical implications of knowledge built on experience, on presence, on 

being there, raise many questions about the phenomenology of witnessing and the 

role of testimony in creating and disseminating knowledge. These questions are 

of critical importance in the field of Applied Performance where knowledge in the 

field is often dependent on reflections and analysis of a practitioner's eyewitness 

account. 

The Eyewitness 

The following section considers the authority of the eyewitness in the formation 

and dissemination of knowledge beyond formal testimony. It acknowledges that 

particular areas of academic study demand parameters of personal experience and 

political efficacy for an act to be identified and valued as testimony. Within the 

past decade however, there has been a movement advanced by academics who 
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acknowledge the importance of testimony within this particular frame but who 

also urge a reconsideration of the possibilities of testimony beyond these limiting 

parameters. 61 

In 'The Ethics of Testimony: A Genealogical Perspective', Andrea Frisch 

considers the paradigm of `witnessing-as-experiential knowledge . 62 She identifies 

the eyewitness accounts of early modern Europeans encountering the New World 

of the Americas as `an index of the new epistemological prestige of first-hand 

experience, a prestige that supposedly attended both the birth of modern 

empirical science and the consolidation of the modern subject' 63 This concept of 

witnessing as experiential knowledge, the advancement of empiricism as a valued 

epistemological mode, and the positioning of the human as a subject of 

knowledge is supported by Foucault's considerations of the development of 

institutions of knowledge, including the prison, which seek to control the human 

subject by knowing it. I will address this further in Chapter Two, `Contexts I: 

Power, Punishment and Prisons' (pp. 78-104). Frisch also calls upon the writings 

of Bartolome de las Casas, a friar who accompanied Columbus, to illustrate the 

relationship between witnessing as experiential knowledge: 

Metasthenes [wrote] in order to show that those who would write histories 
were not to write merely from hearsay nor based on their own opinions, 
because [... ] "history" in Greek [... ] means to see or to know, because 

61 See Cubilie, `Introduction: The Future of Testimony', Etchells, Certain Fragments, 
Frisch, The Ethics of Testimony: A Genealogical Perspective' Heritage, `Stealing Kisses' 
and Phelan, `Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses', Shoshana Felman and Dori 
Laub, Testimony: Cruet of FVitnesring in Literature, Pycboanalysis and History (London: 
Routledge, 1992). 
62 Andrea Frisch, The Ethics of Testimony: A Genealogical Perspective' in Discourse, vol. 
25, Issue 1&2 (Winter and Spring 2004), p. 36. 
63 Frisch, The Ethics of Testimony, p. 36. 
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none of the Ancients dared to write a history without having been present 
at the events in question and having seen with his own eyes that about 
which he intended to write 64 

This excerpt demonstrates the prestige and authority given to the eyewitness who 

acts as an historian, passing on new knowledge based on the certainty of presence, 

of being there. Casas further confirms his mandate as an eyewitness by citing the 

authority of Classical eyewitnesses' experiential knowledge. 

The testimony of the eyewitness, and the authority of their evidence in creating 

and disseminating knowledge, has been the subject of academic study in a number 

of areas including History, Human Rights, Law, Trauma, Holocaust, African 

American and Women's Studies - fields which are concerned with the 

representation of first person experience and the `recuperation of voices and 

traumatic experience deemed lost through state, academic, cultural or literary 

discourses'. 65 Within some of these disciplines testimony has been considered as a 

defined genre, with parameters of experience and political efficacy. In one of the 

most frequently cited descriptions of Latin American to i mono, George Yüdice 

characterises it as: 

[... ] an authentic narrative, told by a witness who is moved to narrate by the 
urgency of the situation (e. g. war, oppression, revolution, etc). Emphasizing 
popular, oral discourse, the witness portrays his or her own experience as an 
agent (rather than as a representative) of a collective memory and identity. 
Truth is summoned in the cause of denouncing a present situation of 
exploitation and oppression or in exorcising and setting right official 
testimony. 66 

64 Cited in Frisch, 'The Ethics of Testimony', p. 37. 
65 Anne Cubilie and Carl Good, 'The Future of Testimony', in Discourse, vol. 25, Issue 1& 
2 (Winter and Spring 2004), p. 4. 
66 Cited in Cubilie and Good, °I'he Future of Testimony', p. 4. 
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Yüdice's statement is prescriptive in its definition, asserting the politics of 

experience and efficacy as the core agency of testimony. Within this framework, 

testimony is an ethical act which identifies the gap between the way things are and 

the ways things could be. It is an appeal for an acknowledgment of this gap and 

action which address it. However, there are a number of theorists who, whilst 

acknowledging the importance of testimony within these parameters, propose a 

further consideration of the possibilities of testimony. Rather than limiting it 

within particular academic frameworks and generic prescriptions, these theorists 

advocate a theory of testimony which encourages and allows other possibilities for 

knowledge and understanding beyond the epistemological certainty that is asked 

of it within the context of formal testimony or testimony as an act based on 

experience and political efficacy. If testimony is reframed, as Cubilie states, ̀ as a 

mode of bearing witness to the unrepresentable', this reconsideration facilitates 

other possibilities for the future of testimony. 67 What Cubilie et al are arguing for, 

is the reconsideration of testimony based on presence and experience and the 

valuation of the knowledge based on such certainty. They are proposing a theory 

of testimony which articulates knowledge made and disseminated through belief. 

Testimony and Belief 

C. A J. Coady's philosophical study of the epistemological status of testimony, 

examines the ways in which it has been neglected as a source of knowledge within 

the philosophical tradition. Coady claims that testimony is one of the most 

elemental ways that we construct our knowledge of the world and therefore our 

67 Cubilie and Good, 'Me Future of Testimony, p. 5. 
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sense of ourselves within it, `our trust in the word of others is fundamental to the 

very idea of serious cognitive activity' 68 

By exploring the writings of Plato, Hume, Price, Russell and Reid, Coady argues 

that the philosophical tradition of theories of testimony has been individualist in 

its emphasis and has ultimately failed to take testimony seriously as a fundamental 

model of epistemological understanding. He considers that the philosophical 

consideration of testimony and knowledge since Plato has `either ignored 

testimony altogether or it has been cursory and dismissive. Modern 

epistemologists tirelessly pursue the nature and role of memory, perception, 

inductive and deductive reasoning but devotes no analysis and argument to 

testimony although prima facie it belongs on this list'. "' 

In philosophy, testimony is presented as evidence for claims made rather than as 

declarations of fact or truth. Coady considers that this epistemological conundrum 

can be addressed in one of two ways, reductivism or anti-reductivism. The 

reductive approach considers testimony as an epistemological model based on 

empirical evidence, of being there, of being an eye-witness to events which 

become evidence to support knowledge. The anti-reductivist approach considers 

testimony as a way of knowing which is not based on evidence. Rather, it is an 

approach which considers the way in which knowledge is built through testimony 

rather than empirical evidence. Coady proposes that, either, we reduce the 

68 Coady, Testimony, p. vii. 
69 Coady, Testimony, p. 6. 
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possibilities for the developing of knowledge and understanding by fitting into a 

model which requires proof as evidence, or, we dance around this model to find 

different perspectives or ways to value and give credence to the gaining and 

disseminating of knowledge through testimony? ° For Cody, within the realm of 

philosophy, testimony is based on perception and therefore we don't have to have 

reasons for believing it only an absence of reasons not to believe it" We believe, 

or rather we don't disbelieve, what is being said. He calls upon Austin to reaffirm 

the epistemological necessity of testimony, 

It seems, rather, that believing in other persons, in authority and 
testimony, is an essential part of the act of communication, an act which 
we all constantly perform. It is as much an irreducible part of our 
experience as, say, giving promises, or playing competitive games, or even 
sensing coloured patches. 72 

Earlier, I referred to Coady's identification of testimony within a legal or quasi- 

legal context as `formal testimony'. He identifies other forms of testimony as 

`natural testimony'. Natural testimony is: 

encountered in such everyday circumstances as exhibit the `social 
operations of the mind': giving someone directions to the post office, 
reporting what happened in an accident, saying yes, you have seen a child 
answering to that description, telling someone the result of the last race or 
the latest cricket score. In such situations we have a speaker engaged in 
the speech act of testifying to the truth of some proposition which is 
either in dispute or in some way in need of determination and this 
attestation is evidence towards the settling of the matter. " 

70 In many ways the question of witness, testimony and knowledge are at the heart of 
historic and ongoing debates within academia about the validity of practice as research. 
These debates, and the levels of anxiety that surround them, are essentially debates about 
`truth' and the validity and value of knowledge gained through perceptions of experience 
and how this epistemological methodology compares with research which evidences a 
systematic consideration of what is already known in the area of research before new 
knowledge can be gained. 
71 Coady, Testimony, pp. 38-48. 

. y, p. vi. 72 J. L. Austin cited in Coady, Testimon 
73 Coady, Testimony, p. 38. 
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One of the key distinctions between formal and natural testimony is that natural 

testimony is not dependent on eyewitness, empirical evidence. Rather there is a 

faith in the individuals to comply with the social systems of testimony which 

advance knowledge. So, `it seems rather that the legal framework adapts and 

solemnises an everyday phenomenon to which it may not be common to apply 

such a technical-sounding word'. 74 

To illustrate the ways in which testimony infiltrates and informs every aspect of 

our lives Coady gives an example of travelling to a foreign city and filling in a 

registration form at a hotel. All of the details that are requested - name, date of 

birth, passport number etc - are all accepted by the hotel staff as being true as 

they are presented by the guest as true. The guest offers this information as being 

true because this is information that he believes to be true based, ̀ sometimes in a 

complex way, on the word of others'. 75 History books, maps, news bulletins and 

newspaper articles are all testimony. Each individual cannot verify the information 

they receive in testimony by being there, at the eye-witness source, of information. 

We have to have a faith in the testimony of others as: 

testimony is very important in the formation of much that we normally 
regard as reasonable belied and [... ] our reliance upon it is extensive. 
Furthermore, this reliance is not limited to the everyday or the merely 
practical... since highly developed theoretical activities [including history, 
anthropology, psychology, astronomy and physics] are marked by a 
reliance upon testimony. 76 

74 Coady, Testimony, p. 26. 
75 Coady, Testimony, p. 7. 
76 Coady, Testimony, pp. 7-8. 
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I would like to return to the use of testimony within a legal context. Based on 

Coady's distinctions within testimony we can now see that evidence within this 

context is not just based on `formal testimony' but is also dependent on `natural 

testimony', a faith in the testimony of others through the expert and character 

witnesses. 

An early recorded example of natural testimony within a legal setting is illustrated 

by Frisch's example of a seventeenth century adultery case, Fredegone v. 

Chilperic, which clearly sets out the consideration of testimony as a statement of 

belief rather than experiential fact. Fredegone is a young woman who is accused 

by her husband of committing adultery and having a child by another man. In the 

court, three bishops and three hundred lords of Fredegone's court swear in their 

belief that the child is Chilperic's, Fredegone's husband. These witnesses could 

not possibly have known about the exact circumstances of the child's conception. 

They were not making a testimony based on this certain knowledge; rather they 

were making a testimony that they believed Fredegone's statement that the child 

was not illegitimate. They are bearing witness to the witness' capacity to testify. 

This case illustrates the distinction between a testimony based on epistemological 

certainty and one with no epistemological certainty, but rather, belief. The bishops 

and lords were not testifying to the knowledge of circumstance of Fredegone's 

baby's conception, rather they were testifying to their faith in Fredegone and her 

oath. They are, in the moment of giving testimony, bearing witness, performing their 
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belief. " In the following section I consider testimony as a performative speech act 

by drawing upon the writings of J. L. Austin. 

Testimony as a Performative Speech Act. 

The nature of the bishop and lord's performance of belief is explained by the 

linguistic philosopher, J. L. Austin, in his 1955 Harvard lecture series, How To Do 

Things With [lords. Austin proposed that testimony is a performative speech act. 

He illustrates this further by qualifying testimony as an illocutionary act. Austin 

identifies a locutionary act as the act of saying something and an illocutionary act 

as the utterance of a locutionary act with a specific dynamic which enables 

something to happen. This enabling of something to happen makes it 

performative. Austin used the word performative to identify words which not 

only described but, through their utterance, made something happen. A 

performative speech act is one which performs the action it describes. Wedding 

vows, promises, contracts, bets and judgements are performative because in these 

cases, to say something is to do something. 

Each of these speech acts has intention and action inherent within them: `I 

promise that I will be there'; `I deny the accusation that you are making'; `I accept 

the offer you are making'; `I swear that I will go there'; `I'm sorry'. These speech 

acts are not just descriptions or comments on action, rather, through their 

utterance they perform the act they articulate. Therefore, for example, the 

declaration of the pronouncement of marriage, `I pronounce you man and wife', 

77 Frisch, 'The Ethics of Testimony', p. 45. 
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through its enunciation transforms the personal and legal status of individuals. 

To testify is a performative act which can be explicit, i. e. saying ̀ I testify that... ' or 

less explicit, i. e. ̀ I have seen... ' 

In the case of Fredegone, the witnesses, by saying `I believe' are not just saying 

they believe, but performing this belief through the utterance of the words. This 

declaration of belief and pledge in this belief in the act of giving testimony is 

commented on by Shoshana Felman when she states, 

... to testify is thus not merely to narrate but to commit oneself; and to 
commit the narrative to others; to take responsibility [... ] for history or for 
the truth of an occurrence, for something, which by definition goes 
beyond the personal, in having general (non-personal) validity and 
consequences. 'a 

Felman's comments identify the ethical responsibility born by the witness to 

perform this act and acknowledge that this responsibility is driven by an urgency 

to testify to another: the addressee. To take the role of the witness is not, as 

Felman reminds us, to act as a reporter but rather it is an act of responsibility to 

'address another, to impress upon a listener, to appeal to a community '. 79 The other, 

the listener, the community to whom testimony is addressed, is considered further 

in the following section. 

78 Shoshana Felman, ̀In An Era of Testimony', p. 104. 
79 Shoshana Felman, `In An Era of Testimony: Claude Lanzmann's Sboab', in Yale French 
Studier. 50 Years of Yale Frrncb Studies, Part 2, ed. Porter and Waters (Yale University Press: 
2000), p. 103. 
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The Performance of Testimony. 

Testimony, the act of bearing witness, is completed by being addressed to 

another. another who witnesses the testimony. A witness is able to bear witness 

when there is an addressee who is ready to receive this testimony. Frisch illustrates 

this further: 

One cannot testify in the theoretical or empirical absence of an addressee; 
it is always necessary to testify to another. The ontological status of 
testimony is thus not determined (or determinable) as a purely linguistic 
structure, but is rather only consolidated at the moment the testimony is 
received [... ] This [... ] does not necessarily mean that the witness always 
testifies to someone, and thus necessarily has an addressee, but also that 
the addressee of a testimony takes a necessary part in its very construction. 
The addressee is an essential component of testimony, not merely the 
eventual recipient of a discourse whose structure has been determined 
without regard to him. 80 

Samuel Beckett's play Not I and a performance and visual art training programme 

addressing human rights issues within the Brazilian prison system are examples 

drawn from two very different performance traditions, however both embody the 

responsibility and urgency of witness and how this is driven by a belief in the 

existence of an addressee to whom the testimony is given. After reflecting on 

these acts of performance which consider the performative act of testimony, I will 

then consider the ways in which Staging Human Rights was both a call to witness 

for those who participated in the project whilst facilitating the making of a 

community of addressees to whom this testimony was directed. 

Not I. The audience enters a darkened space. A single light guides our vision 

towards a woman's mouth, suspended in the blackness above our heads. She is 

80 Frisch, The Ethics of Testimony', pp. 46-47. 
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disembodied. She is a mouth. She is Mouth. Her lips, teeth and tongue are 

articulating and repeating fragments of a story with urgency. The words are 

fuelled by the necessity of imparting them right here, right now. To one side of 

Mouth, also suspended in the air, is a shadowy figure dressed in a jabela, face 

obscured. He is the Auditor, the listener. During Mouth's torrential testimony, the 

Auditor slowly raises his arms. They drop suddenly. Throughout Not I, the 

Auditor raises and drops his arms on three occasions. When the Auditor raises his 

arms it is as if to try and catch the words spilling from Mouth. When he can no 

longer bear the weight of these words, the weight of their content, explicit or 

hidden, his arms drop to his sides. Slowly, having galvanised his strength and 

optimism, he begins to raise them again. 

Beckett's stage image is performative, articulating the responsibility and 

bewilderment within the act of witnessing. The Auditor is the onlooker, or more 

specifically the on-listener, the one whom bears witness to the testimony given by 

Mouth. He attempts to be the addressee to who the testimony is given. His act of 

listening is an ethical act that attempts to hold the burden of her testimony, which 

lets Mouth know that she is not alone. Mouth continues to speak. Her testimony 

leaks beyond the confines of the stage. When we enter into the theatre she is 

already speaking. When we leave, she is still speaking. These images can be read in 

a number of ways. Mouth may not be able to find the words, be able to represent 

through words, the events to which she is testifying and so she continues to speak 

in the vain attempt that she may be able to, eventually, find a sense of closure in 

her articulations. Mouth may not be able to bear witness to her own life. Mouth 
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may not have faith in the existence of another, an addressee, who will hear her 

testimony and so she continues to speak and speak. 

We, as the audience, witness Mouth's testimony and the Auditor struggle to 

witness her testimony. There is a contagion of witnessing. Within this context, 

Beckett invites the audience to be the addressees to whom Mouth gives 

testimony. We are the other, the listener, the community to whom the appeal is 

made. 

In January 2005,1 developed a series of performance and visual arts workshops in 

collaboration with Janetka Platun as part of the development of Staging Human 

Rights in Brazil. PPP was interested in exploring the possibilities of different cross- 

disciplinary methodologies within the training programme for the artists working 

within the criminal justice system. The workshops were specifically aimed at 

developing performance and visual arts exercises which addressed the language 

and practicalities of human rights in the every day lives of those who live and 

work in prison. The exercises had to be simple in instruction but not prescriptive 

in terms of the response elicited from them. Rather, the exercises were framed 

with specific limitations which allowed each individual the freedom to respond 

without being overwhelmed by the possibilities. 

Within this context, we asked the artists to devise a set of instructions for 

workshop participants to record on a small, hand-held recorder, their thoughts, 

concerns and hopes for human rights issues within the prison. We set one 
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condition. The instructions must state that the maximum time for recording is 

thirty seconds. 

The artists responded with a variety of ways in which these instructions could be 

articulated, ranging from incredibly detailed written lists to a series of diagrams. 

We then asked the artists to find a way to perform these instructions. There were 

four conditions to this exercise: the group had ten minutes to devise these 

individual performances; the performances were to be no more than thirty 

seconds long, the pieces must be located across the workshop space; the 

individual performances would be threaded into a larger, group performance 

piece, where each artist would perform, one after another, in an agreed order. The 

exercise evolved into a winding promenade of performances, driven by an 

intensity of detail and urgency of imparting this detail with specificity within a 

given time. The images were dense with meaning. 

A woman stands in front of a cardboard box with speakers scrawled 
across the front of it. It is the recording machine. She recites and 
demonstrates her list of instructions whilst crawling into the 
recorder/box. Her feet stick out the end of the box, hovering and rotating 
like the wheels of a cassette tape in action. 

A man drags himself across the floor towards a tape-recorder. His head is 
so full, so heavy with the weight of things which need to be said, that it 
pulls his body to the ground, anchoring his head to the floor. He reaches 
the recorder, presses record and speaks. As he speaks, he releases the 
words that have been binding him to the earth. His body becomes 
buoyant. He rises up on to his tiptoes, his head now light with the relief of 
having spoken, of having been heard. 

A woman tries to speak but she is not able to get any words out of her 
mouth. She is being suffocated with the words that are being formed but 
not released. They are jamming her mouth full. The more she cannot 
release the word, the greater her urgency to speak. Suddenly, she sprints 
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across the room, down the stairs and bursts the words into the ear of a 
statue of a man that just happens to be there. 

The performances that erupted from the exercise clearly declare the intensely 

human need to communicate - to speak and to be heard by another. They 

perform the burden, responsibility and release inherent within witness and 

testimony. 

These images illustrate what I had learnt of performance as an act of witness 

through performance. Staging Human Rights called upon participants to bear witness 

to their lives whilst making a commitment that these acts of witness will have an 

other, an audience, to whom this appeal to witness is made. In Chapter Three, 

`Contexts II: Staging Human Right? I consider how this has been addressed through 

the Boalian based Staging Human Rights I. In Chapter 6, `Performing Witness' I 

consider, in detail, how the postmodern performance methodology of Weaver 

and Shaw called upon the women to bear witness to their own lives through the 

testimony of performance and how this testimony was addressed to a community 

beyond the prison through the 2003 performance event In The House. 

Giving Testimony through Writing 

I would like to return briefly to Coady's assertion that, in philosophy, testimony is 

presented as evidence for claims made rather than as declarations of fact or truth. 

This positioning of testimony is helpful in considering writing about performance. 

In `Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses', the forward to Certain Fragments, 

Tim Etchells's reflection on the work of the performance company Forced 
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Entertainment, Peggy Phelan distinguishes between Etchells the writer who stages 

questions on the stage and Etchells the writer who stakes claims on the page. e1 

Certain Fragments is not a description or an account of the work of Forced 

Entertainment but rather a testimony to what he has come to know about 

performance and the world revealed through performance made in that world. 

Etchells is a witness, who bears this witness through the testimony of 

performance and writing. Etchells's claims have no reason to be disbelieved. 

This commitment to a faith in being believed, in not being disbelieved as Coady 

put it, is the pulse which propels writing about performance. 

The faith in the belief of others is particularly vital when writing about 

performance with women in prison as this performance is within a cultural space 

that is marked with specific social and cultural meanings and with people who are 

considered to be beyond societal representation. Writing is a way of bearing 

witness, of giving testimony to knowledge garnered about performance, about the 

experience of women in prison and what this reveals of the world, thmugh 

performance with women in prison. My position as a witness is based on 

experiential and perceptual understandings informed by this work. 

Essentially my position is one which straddles two considerations of testimony - 

the epistemological and the philosophical. I am, in writing this thesis, staking 

81 Peggy Phelan, `Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses' in Etchells, Certain 
Fragments p. 9. 
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claims based on things I have come to understand by being present, by being an 

eyewitness to events. But my knowledge and understanding is not restricted by 

what I can see and hear in the context of the performance project with women in 

prison in Brazil and the UK. Rather, much of what I claim is founded on 

perceptions and understandings that I have made through performance and what 

it reveals of itself and of the context of the lives of the women who participated in 

the project. 

By making a commitment to be a witness, I was making a commitment to being 

the addressee to whom the testimony was addressed. In the performance project 

with women in prison, they gave witness to their own lives through the testimony 

of performance and I promised to listen and to, in turn, bear witness to what I 

had come to understand. 

Testimony as a Key Epistemological Mode within Applied Performance. 

Testimony is a key epistemological mode within Applied Performance. Although 

there is a substantial body of Applied Drama practice, much of it goes 

undocumented or when it is, it is with reference to the agenda of the funding 

body that supported the work. This often accounts for 'what happened' rather 

than considering Applied Drama practice as a research methodology. It considers 

the usefulness of Applied Drama in addressing particular already known aims and 

objectives rather than the possibilities of Applied Drama practice in developing 

new knowledge and understanding in the field. Often it is difficult to find out 

about specific Applied Drama work unless you already have a hint of it from 
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someone who has heard of a particular organisation or project. In teaching in the 

field, I have been acutely aware that the body of knowledge that constitutes the 

field of Applied Drama research is literally within the bodies of those practitioners 

and researchers who have been directly involved in making and reflecting on 

work. Therefore, testimony is a prime epistemological mode within the field. The 

following account, which reflects on an encounter in a class I taught, 

demonstrates the necessity of recognising and valuing testimony as a vital mode 

for both the development and dissemination of knowledge in the field: 

10 January 2005. It was the first teaching session with a group of final year 

undergraduate drama students at QMUL. The course was Practice Based Researz? b. 

The students were asked to reflect on a moment of performance that was 

fundamental to their understanding of its possibilities: a moment that ignited their 

curiosity, that articulated the necessity of performance, that in some way was 

evidence to support their argument for being there in the classroom at that 

moment in time. 

In pairs, the students told each other their stories. Without any rehearsal, each 

person then performed their response to what they had heard. After this, the 

person whose narratives had inspired the performance told their story. A series of 

performance vignettes, illustrated by specific recollections unfolded. 

One of the students lay on the floor, eyes darting, impatiently waiting. She got up, 

looked to the floor and ran her finger along the memory of where her body had 
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lain. Her eyes followed her hand as it then slowly came back towards her body, 

smoothing over her stomach, then resting on it. She looked up at the audience. 

It was a moment of understanding and a call for the audience to see what she had 

seen. The student, whose memory acted as a catalyst for the performance, then 

told the following story. 

The previous semester, in an Applied Drama course called Playing for Real, a visual 

artist, Janetka Platun, brought in some photographs and a video to illustrate a talk 

about the work she had been doing with girls in prison in Brazil. She explained 

that in the workshops, each girl took it in turns to he on large sheets of paper on 

the ground whilst another girl drew around the outline of her body. These 

outlines were then filled with words and images of people and things that were of 

importance to the girls: details of their families, their parents, siblings and 

children; slogans calling for Peace, Love and Justice; requests for God to protect 

them; a love for Brazil; a demand to be heard by the judge who decides whether 

or not they will be liberated. 

One of the girls in the workshop was pregnant. She was lying on her side when 

the outline was drawn around her body. When she got up she looked at the 

outline that been drawn and, after some consideration, drew a bubble shape 

which she then attached to the front of the outline. She asked Jan to help her 

draw a foetus on a separate piece of peachy-pink paper which she then cut out 

and stuck in the bubble. 
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In the prison, there were no mirrors or windows within which the young women 

could see their own reflections. They wore uniforms. They had no visual reference 

of themselves in the physical transition between childhood and adulthood even 

though their lived experience was already beyond what any child would be 

expected to know of the world. These outlines of the bodies were a shadow, a 

two-dimensional reflection of their bodies at this moment in time. 

The young woman's picture was an extraordinary articulation of a disconnection 

between the way her body looked and how she felt her body looked. Her 

pregnancy was represented as beyond her body, an addition, something attached 

to it rather that something that was transforming the shape of her body from 

within. This drawing illustrated a sense of disconnection between her body and 

what was going on within it and some degree of reconciliation of this 

disconnection on paper. 

For the student, listening to Jan talk about her work, this was a moment of 

revelation. She realised that despite the cultural, social and economic differences 

between herself and the young Brazilian women in custody, she identified with 

her as another young woman who was trying to see and position and understand 

herself in the world around her, however different their view of the world may be. 

The young woman in prison has, through her participation in the workshop, given 

witnesses to her own life through the testimony she articulated on paper. Jan 
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acted as a witness to this through her documentation and teaching. In turn, the 

student had witnessed and understood something of the lives of the young 

women within the prison system in Brazil through the documentation and 

teaching of an artist who had engaged directly in the everyday lives of the young 

women and carried this responsibility home. Even though the moment that the 

student referred to had happened in another country, more than two years earlier, 

in another language and through another person it retained the force of 

immediacy and necessity across these boundaries. 

This triple testimony illustrates the dissolution of the gap between past and 

present, there and here, then and now and is testimony to the possibility and, I 

would argue, the responsibility of Applied Performance practice to engage not 

only the community it is immediately in contact with, but with a wider one that 

will never directly encounter the work. This example of the student's acute sense 

of connection and understanding with the young Brazilian woman echoes and 

supports Phelan's claim that `witnessing allows the dead, the disappeared, the lost, 

to continue to live as we rediscover their force in our ongoing present'. ' 

82 Peggy Phelan, `Performing Questions, Producing Witnesses', p. 13. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

CONTEXTS I: POWER, PUNISHMENT AND PRISONS 

Introduction 

The following four, short chapters consider the multiple contexts which informed 

and shaped my research and its findings: `Power, Punishment and Prisons'; 

`Staging Human Rights'; `Women in Prison'; and `Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw'. 

Prisons are not the same. Staging Human Rsghts I took place in the adult prison 

system in Brazil. Staging Human Rights II took place in women's prisons in England 

and Brazil. England and Brazil are two, culturally different locations. Prisons are a 

social construct which reveal the socio-economic and cultural concerns of the 

societies which imagine them. In order to contextualise the contemporary 

construction of prisons in England and Brazil, the geographical and cultural site 

for this research, it is necessary to position prison within the larger frame of the 

politics of power and the economy of punishment. The first section of the 

chapter will consider the theoretical relationship between power, punishment and 

prisons by drawing upon Michel Foucault's Discipline and Punish: The Birth of the 

Prison. 

I will then draw upon sociological, legal, historical and criminological research to 

position contemporary considerations of prison as punishment. I will reflect on 

the criminalisation of `unwanted acts' and how this has swollen the prison 
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population making explicit the economic imperatives of prison which facilitate the 

development of the prison industry. I will then address the issue of the 

performance of prisons both as an act of punishment and as a business concern. 

The Theoretical Framework for the Practice 

The writings of Michel Foucault have formed the theoretical basis for this 

research. His writing investigates power, knowledge and the modes of 

objectification through which human beings become subjects. By reflecting on the 

development of institutions such as the hospital, the psychiatric clinic, the school 

and the prison, Foucault reflects on `the historical emergence and development of 

forms of rationality and the relations of power with which they are closely 

articulated, and by means of which forms of subjectivity are constituted and 

conduct is governed'. 83 He is concerned with government, the ways in which 

human beings govern themselves and the systems they construct to facilitate this. 

In this section I will briefly outline Michel Foucault's consideration of the 

triangular relationship between power, knowledge and the construction of the 

body as a subject within this dynamic. I will then address the relationship between 

power and punishment before considering the impact of socio-economic and 

cultural shifts on the differing considerations of the role of prisons as a method of 

punishment. 

83 Barry Smart, Michel Foucault (London: Routledge, 1985), p. xüi. 
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Power 

Power does not exist in and of itself. It is constructed through a matrix of systems 

which perpetuate and perform power. Foucault's investigations do not seek to 

address the questions `what is power? ' and `where does it come from? ', rather, he 

is concerned with revealing how power is exercised and the effect that this has on 

individual and societal bodies. Foucault argues that power is a construct. It is not 

something that exists in a vacuum, to be handed to someone who then becomes 

powerful. It is not inherent in a particular class, state or sovereign. Power is not an 

institution. Power is a system of strategies, `manoeuvres, tactics, techniques, 

functionings', a `complex strategical situation' and a `multiplicity of forces'. " 

Power is not so much something imposed on those who are considered powerless 

but rather, because of the complex tactics it employs, is supported and maintained 

through them. Power circulates through the social body. It `functions in the form 

of a chain', not just a chain of links between one individual and another but a web 

of chains, like chain-mail, in which we are all enmeshed. From this perspective, 

individuals are not agents of power, neither possessing power or being oppressed 

by it. The individual's relationship with power is more complex as Foucault 

illustrates, `one of the prime effects of power [is] that certain bodies, certain 

gestures, certain discourses come to be identified and constituted as individuals'. 85 

This positions the individual as `an effect of power and an element of its 

articulation'. '6 Power constructs and circulates through social structures. 

84 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish, trans. Alan Sheridan (London: Penguin Books, 
1977), p. 16. 
85 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 20. 
86 Barry Smart, Michel Foucault, p. 79. 
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Individual bodies reveal the way in which power performs upon them, and how 

this performance perpetuates the structures of power. 

Punishment 

One of the modes of sustaining power is through the creation and 

implementation of ideological and practical mechanisms which defend the 

structures of power. Laws and systems of punishment for violations of these laws 

are just two of the mechanisms of power. Punishment is employed when there 

has been an attack on the system, a crime, and serves as a warning against such 

attacks. Punishment, therefore, acts as a social control. However, there is no 

inherent relationship between a crime committed and the punishment it meets 

with. The same criminal act may be countered by different methods of 

punishment in different cultural contexts. Punishment is not a historically stable 

entity. The ways in which societies punish vary depending on which means are 

considered to be most likely to secure obedience and have the most economic 

advantage. In this section I will address the societal need to develop systems of 

punishment and how these are an illustration of and response to the economic 

climate of the time. 

The Economic Imperative of Punishment 

Societies imagine, promote and administer punishment as an act of social control: 

Every social group, every organised political society imposes punishment 
upon those who violates its rules. These rules have developed because the 
society in question has created or adopted social values by which it sets 
some store and which it wants to defend against aggression. Such values 
come to be regarded as essential properties necessary for social survival or 
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stability and any threat against them or any violation of the rules which 
guard them is looked upon as an injury to be prevented by punishment 

` (... ] The social values which are given the protection of the law-are 
those deemed desirable by those social groups within the state who have 
the power to make law... Fundamentally, then, the aim of all punishment 
is the protection of those social values which the dominant social group of 

e' a state regard as good for 'society. 

Thorsten Selling's comments illustrate the inextricable relationship between the 

punishment administered by a society and the culture which has imagined and 

employed it. Punishment is a complex social function which reveals the 

interrelationship between the authority of power and the subject it wields its 

authority over. Systems of punishment are 

social phenomena that cannot be accounted for by the juridical structure 
of society alone, nor by its fundamental ethical choices; we must situate 
them in their field of operation, in which the punishment of crime is not 
the sole element; we must show that they are [... ] linked to a whole series 
of positive and useful effects which it is their task to support'. 88 

Rusche and Kirchheimer's epic sociology of penal systems. Punishment and Social 

Structurrs, details the `positive and useful effects' supported by punishment and the 

ways in which acts of punishment are adapted and administered by societies in 

response to changing economic concerns. They urge societies to look beyond the 

too often unquestioned assumption that there is a correlation between crime and 

punishment, that particular punishments fit particular crimes, and to question the 

relationship between systems of punishment and systems of production: 

The bond, transparent or not, that is supposed to exist between crime and 
punishment prevents any insight into the independent significance of the 
history of penal systems. It must be broken. Punishment is neither a simple 
consequence of crime, nor the reverse side of crime, nor a means which is 
determined by the end to be achieved. Punishment must be understood as a 

87 Thorsten Selling, `Introduction', Georg Rusche and Otto Kirchheimer, Punishment and 
Social Shrrctun (New York: Columbia University Press, 1939), p. vi. 
88 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 24. 
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social phenomenon freed from both its juristic concept and its social ends. We 
do not deny that punishment has specific ends, but we do deny that it can be 
understood from its ends alone. B9 

Rusche and Kirchheimer consider how particular punishments administered by 

society reflect the economic situation and needs to the time. 

Every system of production tends to discover punishments which correspond 
to its productive relationships. It is thus necessary to investigate the origin and 
fate of penal systems, the use of avoidance of specific punishments and the 
intensity of penal practices as they are determined by social forces, above all by 
economic and fiscal forces. 90 

They argue that slavery as a form of punishment is impossible without a slave 

economy. These bodies were needed and of value within an economic system 

which took advantage of the penal system. In feudal times, the inability of lower 

class populations to pay fines with money led to an increase in corporeal 

punishment - the body was given value as a substitute for money, it had a 

financial equivalence. " After the Black Death, the land was decimated but 

Europe's population flourished. There were now `pauperized masses' who were 

looking for work and there was less work to go around. Mercenary work gathered 

a momentum and the shape of society, and its preferred method of punishment, 

was altered. The value of bodies had shifted once again: 

The poorer the masses became, the harsher the punishments in order to 
deter them from crime. Physical punishment now began to increase, until 
finally it became not merely supplementary but the regular form of 
punishment. Execution, mutilation and flogging were not introduced at 
one stroke by any sudden revolutionary change, but gradually became the 
rule with changing conditions. 92 

89 Rushe and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Sodal Structure, p . 5. 
90 Rushe and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure, p. 5. 
91 Rushe and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Strrrcture, p. 9. 
92 Rushe and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure, p. 18. 
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There was an excess of bodies available compared to the limited employment 

available. As in any saturated market, the value of the commodity shrinks. As the 

price for labour decreased, the value of life decreased. And the reverse is true: 

when populations declined and the need for labour increased, the value of bodies 

which could be employed in the systems of production increased. This was 

particularly evident at the end of the sixteenth century in Europe when there was 

an increase in imprisonment and with it, `the possibility of exploiting the labor of 

prisoners [... ] Galley slavery, deportation, and penal servitude as hard labor were 

introduced . 93 Economic rather than penal concerns propelled the value and use 

of bodies. In the mid-sixteenth century, when free men were less than eager to 

sign up on the galleys, imprisoned bodies were liberated from the confines of the 

building and transferred to the confines of the galley ships. Likewise, 

transportation was a direct result of colonial expansion and the shortage of non- 

convicted bodies: `Settlers attempted to enslave the natives but war, disease and 

evacuation lead to a depletion of man power therefore the labour needed to be 

imported. However, England was facing a shortage of workers at home and was 

sending labour away so it was decided to send out convicts who would ordinarily 

be executed : 94 This survey of the changing performances of punishment is a 

reflection of the economic value of criminal bodies at a particular given time. 

The ways in which societies punish also vary depending on the modes which are 

considered most likely to secure obedience. This point is made particularly explicit 

93 Rushe and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure, p. 24. 
94 Rushe and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure, p. 59. 
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F: 

in the opening pages of Foucault's Discipline and Punish. The book begins with an 

account of the public torture and execution of a man in 1757. The torrent of 

physical torture inflicted on the body of Damiens, a parricide, included the tearing 

of flesh from bone with pincers; pouring hot wax and ashes into open wounds; 

and hacking and ripping the limbs from the torso until total bodily decimation 

had been achieved in the name of, and at the hands of, the state. Foucault then 

cuts to a scene in a school of reform which is regulated with a rigid and detailed 

timetable of activities. Here the bodies move around an enclosed environment 

with every moment of every day accounted for by the authorities who monitor 

this action. This scene, eighty years later, in 1837, illustrates the performance of 

punishment upon the body by regulating its actions through a prison regime. The 

days of the public spectacle of violent acts inflicted upon the body were gone. The 

soul replaced the human body as the object for state sanctioned punishment: 

Punishment of a less immediately physical kind, a certain discretion in the 
art of inflicting pain, a combination of more subtle, more subdued 
sufferings, deprived of their visible display, should not all this be treated as 
a special case, an incidental effect of deeper change? And yet the fact 
remains that a few decades saw the disappearance of the tortured, 
dismembered, amputated body, symbolically branded on face or shoulder, 
exposed alive or dead to public view. The body as the major target of 
penal repression disappeared. 95 

The distance between the physical decimation of a body and the regulation of the 

soul seems vast. Selling dismisses the notion that such uncompromising physical 

acts of violence reveal a `bloodthirstiness or sadism' but rather `testify to the fact 

that those who designed them could conceive of no better, that is no more 

95 Foucault, Discipline and Punish p. 8. 
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efficient way of securing protection for the social values which they treasured'. 96 

The ways in which societies punish reveal the economic, social and political 

considerations of those societies. What we learn about the different mechanisms 

of punishment in France at the end of the eighteenth century and mid-nineteenth 

century is what we learn about the cultural values of France at the end of the 

eighteenth century and mid-nineteenth century. By choosing to juxtapose the 

accounts of the public torture of Damiens and the non-public administration of 

punishment through a regime of the body at the reform school, Foucault 

illustrates the ways in which the performance of punishment twists and turns in 

response to the specific cultural concerns of the time. 

The reasons for the disappearance of the body from public displays of 

punishment are manifold. The shift from state-sanctioned torture to the 

imprisonment of the body with the aim of teaching it to know better could, on 

the one hand, be considered to be part of a humanitarian movement of 

progression and reform. However, for Foucault, this shift marks a larger, more 

insidious cultural move which is a `tendency towards a more finely tuned justice, 

towards a closer penal mapping of the social body'. 97 Prison, as an operation of 

power through the coercion and training of the body through discipline, employs 

a range of systems to map the social body as part of a larger `project of docility'. 98 

This shift from a punishment of the body to a punishment of the soul still 

informs the daily routine within prisons in the twenty-first century. 

96 Thorsten Sellin in Rusche and Kirchheimer, Punishment and Social Structure , p. vi. 
97 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 27. 
98 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 137. 
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Prisons 

The relationship between punishment and prisons is complex. The act of 

imprisonment has been woven into the narratives of civilisation. The taking away 

of liberty is an acknowledged and little questioned form of punishment and one 

that has, since 1361, been at the command of magistrates in England to send `all 

sorts of people to prison: drunkards, beggars, vagrants, poachers'' The other 

sorts of people, the thieves, rebels and murderers were hung. Most countries in 

the world will have a system of punishment that is shaped by the act of removing 

someone's liberty. Vivian Stern, from the International Centre for Prison Studies, 

articulates the position of prisons in society when she states, We take prisons for 

granted. Everyone has them. It is as normal to have prisons as to have schools or 

hospitals'. 10° 

Until the eighteenth century, prisons, like orphanages, work houses and houses of 

detention, were places to contain bodies. Prisons were not administered through a 

central administration but were individual institutions and businesses and subject 

to market forces. At times when there was a shortage of workers, bodies within 

prisons were hired for their labour. At times when there was high unemployment, 

and with the advance in industrialisation and the subsequent mechanisation of 

99 Vivian Stern, Bricks of Shame. Britain's Prisons (New York and London: Penguin, 1987), 

p. 10. 
100 Vivian Stern, A Sin Against the Future: Imprisonment in the World (Boston: Northeastern 
University Press, 1998) p. xx. Vivian Stern is based at the International Centre for Prison 
Studies ([CPS), based at King's College, University of London which works with 
governments and non-governmental organisations to develop policies on prisons and 
imprisonment. The ICPS is also a resource for the general public to increase an 
understanding of prison and its purpose. 
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work, bodies in prison had little economic potential. Labour in prisons became 

another performance of punishment. The inventory of unproductive work 

included carrying huge boulders from one place to another and then back again, 

the rotation of wheels which turned non-productive cogs and climbing 

`everlasting staircases. "' The lack of productivity was a performance of 

impotence, of the lack of value attached to the body of the criminal. 

However, from the beginning of the nineteenth century there was a shift in the 

function of prison within the catalogue of punishment where it `covered both the 

deprivation of liberty and the technical transformation of individuals'. " Foucault's 

account of the regime at the reform school illustrates this shift within the criminal 

justice system. He locates this move from the torture of the body to the 

judgement and sentencing of the individual (in body, mind and spirit) within a 

larger developing network of power-knowledge relations where the individual is 

objectified, observed and judged by the doctor, the social worker, the teacher. 

Within these new relations, there is a repositioning of the value of the body. The 

body has become: 

an instrument or intermediary: if one intervenes upon it to imprison it, or to 
make it work, it is in order to deprive the individual of a liberty that is regarded 
as both a right and as property. The body, according to this penalty, is caught 
up in a system of constraints and privations, obligations and prohibitions. 
Physical pain, the pain of the body itself, is no longer the constituent element 
of the penalty. From being an art of unbearable sensations punishment has 
become an economy of suspended rights. If it is still necessary for the law to 
reach and manipulate the body of the convict, it will be at a distance, in the 
proper way, according to strict rules, and with a much `higher' aim. As a result 
of this new restraint, a whole army of technicians took over from the 

1°' Rusche and Kircheimmer, Punishment and Social Structure, p. 112. 
102 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 233. 
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executioner, the immediate anatomist of pain; warders, doctors, chaplains, 
psychiatrists, psychologists, educationalists; by their very presence near the 
prisoner, they sing the praises that the law needs: they reassure it that the body 
and pain are not the ultimate objects of its punitive action. " 

Punishment was no longer a spectacle but rather a `strange secret between the law 

and those it condemns' 104 where, `the expiation that once rained down on the 

body must be replaced by a punishment that acts in depth on the heart, the 

thoughts of the will, the inclinations'. 105 Within this context, prisons were no 

longer holding places for those awaiting trail or punishment by execution. They 

were places where punishment was performed. 

Prison is the preferred method of punishment in democratic societies in the 

twenty-first century. Globally, the number of people sentenced to prison has been 

increasingly steadily over the past fifteen years. In the following section I will 

contextualize the position of prison in contemporary society and look specifically 

at the place of prison and the profile of those within it in Brazil and England. 

Questions for Prisons at the Beginning of the Twenty-first Century. 

In the first section of this chapter, I outlined the ways in which different systems 

of punishment were employed by societies to maintain and enforce social order. 

The means by which societies administer punishment is a reflection of particular 

cultural and economic imperatives. The place of prisons within the economy of 

punishment has varied from a site to contain bodies to, in the eighteenth century, 

103 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 11. 
104 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 15. 
105 Foucault, Discipline and Punish, p. 16. 
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a site where punishment is performed upon the `soul' of the offender. At the 

beginning of the twenty-first century, imprisonment is still the way in which 

democratic societies administer punishment to those who have threatened the 

social order. In order for any system of punishment to prevail for over two 

centuries it must be considered to be advantageous to the systems of power that it 

purports to protect and uphold. 

The remainder of this chapter considers the use of imprisonment and what this 

reveals of the societies which administer it. It considers who is in prison and 

reflects on the increasing criminalisation of unwanted acts and the increasing use 

of imprisonment to address issues that would previously been considered social 

problems and addressed by mechanisms within familial and community 

structures. 

The increasing criminalisation of behaviours and the correlative increase in the 

use of imprisonment has heralded an unprecedented growth in the number of 

prisons that are being built globally. The use of imprisonment as punishment is 

escalating 

" In England and Wales, the prison population has almost doubled in the 

last ten years. In 1992 there were 44,719 people in prison. On 30 June 

2006 the total prison population, including pre-trial detainees and remand 

prisoners, was 77,962. The occupancy level is 110.5%. In 1992, the prison 

population rate was 88 per 100,000. The prison population rate is 
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currently 145 per 100,000 people. The rate of imprisonment is higher in 

England and Wales than it is in any other country in Western Europe. t06 

" In Brazil, the prison population has tripled in the last ten years. In 1992, 

there were 114,377 people in prison. In December 2005, there were 

361,402 people in prison. The occupancy level is 143.7%. In 1992, the 

prison population rate was 74 per 100,000. It is currently 191 per 

100,000. '07 

" In 1992,1,295,150 people were incarcerated in the United States of 

America. On 30 June 2006, that figure has risen to 2,186,230. The rate of 

imprisonment has escalated from 505 per 100,000 to 724 per 100,000 

which means that a country which has 4.6% of the world's population has 

23.1% of the world's prison population. 108 

High rates of recidivism also suggest that prisons, as punishment, do not work. 

Statistics reveal that in England and Wales, 61% of all prisoners released in 2001 

were reconvicted within two years. 73% of young male offenders released in the 

same years were reconvicted within two years. 109 The pattern of these figures is 

repeated in statistics worldwide. Overcrowded prison systems petition for the 

construction of additional sites to accommodate the increasing population. New 

106 International Centre for Prison Studies, Prison Brief for England and Wales, 
http: / /www. kd. ac. uk/depsta/rel/icps/worldbrief/europe_records. php? code=169 
[Accessed 12 July 2006]. 
107 International Centre for Prison Studies, Prison Brief for Bra 1, 
http: //www. kd. ac. uk/depsta/rel/icps/worldbrief/south_america records. php? code+21 
4 [Accessed 12 July 2006]. 
108 Vivien Stern, Creating Criminals: Prisons and People in a Market Society (London: Zed 
Books, 2006), p: 47. 
109 Howard League for Penal Reform, http: //www. howardleague. org/ [accessed 12 July 
2006]. 
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prisons are built and soon, they too, are filled up to and beyond capacity. But who 

is in prison? 

The prison population is not a representative cross section of society. Prisons all 

over the world are filled with the disadvantaged. Most prisoners are poor with 

little education or history of employment. Many have been in care at some time in 

their lives and have a history of mental health issues. The vast majority are 

identified as being marginalized within society and 

evidence shows that people at the lower end of society are least likely to 
be protected from crime, the least likely to get redress when crimes are 
committed against them, and the most likely to suffer from injustice 

within the criminal justice process. 1° 

A recent study of the prison population in England and Wales further illustrates 

the marginalisation of those who are imprisoned when it revealed that the prison 

population is `dramatically disadvantaged [... ] a subset even of a disadvantaged 

population on every indicator'; they are thirteen times more likely to have been 

taken into care as a child; they are ten times more liked to have absented 

themselves from school and forty times more likely to have three or more mental 

disorders. "' 

The majority, around 90%, of the prison population are young men and there are 

a disproportionate number of people from minority groups incarcerated. In the 

United States, there are more black men in prison than white men even though 

110 Vivien Stern, Creating Criminals: Prisons and People in a Market Society (London: Zed 
Books, 2006), p. 73. 
111 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 32. 
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black men make up 12% of the US male population. In 2004, more than one in 

ten young black men between the ages of twenty-five to twenty-nine was in 

prison. ' 12 There are also a disproportionate number of foreigners, asylum seekers 

and immigrants in prisons in Europe. Globally the same picture is being repeated: 

the use of prison as punishment is continuing to increase; the vast majority of 

those within the system are from disadvantaged backgrounds; the rate of 

recidivism is high; prisons do not work yet more and more prisons are being built 

to accommodate the growing prison population. Why? The work of Foucault, 

Rusche and Kirchheimer addressed at the beginning of this chapter, illustrates 

that the ongoing commitment to the administration of and investment in prisons 

is, in part, due to the economic imperative that they support. 

In the following section I will consider the impact of globalisation on the types of 

`unwanted acts'"' that become classified as criminal acts and the ways in which 

the economy of punishment in the twenty-first century is directly related to the 

industry of prison and the de-valuation of the bodies within prisons. 

Local Acts, Global Imperatives 

The reasons for this rapid rise in imprisonment is not fuelled by an escalation in 

violent crime but rather because of a global phenomenon which has increased the 

range of activities which have been identified as criminal acts and because of a 

112 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 33. 
113 This term, `unwanted acts', is employed by both Vivien Stern and Nils Christie. 
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simultaneous increase in harsher sentencing. 1' This reflection on how societies 

choose to condone and punish behaviour is also a reflection on how societies 

choose to spend money, on what values they give to punishment and the people 

who are punished. In an increasingly globalised, mediatised world, which is 

riddled with fear of crime and fear of terror, the question being asked of prisons is 

not, are prisons an appropriate or humane way for societies to punish, but rather, 

can we build enough prisons to place the increasing numbers of people 

committing criminal acts? 

In Creating Criminals: Prisons and People in a Market Society, Vivien Stern argues that 

seemingly ordinary, everyday crime in neighbourhoods around the world is a 

global issue because of the increasing pressures from a `neoliberal economic 

consensus' which affect how crime is defined, how crime is dealt with, and the 

market which results from both the corrections industry which houses those 

deemed criminal and the protection industry which is fuelled by a fear of those 

criminals. 15 Stern reflects on the series of interconnecting events which shape the 

world we live and the increasing levels of crime within it: 

Many aspects of life in the twenty-first century, including crime and 
punishment, are now subject to globalizing influences. Practices in nation 
states reflect patterns of policy change that come from beyond the 
borders of the nation state. Levels of crime are affected by the way the 
world economy is structured. In responding to crime in their communities 
governments react to worldwide pressures. 116 

"+ Stem, Creating Criminals and Nils Christie, A Suitable Amount of Crime (London: 
Routledge, 2004). 
115 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 5. 
116 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 4. 
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The cohesive glue of community begins to loosen its grip when communities are 

under pressure from unemployment, poverty, alcohol and drug misuse, from poor 

access to education, healthcare and social services. Issues which erupt as a result 

are classified as crime issues rather than social issues: 

Social order is no longer assured by socially inclusive welfare policies. 
Instead, policies aimed at maintaining social order concentrate on law 

enforcement and punishment. People do not get the support they need 
from state institutions to deal with social and health problems in their 
families. Spending on preventive action is reduced and the state action 
when it comes is punitive rather than supportive. ' 17 

This increase in punitive state action, in identifying particular acts as criminal, is 

an attempt to find ways to protect social order. As we have seen earlier in this 

chapter, crime is not a stable entity: `the crime concept is well suited to all sorts of 

control purposes. It is like a sponge. The term can loosely absorb lots of acts - 

and people - when external circumstances make that useful'. 18 Crime is an 

`unwanted act'. In an increasingly globalised context, the fabric of communities is 

disintegrating and with it, the informal mechanisms which communities use to 

monitor and address unwanted behaviour. Social control is considered to be `at 

risk' and those in positions of power and authority, find ways to identify, label and 

condone acts that would otherwise have previously been dealt with within 

communities: 

In societies that are becoming more industrialized, people no longer know 
and trust each other. In consequence, many acts that were regulated by 

community life have to be regulated another way. When community 
regulation is replaced by more modern structures the system is formalised 
and crime is used more often to define and shape the response to 
unwanted acts [... ] Unwanted acts that were seen as social problems or 

117 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 6. 
118 Christie, A Suitable Amount of Crime, pp. ix-x. 
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health problems are defined instead as offences against social conformity 
and turned into crimes. 119 

Within this context, government intervenes, treating more acts as `criminal' and 

shaping the law accordingly. There are certain acts which are seen as criminal 

throughout the world - murder, rape, robbery, embezzlement and arson. 120 

However, although these acts are all regarded as criminal, they are met with 

different measures of punishment in different countries. Other actions which may 

not be considered illegal in some countries are deemed to be criminal acts which 

need a state response of punishment in others. As Foucault reminds earlier in this 

chapter, what we learn about crime and the punishment of crime, is what we learn 

of particular societies at a particular moment in time. 

Between 1997 and 2003 in England Wales more than 660 new crimes were 

created. 121 Parents who do not enforce their children's attendance at school are 

now considered to have behaved in a criminal way. In 2004, a law was passed in 

England stating that it was illegal for a person under the age of eighteen to carry a 

firework in a public place. "' Schedule 26 paragraph 18 (4) of the School's 

Standards Framework Act 1998 makes it a criminal offence to `wilfully obstruct an 

inspector conducting an inspection of a nursery'. ' 

119 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 63. 
120 Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 6. 
121 Nick Cohen, `661 New Crimes - and Counting', New Statesman, 7 July 2003, 
www. newstatesman. com/200307070009 [accessed 2 July 2006]. See also Gene Healey 
(ed. ), Go Directly To fait The CriminaliZation ofAlmost Everything (Washington: Cato Institute, 
2004). 
'22 Stern, Creating CriminaLr, p. 7. 
123 Cohen, `661 New Crimes - and Counting', 
http: //www. newstatesman. com/200307070009 [accessed 2 July 2006]. 
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In the US there has been a wave of criminalization of behaviour that would not 

be considered criminal elsewhere: the wearing of low slung trousers has been 

banned in the state of Virginia12. and a twelve year-old girl was handcuffed for 

eating chips in a subway station in Washington? "' In April 2006, the state of 

Michigan announced that people who defaulted on their library loan fines may be 

subject to imprisonment. " These examples of judicial intervention may seen 

extreme, however they are in operation. This commitment to identifying more 

unwanted acts as unlawful increases the opportunities for law enforcement to 

intervene in such behaviour, and to remove those who commit such acts from 

society. If more acts and more people are considered unlawful then prisons will 

become more and more crowded. In the following section I will briefly address 

how the economy of punishment in the twenty-first century is directly related to 

the industry of prison and the de-valuation of the bodies within prisons. I will 

focus specifically on the privatisation of prisons in England and Wales and how 

this is illustrative of a movement within the prison industry globally. 

The Economy of Punishment 

At the start of the 21" century, a prison system designed over two 
hundred years ago is containing ever increasing numbers of prisoners, at 
escalating cost. Six out of ten prisoners are functionally illiterate and 
unsuited to 96 percent of jobs available. Six out of ten prisoners re-offend 

124 Suzanne Goldenberg, `Why Underpants Must Stay Under in the State of Virginia', 
Guardian, 10 February 2005. 
http: //www. guardian. co. uk/usa/story/0,12271,1409590,00. html [accessed 12 March 
2006]. 
125 Overcriminalized website, 
http: //www. overcriminaUzed. com/studies/2004.01_ZT2. html [accessed 18 August 
2006]. 
126 Brandy Powell, 'Library fines equal jail time in Bay City', Michigan Times, 24 April 2006. 
http: //www. themichigantimes. com [accessed 25 April 2006]. 
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within two years of release and re-enter an already over crowded prison 
system. Prisons are not working. for prisoners, for staff, for the taxpayer 
or the Exchequer. 

Hilary Cottam, Learning [J7orks, 2002.127 

In the UK, at the turn of the twenty-first century we are living with a penal 

architectural system and regime inherited from the nineteenth century. In the 

intervening years there have been considerable societal shifts and with them 

resounding calls for prison reform as it becomes ever more apparent that prison 

doesn't work. However, despite all the evidence of the degree to which prison 

doesn't work and the vigorous questioning of the role of prison within society, 

there is a continuing and increased investment in the perpetuation of the prison 

system as it is. " Since 1993, the British government has initiated the privatisation 

of the prison system which, once again, despite a lack of evidence of any penal 

measures of success, is being heralded as the way forward. " 

127 Hilary Cottam, Learning [Yorks The 21' Century Prison (London: The Good News Press, 
2002), p. 5. 
'28 Worryingly, the prisons being built and managed by the private sector have continued 
to refer to the old prison designs generating `new Victorian' prisons at Doncaster and 
Lowdham Grange. See Cottam, Learning [Yorks, p. 12 for further details. 
129 In April 1992, following a tendering process in which the public sector was barred 
from participating, Group 4 won the contract to manage the newly constructed HMP 
Wolds. Despite numerous problems with the management of the prison which were 
brushed under the carpet of political expediency, the government announced that all new 
prisons would be privately built under the private finance initiative and privately operated. 
Between 1992 and the arrival of the Labour government in 1997, four new prisons had 
been built with public money and were managed by private companies and two additional 
prisons were both built and managed by private companies. Throughout this time the 
Labour party was vehement in its opposition to the privatisation of the prison system but 
within one week of being elected Jack Straw announced: `If there are contracts in the 
pipeline and the only way of getting the [new prison] accommodation in place very 
quickly is by signing those contracts, then I will sign those contracts' (Prison Reform 
Trust, Private Punishment., Wbo Profits? (London: Prison Reform Trust, 2005), p. 5). Within 
months, this comment which appeared to be a reluctant admission of `no other option at 
this time', was transformed into a commitment that all new prisons would be privately 
built and run. 
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There are currently ten privately managed prisons in England and Wales which 

accommodate over seven thousand adults and young offenders. This is over 10% 

of the current prison population (77,962 on 30 June 2006). On 20 July 2006, the 

Home Office announced that it would create an additional 8,000 prison places, 

`and will keep under close review whether more are needed'. 130 These too, will be 

built and managed by private companies. These prisons are managed by four 

private companies. 13' A quick glance at the profile of these companies reveals 

both the monopoly and global reach of these companies within the prisons 

industry: 

" Group 4 Securicor is the second largest security company in the world. 

" UK Detention Services (UKDS), established by Corrections Corporation 

of America, is the largest private prison operator in the UK. In 2003 its 

turnover was £30.3m and pre-tax profits were £1.95m. "2 

" Premier Custodial Group is the UK's largest private prison operator. It is 

estimated that Premier's total revenue over the life of the existing UK 

contracts for five prisons, one secure training centre, two immigration 

facilities and court escort, custody and electronic monitoring services is 

£2 billion. 133 

130 Home Office, Criminal Justice System Review" Rebalancing the Criminal Justice System in Favour 
of the Law-Abiding Majority; Cutting Crime, Reducing Reoffending and Protecting the Public 
(London: Home Office, 2006), p. 6. 
131 Premier Custodial Group, UK Detention Sevices (UKDS), Group 4 Securior and 
Falck A/S. 
132 Prison Reform Trust, Private Punishment, p. 5. UKDS were awarded a £478m contract 
for HMP Bronzefield, the first women's private prison in the UK 
133 Prison Reform Trust, Private Punishment, p. 5. 
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There are a number of urgent questions raised by the monopoly of private power 

within the corrections industry and the ethics of the management of punishment 

being contracted out to private business rather than the state. If the prison 

population continues to rise, the opportunity for further business development 

thrives. The voice of politicians advocating for the need in a reduction of the 

number of people being sentenced and imprisoned runs counter to the financial 

interests of the shareholders who own the companies which run the private 

prisons. The Prison Reform Trust is demanding that government and the public 

in general recognise that: 

A prison sentence is the most severe form of punishment in this country 
and it should be the duty of the state to administer the deprivation of 
liberty. Without proper public and parliamentary debate, questions of 
whether it is ethical for private companies to make financial gains from 
imprisonment are in danger of being swept aside through expedience and 
in the name of modernization. 'm 

But the government seems less than willing to engage in a debate about the 

propriety of imprisonment as a form of punishment or the ethics of the 

privatisation of prisons. This refusal to publicly address these issues is further 

complicated and concealed by the issue of commercial confidentiality which 

prevents government from revealing financial or operational details, leaving more 

difficult for parliament to hold these companies publicly accountable. But what is 

clear and what is publicly available are the companies' annual reports and the 

profits outlined within. 

134 Prison Reform Trust, Private Punishment, p. 15. 
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There has been a growing concern from prison reform organisations and the 

Trades Union Congress that these profits are derived from undercutting staff 

costs by employing younger and less experienced staff. In a report of 2003, Anne 

Owers, the Chief Inspector of prisons expressed concern that, `there was [... ] a 

worrying lack of experience and confidence amongst a young, locally recruited 

staff, few of whom has any previous prison experience, and who were operating 

with low staffing levels and high staff turnover. By contrast Dovegate's prisoners 

were not inexperienced'. 15 The employment of inexperienced staff has led to a 

high rate of turn over within private prisons which inevitably affects the culture 

within the prison and the relationships between staff and prisoners. 

These issues are exacerbated within the Brazilian prison system. Brazilian prisons 

are notorious: overcrowded, corrupt and violent. In the past decade, the number 

of people in prison in Brazil has tripled. Overcrowding is extreme. The occupancy 

rate is currently 143.7%. "6 There are reports that 25% of the prison population 

are illegally kept in police lock-ups. In the state of Minas Gerais 80% of prisoners 

are in police lock-ups: some of these prisoners may be awaiting trial, others may 

serve their entire sentence there. "' 

Although Brazil has one Penal Law and one Penal Execution Law that states how 

prisons should be run, Brazil does not have a federal prison system. Each of the 

135 Prison Reform Trust, 2005, p. 8. 
136 International Centre for Prison Studies, Prison Brief for BrazjI 
http: //www. kcl. ac. uk/depsta/rel/icps/worldbrief/south america_records. php? code=21 
4 [accessed 12 July 2006]. 
137 Julita Lemgruber, The Brazilian Prison System: A Brief Diagnosis', p. 4. 
http: //www. uoregon. edu/~caguirre/lembruger_brazil. pdf [accessed 12 May 2006]. 
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twenty-seven states declares and manages its own state system. Only 20% have a 

Secretary who is responsible for the prison system. 25% have not adapted their 

policies to reflect federal legislation. 50% of states ̀ have never organised a manual 

of responsibilities for the different functions within the prison systems'. "' The 

pressures on an already fraught system are further compounded by the lack of any 

coherent institutional policy for the protection of the rights of those who live and 

work within the system. The system is constantly in crisis and ripe for 

opportunities for the abuse of power within it. 

Within this system the prison guards face extremely harsh working conditions. 

The salaries are so low that many are forced to seek alternative employment to 

supplement their official income. The extended working hours leads to lack of 

sleep and frictions within family life. There are high rates of alcoholism within the 

workforce. The low sense of self esteem engendered by such conditions is 

compounded by a public perception that many prison guards are perpetrators of 

violence within the system, complicit either through their actions or their lack of 

preventative action. 139 

We can see that financially the private prisons perform very well in the market 

place. But what other measures of performance are considered? The performance 

indicators within the prison system are based on a series of markers which can be 

statistically measured. However these measurements can only give a part of the 

138 Julita Lemgruber, The Brazilian Prison System: A Brief Diagnosis'. p. 5. 
139 See Paul Heritage, 'Taking Hostages', p. 99 for further details of the practical issues 
facing guards within the Brazilian prison system. 
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picture but what about the other areas which affect the quality of life within the 

prison for those who live and work within it? In Humanity in Prison: Questions of 

Definition and Audit, Andrew Coyle considers the politics of value within a system 

that seeks to measure and audit in an attempt to categorise, order and know what 

happens within it. 14° He argues that the culture within the prison, particularly the 

relationship between prisoners and staff, is more important in identifying how a 

prison performs. Because the culture of an institution is more subtle, and less easy 

to measure, it drops off the agenda for consideration and therefore does not 

register as a performance indicator of the system. 

What Coyle, Stern, Woolf, Kennedy"' and other prison reform advocates are 

calling for is a questioning of the normalcy of prisons in contemporary society. 

They call for an interrogation not only of the activity and conditions within the 

institutions but of the ideology of imprisonment as punishment. They ask us to 

address the interrelationship between the society we live in, the prisons we 

imagine and build, and the reality of the people who live and work within them. 

Those who advocate the necessity of prison argue that it exists and functions for 

the protection of society. It is considered to be a controlling mechanism, acting 

both as a punishment and as a threat of punishment to those who have or are 

considering violating the values that society holds dear. Within this context, the 

threat of punishment must be greater than the perceived benefits of behaviour 

140 Andrew Coyle, Humanity in Prison. - Questions of Definition and Audit (London: 
International Centre for Prison Studies, 2003). 
141 See Helena Kennedy, Eve Vas Framed: Women and Biitisb Justice (London: Vintage, 
1992). 
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which runs the risk of being punished. Prisons are sites constructed by and 

offering support to power relations, where the state's authority, detains and 

shapes the individual within its care. Given that prisons are places that are isolated 

within society, that are closed to the vast majority of the public and, therefore, 

scrutiny: prisons are sites where power can be abused. There are a number of state 

and non-governmental organisations, such as Amnesty International and Human 

Rights Watch, which seek to monitor, investigate and denounce acts of abuse of 

power within prisons. But are there other ways to address the culture of abuse 

within institutions and the prison system? Can performance reveal and challenge 

the way in which power and abuse to power is played out within the prison 

system? Can it make a difference to individual, institutional and societal 

preconceptions about prisons? Can Applied Performance practice help prison 

administrations to imagine and articulate other measures for considering the 

success of prisons? Can it make a difference to the everyday lived experience of 

those who live and work within them? Staging Human Rights was a performance 

programme which sought to investigate these questions. 
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CHAPTER THREE: 

CONTEXTS II: STAGING HUMAN RIGHTS 

Performance as Radical Act 

Performance practice in prisons is not radical because it is performance practice in 

prisons. The site alone does not make the work radical. This claim can only be 

made of the methodology. I would like to briefly consider the terms `radical' and 

`ethical'. Kershaw frames the idea of radical with reference to the work of 

Raymond Williams which maps the different uses and meanings of the word from 

the fourteenth century through to our contemporary understanding. The term has 

had strong connotations with both extreme right and left wing politics but 

Williams proposes that its current usage reflects `a way of avoiding dogmatic and 

factional associations while reasserting the need for vigorous and fundamental 

change'. 142 Intimately connected to the idea of the radical is the ethical. The ethical 

recognises that there is a gap between the way things are and the way things could 

be. Alan Read proposes that performance has the possibility and responsibility to 

create and present `exemplary and radical' alternatives to the assumed norm. 

Responding to de Certeau's description of ethics, Read proposes that `Ethics is 

articulated through effective operations and it defines a distance between what is 

and ought to be. This designates a space where we have something to do'. ̀  

Within the context of Staging Human Rights, the individual, institutional and 

142 Raymond Williams, Keywords. A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (London: Fontana 
Press, 1976), p. 252. 
143 Alan Read, Theatre and Eaeyday Life. An Ethics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1993), 
p. 90. 
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cultural consideration of the dignity and lives of those who live and work in 

prison is very far removed from a scenario where those lives are valued. Staging 

Human Rights was an ethical and radical performance act which recognised the gap 

between the way things were and the way things could be. It set out to initiate 

`vigorous and fundamental change' within a system that is highly resistant to 

change. 

Staging Human Rights 

Staging Human Rights was a performance project addressing human rights issues 

with those who live and work in the adult prison system in Brazil and the UK. 

Staging Human Rights was initiated by Paul Heritage and delivered through People's 

Palace Projects (PPP), a non-governmental organisation and applied performance 

research unit at Queen Mary, University of London. 

Staging Human Rightr asked `where are the boundaries between performance, 

human rights and the criminal justice system? ' The project's aim was To map, 

investigate and analyse the possible interventions of theatrical methodologies in 

the implementation of human rights strategies in the criminal justice system in 

Brazil and the UK'. "` There were three strands to the project: 

" Staging Human Rsghtx I- this programme, funded by the National Lotteries 

Charity Board (NLCB), the Brazilian Ministry of Justice and the British 

144 AHRB application, November 2000. Archive Box No. 1. 
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Council, was based on the participatory performance techniques of 

Augusto Boal and ran from February 2001 - December 2005. '45 

Staging Human Rights II - this element of the programme, funded by the 

Arts and Humanities Research Board (AHRB), was a research project to 

investigate and develop performance based work with women in the 

criminal justice system in Brazil and the UK between September 2001 and 

June 2003. The project was based on the post-modern performance 

techniques of Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw. 

" Staging Human Rsghts III- this strand of the programme sought to develop 

performance events arising out of the research on performance, human 

rights and the criminal justice system, including the radio play, Carandirw. '46 

Staging Human Rights was not an interventionist act which sought to seek out and 

condemn human rights abuses within prisons. Rather it was an attempt to find a 

shared language, through performance, which could articulate into being, a culture 

where relations between those who live and work in prisons could be 

reconsidered. The main focus of my practice based research is Staging Human 

Rights II which specifically addressed issues with women in prison. In the 

las Augusto Boal has published a number of books but the following have been 
particularly influential in the field of Applied Drama Practice, Theatre of the Oppressed, trans. 
Charles A. and Maria-Odilia Leal McBride (London: Pluto Press, 1979), Games forActorr 
and Non Actors, trans. Adrian Jackson (London: Routledge, 1992). There have been many 
commentators on the work and legacy of Boal. See Frances Babbage, `Introduction to 
Working Without Boal: Digressions and Developments in Theatre of the Oppressed', 
Contemporary Theatre Review, vol. 3, no. 1 (1995), pp. 1-8 and Jan Cohen Cruz and Mady 
Schulman (eds), Playing Boak Theatre, Therapy and Actrairm (London: Roudedge, 1994). 
146 Carandiru was commissioned and broadcast by BBC Radio 4 on 19 May 2002. 
Carandiru was translated and adapted from Dr Drauzio Varella's Estaf o Carandira, an 
account of being a doctor in the largest prison in South America where 111 prisoners 
were massacred by the military police in 1992. 
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following section I will detail Staging Human Rights as this broader 

contextualisation of the programme informs the specific rationale of Staging 

Human Rights II. 

The following edited, extract from the Arts and Humanities Research Board 

application outlines the reserach imperative for Staging Human Rsghtr. 

Over the last fifty years the language of human rights has become an 
accepted way to determine and arbiter action and reaction at global, local 
and personal levels. From the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in 
1948 through to the incorporation of the European Convention on 
Human Rights into British law in the Human Rights Act of 1998, we have 
become accustomed to articles, conventions, and protocols that prohibit 
and permit human behaviour. On 2 October 2000, the Human Rights Act 
finally became a means to negotiate the rights and responsibilities of the 
State and the individual through the British criminal justice system. 

[... ] Whilst acknowledging the importance of international conventions 
and local regulations for the enforcement of human rights, the project will 
investigate the diverse ways in which performance can test and expand 
our understandings of human rights. It will seek to discover theatre's 
capacity to reveal the dichotomies between human desires and civic order, 
to test what is absolute, balance what is relative, and to advocate for 
change. 

[... ] Despite recent initiatives at the highest levels to implement effective 
human rights policies, these have had little impact on the daily lives of the 
prison population. [... ] [T]he programme on human rights poses questions 
that are as difficult for us as theatre practitioners as they are for the prison 
authorities. What is possible? How far can we expect our theatre to go 
when working in conditions that have been consistently condemned for 
their systematic denial of what it is to be human? What sort of theatre can 
survive or attempt to bring about survival within that context? What is the 
relationship between the action of theatre and the other actions that are 
needed to improve the conditions in which men and women live and 
work in the prison. 

[.. ] By working within the prison system, the project is situated in a place 
where State power is operated at its extreme. What will be the effect of the 
allegiances and alliances that are made to undertake the project? How will 
the project develop as it attempts to deal simultaneously with the abuses 
of those who are victims of and operators of an abusive system? How will 
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the different performance techniques accommodate to or adapt the 
circumstances in which they will be reproduced? How powerful is 

performance? 147 

The practice based research was based on two distinct methodologies, Boal-based 

techniques, Staging Human Rights I, and post-modern performance composition, 

Staging Human Rights If. 

Staging Human Rights I 

The problems facing the Brazilian penal system, outlined in the previous chapter, 

are particularly evident in the state of Sao Paulo which has the highest rate of 

imprisonment per 100,000 inhabitants and holds half of the Brazilian prison 

population. '8 In 2001, People's Palace Projects piloted Staging Human Rights I in 

the Sao Paulo prison system in collaboration with FUNAP (Fundagio Professor 

Doutor Pedro Pimentel), 149 Augusto Boal's Centre for the Theatre of the 

Oppressed (CTO), the School for Prison Administration and the Secretariat for 

Justice and Defence of Citizenship. The project took place in thirty-four adult 

prisons with over 2,000 prisoners. 

The aim of Staging Human Rights I was to engage those who live and work in 

prisons in a conversation about human rights: What are they? What do they mean 

in the context of a notoriously inhumane system? What articulations of human 

rights fall beyond the words and between the lines, of the United Nations 

147 Paul Heritage, AHRB application, November 2002, pp. 5-8, Archive Box 1. 
148 Julita Lemgruber, The Brazilian Prison System: A Brief Diagnosis', p. 3. 
'49 The foundation is the government department responsible for education within 
prisons in state of Sao Paulo. 
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declarations? Whose responsibility are they? Is it possible to reimagine and 

reconfigure a system that has been ruptured by a history of human rights abuses? 

For Boal, `in the Theatre of the Oppressed, the citizen, in the present, studies the 

past and invents the future [... ] Theatre has the power to teach through examples 

of life, through acts and actions'. 150 His methodologies are rooted within the real; 

they call upon the certainties of experience and knowledge to inform a proposed 

future. Unlike the cognitive behavioural approach of many drama based projects 

within the British criminal justice system which focus on the behaviour of the 

individual, Staging Human Rights was driven by a wider goal, to affect individual, 

institutional and cultural change. Life within and life beyond the prison are not 

separate, as Boal's comment illustrates, 

Beyond the walls, there is a social structure, even if it is sick and capable 
of generating offenders. Inside the walls, in the same way, a social 
organisation should exist, not a deposit. In prison, the return to society is 
prepared and so should society be prepared for the return. This return has 
to be rehearsed inside and outside the walls. 15' 

An individual may have a change in understanding, attitude and behaviour which 

will inform how they live their life on release, but if the circumstances of their 

lives beyond the prison walls remain unchanged, the opportunity for them to 

perform in a different way are diminished. '52 Staging Human Rights aimed to create 

dialogue both within and beyond the prison walls, to rehearse a preparation for 

release, through a simple but wide reaching structure. 

150 Augusto Boal, ̀ Freedom in Prison' in Tbeaire Building Citirensbip, Paul Heritage (ed. ), 
(Recife: British Council, 2001), pp. 22-23. 
151 Augusto Boa!, `Freedom in Prison', p. 23. 
152 See James Thompson, App lied Drama, pp. 40-42 for a further discussion of this issue. 
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Prison education workers (monitors) were trained in participatory drama 

techniques and human rights issues during a five-day workshop. These monitors 

then returned to their institution and initiated conversations about human rights 

with guards and prisoners through theatre. These culminated in Forum Theatre 

performances within the prison. These performances were called Dialogues and 

brought together prison staff and prisoners. After a series of Dialogues, each 

prison was expected to stage a Public Forum where members of the public were 

invited to the prison to interact with the theatre forums staged. Other prisons 

took their plays beyond the prison walls to town squares opening this 

conversation to wider civic society, 

In 21 of [the 34] prisons the monitors successfully staged Dialogues that 
allowed participants in different workshops to share their ideas and 
perform to an internal prison audience. On 10 occasions the prisons 
opened their gates to invited members of the public who came to debate 
human rights through the interactive forums that were staged. More than 
2,000 people saw these presentations, which included prisoners 
performing in the town square in Presidente Prudente and at the annual 
conference of prison psychiatrists in Bauru. 's3 

At the end of each performance/workshop the group was asked to declare a 

human right that was pertinent to them. Many concerns, affecting the quality of 

every day life emerged: the right to be called your name; the right to serve your 

sentence rather than having it added to without further trial once you were in 

prison; the right to fresh food; conjugal rights; the right to medical treatment; the 

right to love whomsoever one wants without judgment. 

153 Paul Heritage, Staging Human Rights Interim Report, p. iv. 
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The first phase of Staging Human Rights I culminated at the Latin American 

parliament in Sao Paulo on the 12 December 2001. The prison education workers 

who originally participated in the training, lawyers, prison guards, prisoners, their 

families, human rights workers and the Secretaries of Justice and Prison 

Administration gathered together to reflect and act upon the conversations that 

had been staged over the previous year. Three forum plays, presented by female 

prisoners, male prisoners and guards, addressed specific conflicts within the 

prison system where the participants believed their rights had been abused. At the 

end of the day, thirty-six declarations of human rights generated throughout the 

project by male and female prisoners and prison guards who participated in the 

project were presented to the Secretaries for Justice and Prison Administration by 

the education workers who had developed the theatre project in each institution. 

Article 1. All men and women who are prisoners or work in the prison 
establishments should be respected as human beings. 

Article 2. All men and women who are prisoners or work in the prison 
establishments have the right to a life free from violence, torture and 
humiliation. 

Article 3. All male and female prisoners should have the right to vote. 

Article 4. Human rights organisations should have unrestricted access to 
all prison establishments. 

Article 5. All male and female prisoners have the right to be called by their 
name and not by their prison registration number. 

Article 6. All male and female prisoners have the right to access to a 
school of good quality, including being able to study courses providing 
professional training and also higher education. 

Article 7. All male and female prisoners have the right to remission 
through education. 
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Article 8. All male and female prisoners have the right to fairly 
remunerated employment, in accordance with their professional capacity, 
with social security guaranteed. 

Article 9. All male and female prisoners have the right to a fast and 
efficient legal assistance, which provides clear information, in an accessible 
language, about the proceedings of their case and possible benefits. 

Article 10. All male and female prisoners shall benefit, without delay, from 
remission to their sentence, from conditional liberty and from the 
Christmas amnesty, in accordance with legal provision. 

Article 11. All male and female prisoners have the right to work out their 
sentence in municipalities close to where their relatives live. 

Article 12. All male and female prisoners have the right to be assessed by 
Technical Classification Commissions which should evaluate them fully, 
periodically accompany them and orientate them for re-socialisation. 

Article 13. Considering the constitutional provision of equality between 
men and women, all imprisoned women have the right to conjugal visits. 

Article 14. In keeping with the principle of equality, the right to conjugal 
visits should also be attributed to prisoners who are HIV positive. 

Article 15. All visitors to prisoners should be treated with dignity, and the 
preservation of their belongings should be guaranteed. 

Article 16. All male and female prisoners have the right to be visited by, at 
least, 4 adults. With consideration of the Statute of the Child and 
Adolescent, adolescents up to the age of 18 will not be counted as adults. 

Article 17. All male and female prisoners have the right to adequate 
medical and dental treatment, with provision of medicines guaranteed. 

Article 18. All women who are imprisoned or who work in the prison 
establishments have the right to medical treatment compatible with their 
gender, including periodic gynaecological and ante-natal service and 
guidance on breast feeding. 

Article 19. All children of women prisoners have the right to live with 
their mothers, especially during breast feeding and early infancy. 

Article 20. No one who is imprisoned and no member of prison staff who 
are carriers of HIV shall be discriminated against. 
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Article 21. All male and female prisoners have the right to access to 
programmes of prevention and treatment of STDs/AIDS and other 
illnesses. 

Article 22. No one leaving the prison system shall be discriminated 
against, especially at the time of taking up employment. 

Article 23. All men and women who are imprisoned or who work in the 
prison system have the right of access to their prison Directorate, and are 
guaranteed freedom of expression, and any kind of retaliation against 
them shall be repudiated. 

Article 24. All men and women who are imprisoned or who work in the 
prison system have the right to good quality social and psychological care. 

Article 25. All men and women who are imprisoned or who work in the 
prison system have the right to a clean environment that is made hygienic 

each semester. 

Article 26. All men and women who are imprisoned or who work in the 
prison system have the right to communicate with their families by 
telephone. 

Article 27. All male and female prisoners have the right to privacy of 
correspondence. 

Article 28. All men and women who are imprisoned or who work in 
prison have the right to leisure. 

Article 29. All men and women who are imprisoned or who work in 
prison have the right to a dignified alimentation. 

Article 30. All prison staff should hold adequate training to deal with the 
violence in the prison establishment. 

Article 31. All men and women who are imprisoned should be respected 
upon arrival in a prison establishment. 

Article 32. All staff of the Prison System should have the full salary rights, 
dignified remuneration and security in the workplace guaranteed by an 
internal commission of accident prevention. 

Article 33. Staff of the prison system should have the right to retire 
following 30 years of service, promotion for length of service, and 
reduction in number of hours. 
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Article 34. All staff of the prison system should have the right to 
professional recognition, freedom of expression, greater credibility before 

the director and guarantee of their human rights when there are conflicts 
between prisoners. 

Article 35. All staff of the prison system have the right to better working 
conditions, adequate facilities, social, psychological and psychiatric 
support, leisure and education. 

Article 36. No provision of this declaration can be interpreted as 
recognition by any State, group, or person, of the right to exercise any 
activity or practice and action destined to destroying any of the rights and 
freedoms herein established. "4 

The education workers were joined by two prisoners and two guards who read 

out the declarations that had been written that day in response to the three plays 

that had been presented. Each of these declarations was an enunciation of the gap 

between the way things are and the way things could be. 

The UN agency ILANUD (the Latin American Institute for the Prevention of 

Crime and Treatment of Offenders) carried out an evaluation of the project which 

evidenced change in people's knowledge and attitude towards human rights. '' But 

what other change has been actioned? One of the key elements of this project was 

that the skills were transferable and therefore multipliable. Two artists trained 

thirty prison education workers, who then returned to their institution and 

delivered the programme with another twenty people. Immediately the impact and 

scale of the project becomes apparent. What, on one level, can be seen as a 

theatre workshop in a room in a prison suddenly becomes a state-wide 

'54 ̀Declaration of Human Rights in Sao Paulo's Prison System', Staging Human Rights 
Interim Report, May 2002, pp. 61-62. Archive Box 1. 
155 ILANUD, Direitos Humanos Em Cena: Oficinas Teatrais Com A Potulaf o Prisonl de Sao 
Paulo, (Sao Paulo: ILANUD, 2002). [Staging Human Rights: Theatre U7orkshops with the Sao 
Paulo Prison Population]. 
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interruption of the daily ritual and expectation of prison life and institutional 

routine. 

This shift in perspective in the relations between individuals, who have been 

encouraged by the divisive and disciplinary systems inherent within prison, from 

one of dis-identification and othering, to one of recognition, could have a 

profound impact on the culture of both an individual institution and potentially 

the network of institutions which make up the penal system. The hope is that 

small shifts in attitude and action in everyday encounters may, over time, become 

inscribed within the individual and institutional memory enabling a cultural shift. 

If a new language of human rights, based on a shared concern for the everyday 

dignity and respect for each individual, can be created and articulated by those 

individuals, then the language of human rights could be liberated from the realm 

of accusation and condemnation. As Tim Etchells succinctly states, `It works 

small, the history thing. Small things make big changes'. '56 

The first phase of the project, based on tried and tested Boalian techniques, 

demonstrated the possibilities and limitations of this model. But what are the 

possibilities of other performance methodologies? What are the possibilities of 

contemporary performance practice? What can working with a specific population 

within the adult system reveal? How can contemporary performance practice 

engage the small, but growing and often forgotten population of women in 

prison? 

156 Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments, p. 19. 
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In 2001, Paul Heritage invited Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw and myself to 

develop, test and document a performance methodology for addressing human 

rights issues with women in prison in the UK and Brazil. This became Staging 

Human Rsghte II. 

Staging Human Rights II: Women in Prison 

The performance artist-scholars, Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw, will 
examine the way in which alternative theatrical methodologies can be used 
in addressing issues of human rights in prisons, with specific reference to 
working with women. For Shaw/Weaver, biography is not considered to 
be purely as a subjective documentation of an individual's past but rather a 
celebration of experience, fantasy and desire for the individual's future. It 

encourages imagination and optimism for what we could be rather than an 
acceptance for what we are told we have become. Like the Boal-based 

methodologies, their performance research is concerned with the 
transformation of life experiences, but uses non-cognitive, post-modern 
strategies of contemporary performance. [... ] Performance will be the 
means of revealing the relationship between individual biography and 
universal human rights. It will also be explored as the means of redress, 
advocacy and change. 157 

Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw have been making performance together since the 

late 1970s. Their company, Split Britches, has become internationally renowned 

within the field of Feminist, Lesbian and Performance Studies for its insightful, 

humorous and rigorous questioning and restaging of the world. 15' Their 

methodology for devising performance has been the divination of their own lives. 

157 Paul Heritage, AHRB application, November 2000. Archive Box No. 1. 
158 See Carol Martin (ed. ), A Sourrebook ofFeminict Theatre and Performance: On and Beyond The 
Stage (London: Routledge, 1996), Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire: Essays on Gender, Sexuality 

and Performance (Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press, 1993), Sue-Ellen Case, Split 
Britches:: Lesbian Practice/Feminist Performance (London: Routledge, 1996) and Lynda Hart 
and Peggy Phelan (eds), Acting Out" Feminist Performances (Ann Arbor. University of 
Michigan Press, 1993). 
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They are eclectic and curious, magpie-ing other performance practices - anything 

from cabaret, naturalism, music-hall burlesque and adaptations of seemingly 

unquestionably canonical texts to find the most useful, engaging and inventive 

ways to tell the story which needs to be told and to stage questions which need to 

be asked. 

They have become icons of feminist and lesbian performance grappling with 

everything from `economic debates, national agendas, personal relationships, and 

sex-radical role playing in spectacular and humorous deconstructions of canonical 

texts, vaudeville shtick, cabaret forms, lip-synching satire, lyrical love scenes, and 

dark, frightening explorations of class and gender violence'. 159 The feminist 

performance scholar, Sue-Ellen Case, has framed Split Britches' work as the 

performative illustration of feminist and queer theory in practice. Their work 

regularly appears on university courses addressing issues of gender, performance 

and postmodernism. They have also become the doyennes of feminist and lesbian 

performance, an illustration of the butch-femme aesthetic of theory, in practice. 

The biographical is the starting point for their collaborations with each other and 

their facilitation of others. Throughout their careers, Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw 

have been committed to staging the issues that women face in their everyday lives 

and to working with communities of women to facilitate their articulation of 

desires beyond their everyday lives. 

159 Sue-Ellen Case, SplitBritchec, p . 1. 
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Staging Human Rights II was the first time that Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw or I had 

worked with women in prison. Before we began the residencies we were acutely 

aware of the limited frame within which representations of women in prison were 

constructed in the cultural psyche. The following chapter addresses some of the 

facts and some of the fictions surrounding women in prison. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CONTEXTS III - WOMEN IN PRISON 

Introduction 

This chapter considers the research context of women in prison and is based on 

sociological, legal, historical and criminological research, building upon the 

theoretical framework established with reference to Foucault in Chapter 2. This 

research further informs the contexts of the practice based research and the 

profile of the group that we will be working with. The statistical, theoretical and 

cultural representations of women in prison set up one particular paradigm which 

is challenged and rewritten through the performance practice. 

Women in Prison 

Women prisoners constitute a small minority in prison systems across the world. 

Historically, over 90% of the criminal justice system's defendants have been men. 

Until recently, criminological research has ignored women in prison, focusing its 

concerns on the majority of the prison population. 16° This meant that historically 

the criminological subject was male and that little specific attention was focused 

upon women who offended. It was easier to look at women who committed 

crime through the same theoretical lens as men than it was to consider its 

propriety or imagine a new one. Peggy Phelan's articulation of the `unmarked' 

160 See Vivien Stern, A Sin Against The Future: Imprisonment in the IVorld (Boston: 
Northeastern University, 1998) and Gill Mc Ivor (ed. ), [Vomen Wbo Offend, (London: 
Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2004). 
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value of women in society further illustrates the wider context within which to 

consider the position of women in prison: 

As Lacanian psychoanalysis and Derridean deconstruction have 
demonstrated, the epistemological, psychic, and political binaries of 
Western Metaphysics create distinctions and evaluations across two terms. 
One term of the binary is marked with value, the other is unmarked. The 

male is marked with value; the female is unmarked, lacking measured 
value and meaning. Within this psycho-philosophical frame, cultural 
reproduction takes she who is unmarked and re-marks her, rhetorically 
and imagistically, while he who is marked with value is left unremarked, in 
discursive paradigms and visual fields. He is the norm and therefore 
unremarkable; as the Other, it is she whom he marks. "' 

Issues of gender are infused within the very bricks of prisons. Gender as a relation 

of difference is always marked within the system. Although this thesis is not a 

study of how gender difference is constructed, it acknowledges the effects of this 

difference. Gender is not an isolated sociological factor but one which intersects, 

shapes and is shaped by other cultural, economic and social classifications such as 

race, ethnicity, class and age. '"' It is one of the elements which affects and is 

affected when `systems of domination interlock'. 163 The lack of consideration of 

the female criminal subject illustrates the lack of value given to the female criminal 

subject. This selective vision, either by neglect or dismissal, has meant that women 

who offend have been marginalised three times over - marginalised because they 

are women, because they are criminals and because they are too few in number to 

be measured as an entity in need of specific consideration. 

161 Peggy Phelan, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance (London: Routledge, 1993), p. 5. 
162 Deborah Dean, Women Performers as Workers: Gender in relation to Aspects of Industrial 
Relations in Theatre and Television (unpublished PhD Thesis, Warwick Business School, 
University of Warwick, 2003), p 46. 
163 Dean, Women Performers as Workers, p. 47 referring to bell hooks, Yearning: Race, Gender 
and Cultural Studies (London: Turnaround, 1991). 
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Feminist perspectives in criminology are beginning to address this imbalance by 

uncovering sexist assumptions within the system. In the UK, it is convention that 

the masculine pronoun includes the feminine in the language of law. In the Sexual 

Offences Act the victim of rape, which is usually a woman, is referred to as ̀ he' or 

`him'. '" Until 1991, a husband had immunity from being prosecuted for raping 

his wife as, through marriage, they were considered to have entered into a sexual 

contract. Until this time the law did not acknowledge the possibility that this 

contract could be broken. Until 1957, the courts did not recognise a plea of self 

defence or manslaughter on the grounds of provocation or diminished 

responsibility in cases where the defendant has suffered violence at the hands of 

the person they have killed. Ruth Ellis, the last woman to be hanged in Britain in 

1955, was sentenced for the murder of her boyfriend. The evidence presented at 

that time clearly showed that he had persistently physically abused her and that 

one of these attacks resulted in the miscarriage of their child ten days before the 

fatal attack. The law at the time did not allow for a defence or a judgement of 

diminished responsibility. Two years after Ellis's execution - and largely prompted 

by her case - parliament changed the law to allow a defence of diminished 

responsibility. "' Ellis's family took this judgement of murder to the appeal court 

and in December 2003, judges upheld the conviction. This lack of visibility of 

women who offend belies a fundamental way in which women have been 

represented in society where woman has been considered, as Laura Mulvey 

164 Fawcett Society, IVomen and the Criminal Justice System (London: Fawcett Society, 2004), 
p. 1. 
las 'Court upholds conviction of Ruth Ellis', Guardian, 8 December 2003, 
http: //www. guardian. co. uk/crime/article/0�1102551,00. html [accessed 4 March 2004] 
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asserts, ̀ the bearer, not maker, of meaning'. 16' In the following section, I will 

address different theoretical perspectives and representations of women in prison 

before considering the rapid rise in the female prison population and the 

characteristics of the female prison population profile. 

Theoretical Perspectives of Women and Crime 

Within the academic fields of sociology and criminology there has been a growing 

public discourse about women in prison. This development has been steered 

through two main avenues of concern: a profiling of women who offend 

including the reasons for their actions and interventions launched in an attempt to 

support and prevent further offending; and the acknowledgment from feminist 

criminologists that gender has not been a genuine consideration in academic 

inquiries in the field where `men's crimes have been presented as general theories 

of crime and have included women without any real questioning as to whether or 

not this is appropriate'. 167 

Because men make up the majority, approximately 90%, of the prison population, 

most criminological studies have, historically and some contemporaneously, 

looked at criminal behaviour through a specific lens which assumes a male subject 

though rarely considers male gender as a factor of influence. ""' The signalling of 

gender rarely considers and compares the influence of male and female genders, 

166 Laura Mulvey, `Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema' in Laura Mulvey, Visual and 
Other Pleasures (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1989), p. 15. 
167 Loraine Gelsthorpe, ̀Female Offending A Theoretical Overview' in Gill Mclvor (ed. ), 
Women Who Offend (London: Jessica Kingsley Publications, 2004), pp. 13-37. 
168 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 15; Lorraine Gelsthorpe and A. Morris 
(eds) Feminist Perspectives in Criminology (Buckingham: Open University Press, 1990). 
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rather it focuses entirely on the female criminal subject. When `Gender' is 

explicitly referred to it assumes the female form. Lack of any mention of gender 

assumes a male default form. Deborah Dean's statement that, `the white 

heterosexual able bodied man vanishes because he is ubiquitousi169 echoes 

Phelan's comment that `He is the norm and therefore unremarkable'. 170 

This synonymous referencing of `Gender' with `Women' suggests that women 

who offend are influenced and shaped by their gender in a way that men are not. 

It blatantly ignores the deduction that, as more men are in prison than women, 

gender is therefore the single most important consideration in understanding 

offending behaviour. The positioning of women to one side within the study of 

criminology and law, herding them into a special category rather than 

consideration within one coherent frame which considers the needs of men and 

women, is repeated in the physical construction of institutions within the criminal 

justice system. Often women's prisons have been carved out an existing prison, 

built and designed by and for men. 

The assumption that gender is only relevant to women does not suggest that men 

are un-gendered but that their gender is so assumed, so obvious and integral to 

our understanding that we no longer need to mention it. It is the normative 

baseline from which everything else is compared and difference is measured 

against. Women are mentioned within a special category of gender because their 

169 Deborah Dean, Women PerformersAr [Yorkers, p. 46. 
»0 Peggy Phelan, Unmarked, p. 5. 
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gender is acknowledged as being different to that of men, to being other than 

male. This acknowledgement of women is entirely based on them not being men, 

on being different to men, on being men's other. The othering of women in the 

criminal justice system is symptomatic of the othering of women in wider society. 

The lack of consideration of women in criminology has meant that `the trajectory 

of theorists relating to women [who offend] has been unusually conservative'. "' 

In the following section I will briefly outline the three theoretical lenses through 

which women who offend have been considered: biological, psychological and 

sociological theories. 

Biological determinism 

Biological determinism assumes that men and women's behaviour is inherently 

different to each other and that their bodily make-up decides their actions and 

characteristics: men display masculine traits of strength, aggression and virility in 

the public domain whilst women embody and enact maternal, passive and docile 

qualities in the domestic realm. They are, according to biologism, `puppets of 

reproduction'. "Z 

Biological determinism governed early criminologists' thinking on crime. They 

argued that the true nature of women was `antithetical to crime'. "' Crime was 

171 Loraine Gelsthorpe, ̀Female Offending', p. 15. 
172 Brown, B., `Reassessing the Critique of Biologism' in Gelsthorpe, L. and Morris, A. 
(eds) Feminist Perspectives in Criminology (Buckingham: Open University Press, 1990), p. 41. 
173 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 16. 
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firmly associated with maleness and its assumed characteristics of physical 

potency, belligerence and wilful adventurism. One of the leading advocates of 

biological determinism was Cesare Lombroso whose studies are based on the 

principle that `there is an intimate co-relation between bodily and mental 

conditions and processes'. 174 

In 1895, after examining the physical characteristics of prisoners in Italy, 

Lombroso concluded that criminals were atavistic, displaying characteristics from 

previous long gone generations of humans, and therefore biologically mutant: `the 

criminal population as a whole, but the habitual criminal in particular, is to be 

distinguished from the average member of the community by a much higher 

percentage of physical abnormalities. These abnormalities consist of 

malformations in the skull and brain and face'. 17' Lombroso accumulated a 

catalogue of physical deformities which he then directly related to moralistic and 

behavioural deformities. A `hare-lip, high palate, and malformations of the teeth 

and tongue' or `excessive development of the arms or defective development of 

the legs' were considered to be the outward sign of inner moral imperfection. 17' 

Lombroso's study of the female offender, La Donna Delinquents was based on the 

rough science of measuring the cranial capacities and facial angles of `26 skulls 

and 5 skeletons of prostitutes' as well as `60 criminal subjects who died in the 

174W. Douglas Morrison, `Introduction', Caesar Lombroso and William Ferrero, The 
Female Offender (London: T. Fisher Unwin, London 1895), p. xv. 
15 Lombroso and Ferrero, The Female Offender, p. xv 
176 Lombroso and Ferrero, The Female Offender, p. 69. 
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prisons of Turin and 17 who died in Rome'. He concluded that women were less 

evolved than men and therefore female criminality resulted from this inherent 

biological inferiority. This stunted evolution was evidenced through a number of 

irrefutable findings including the `fact' that `fallen women have the smallest cranial 

capacity of all' and `in average capacity and in capacity above average, women of 

good life and even lunatics surpass both criminals and the fallen class'. ' Other 

clinical observations assert that `the foot in prostitutes is shorter and narrower 

that in normals'; the `hair of criminals and prostitutes is darker than among 

normals' and that `prostitutes have larger hands and bigger calves ... their fingers 

however are less developed than their palms'. "' 

After detailing this catalogue of squints, wrinkles, dental misalignments and feet 

sizes that characterises the female offender, Lombroso then contradicts his 

findings when he states that the majority of offences committed by women are 

adultery, prostitution, theft and fraud crimes which depend upon an attractive 

appearance and manner. What Lombroso's catalogue of contradictions and ill- 

founded findings also fails to satisfactorily address, is that if women were 

considered to be biologically lesser to men and that if this inadequacy was a 

catalyst for criminality, why weren't all women displaying criminal behaviour? 

Lombroso's flippant response to this is that women's biological inferiority 

ensured that they were mentally deficient. This lesser agility of the mind was a 

natural intervention which limited the capacity of women to commit crime despite 

177 Lombroso and Ferrero, The Female Offender, p. 21. 
178 Lombroso and Ferrero, The Female Offender, p. 70. 
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their biologically inherited propensity. Gender was regarded as the reason but not 

always the cause for women's criminality. Criminal women, usually prostitutes, 

were considered to be biologically and socially inferior, having shattered the frame 

of expectation of feminine behaviour. 179 

Biological differences have fuelled some contemporary thinkers' considerations of 

crime. Macoby and Jackson1B° have argued that masculine traits which are 

associated with more likely criminal activity are directly related to levels of sex 

hormones in the body. '8' Their claims have been challenged by theorists such as 

Caplan who assert that gender is socially constructed and that hormone levels are 

not a constant entity. '82 

Remnants of a biological deterministic assumption about gender roles and 

criminality still linger in the cultural psyche and become apparent in the hysteria 

that ensues around particularly emotive cases where women commit or assist 

crime, particularly violent and sexual crime. I will address this briefly when 

considering the representations of women in prison in the section, `Women Like 

That', pages 139-143. 

179 Lombroso and Ferrero, The Female Ofender and Carol Smart, Women, Crime and 
Criminology (London: Routledge and Keegan Paul, 1976) for a fuller explanation of early 
biological theories of crime. 
180 Eleanor Macoby and Carol Jacklin, Prycbology of Sex D erencet (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1975). 
181 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 16. 
182 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 17. 
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Psychological Theories 

Psychological theories of crime were seeded towards the end of the nineteenth 

century in parallel with the rise of medical models of crime and deviance. 183 Many 

of these theories proposed that psychological malfunctioning in women was a 

direct result of biological concerns. Freud purported that women who committed 

criminal acts did so as they were unable to reconcile themselves to the fact that 

they weren't men, that they were biologically and socially inferior to men and, 

therefore, developed masculine behaviours, including criminality, to redress this 

imbalance. '' These theories give more insight into contemporary cultural and 

gender assumptions than they do any genuine understanding of the relationship 

between women and crime. 

Other studies in the 1960s and 1970s suggested a relationship between psychology 

and delinquency and that girls and women who have been `under socialised' feel 

the need to act-out their distress through criminal acts. 181 Other studies address 

issues of social cognition and rates of crimes and suggest that one of the reasons 

that women commit less crime than men is because ̀ they acquire social cognitive 

skills earlier in life than males and because they have better pro-social skills'. 186 

Within sociology and criminology, there are ongoing studies considering 

psychological profiling and behaviour. 

183 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 18. 
184 Sigmund Freud, "Me Psychology of Women, Lecture 33" in J. Strachy and A. 
Richards (eds), New Introductory Lectures on Prycboanalysis, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1933), 
pp. 136-157 
185 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 19. 
186 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 20. 
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Criminology from a Feminist Perspective 

One of the most significant developments in criminological research of women 

and crime has been the inquiry into the gender roles which materialised in the 

1960s and 1970s. The factors which sociological investigations have considered 

are: the different opportunities that are available for males and females to engage 

in criminal activity; different patterns of socialisation; and different expectations 

of behaviour. 187 Gelsthorpe surveys the findings of such studies to suggest that in 

societies where women have achieved some degree of equality with men, the rate 

of female offending is higher than in societies where women are less publicly 

visible. 

But the relationship between the increasing visibility and presence of women, 

particularly within the workforce, and the increase in the rates-of-arrest of women 

is not straightforward. Two books, Freda Adler's Sisters In Crime and Rita Simon's 

U7omen and Crime, both published in 1975, suggest that the increase in women 

committing crime is directly linked to the emancipation of women, particularly 

through having an increased access to criminal opportunity at the workplace, and 

that this taste of financial independence allowed them to be as covetous and 

manipulative as men. However flawed these arguments are, they both highlight a 

critical moment in time when women could traverse between domestic and public 

spheres in a way that they previously had not been able to. 

187 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 20. 
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Earlier, I highlighted feminist concerns that, historically, criminological thought 

only considered the male as the criminal subject and had employed these theories 

to frame all criminal activity, including that committed by women. In the 1960s, 

feminist criminologists began to ask whether theories of crime would stand their 

ground if applied to women. What started out as a trickle of responses to this 

question has now grown into a dialogue that has revealed a vast array of myths 

about women and crime and the gender bias that these assumptions expose within 

the legal and criminal justice processes. One of the key critical concerns for 

feminist criminologists is `an understanding of the role of patriarchy and its role in 

relation to crime'. '88 

In the previous sections I have surveyed theories of crime, now I will consider 

current statistics in an attempt to develop a clearer picture of the lives of women 

who are in prison. 

Women in Prison: The Global Picture 

Most countries have a female prison population lower than 12%, usually 

somewhere in the region of 6%. There are considerable variations within this 

however. The Maldive Islands and Thailand have the highest percentage of 

women in prison, 26.6% and 20.3% respectively. The Seychelles, Liechtenstein, 

Tanzania and Burkina Faso have female prison populations between 0%-1%. 189 In 

Brazil, the most recent figures report that female prisoners are 5.6% of the prison 

188 Loraine Gelsthorpe, `Female Offending', p. 24. 
189 International Centre for Prison Studies, Guidance Note 13: Reforming Women's Prisons 
(London: ICPS, 2004). 
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population. 19° On 30 June 2006 women made up 5.7% of the prison population in 

England and Wales. "' Within the context of the overall growth of the prison 

population, the use of imprisonment as punishment for women is increasing at a 

higher rate than men's in some countries. The UK-based Fawcett Society's 

commission into Women and the Criminal Justice System in England and Wales 

confirms this: `The growth in the female prison population in the last decade has 

far outstripped that of the male prison population. In the decade between 1992 

and 2002, the male prison population increased by 50%, while the female prison 

population increased by 173%'. 192 

This increase in the female prison population is not due to an escalation in the 

number of offences committed by women. Neither is it because women are 

committing more violent offences. Nor it is due to improved detection rates by 

police. Instead it is a reflection of an increase in the global prison population due 

to the identification of an increasing number of unwanted acts as criminal acts, 

and it is symptomatic of an attitudinal change within the judiciary who are 

instigating increasingly strict sentencing. This exponential growth of the female 

prison population in the UK is even more startling as it began at a time when the 

190 International Centre for Prison Studies, Prison Brief for Brazil 
http: //www. kd. ac. uk/depsta/rel/icps/worldbrief/south america_records. php? code+21 
4 [accessed 12 July 2006]. 
191 International Centre for Prison Studies, Prison Brief for England and Wales 
http: //www. kcl. ac. uk/depsta/rel/icps/worldbrief/europe records. php? code=169 
[accessed 12 July 2006]. 
192 Fawcett Society, Women and the Criminal Justice System (London: Fawcett Society, 2004), 
p. 5. 
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government proposed, in the Criminal Justice Act of 1991, that prison should 

only be used as a last measure. "" 

Many women and men in prison share a background framed by poverty and 

deprivation: they are socially and structurally disadvantaged. However, the types 

of crimes women commit and the profile of the women who commit them 

suggest that, in addition to this shared context, women also have distinctive 

needs. 194 A high proportion of women in prison have psychological problems, 

alcohol and drug abuse problems and a history of abuse which has haunted them 

throughout their lives. The rates of reported abuse experienced by women 

prisoners in their lifetime is almost four times higher than it is for men: 43% of 

women and 12.2% of men in prison reported abuse; 195 59% of men on remand 

and 40% in prison were assessed as having a neurotic disorder whilst 76% of 

women on remand and 63% in prison were assessed as having a neurotic disorder, 

including anxiety and depressive disorders. '96 40% of women in custody had 

received advice or treatment for a mental health or emotional problem in the year 

before they had entered custody. This is double the proportion of male 

193 Criminal Justice Act 1991 (c. 53). Crown Copyright 1991 
http: //www. legislation. hmso. gov. uk/acts/acts 1991 /Ukpga_19910053_en_l. htm 
[accessed 14 November 2004]. 
194 About half of the women sentenced are convicted of theft, handling, fraud or forgery 

and only 10% are convicted for violent offences (Howard League, 2005). The main 
difference in the offending behaviours of men and women is that although women's 
crime broadly reflects the same pattern of men's crime the difference is articulated 
through the `degree of participation, frequency and variety than in types of behaviour' 
(Gelsthorpe, Female Offending, p. 15). 
195 N. Loucks, Women In Prison' in Gill Mclvor (ed. ), Women Wbo Offend, (London and 
New York: Jessica Kingsley Publications, 2004), p. 145. 
196 MIND, `Fact Sheet on Mental Health Statistics in the Criminal Justice System' 
http: //www. mind. org. uk/Information/Factsheets/Statistics/Statistics+8. htm [accessed 
12 September 2005]. 
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prisoners. 197 Home Office statistics reveal that the prison system is pregnant with 

women who have committed petty crime, mothers who are separated from their 

children, women suffering from mental health problems, who have a record of 

poor achievement in school and work, who have lived on the streets. 198 

There are some characteristics and issues faced by women in prison which are 

shared with the wider prison population. Within the women's system there are a 

disproportionate number of women from minority groups in prison. In Canada, 

aboriginal women are 3% of the female population but 29% of the female prison 

population. "' In the USA, black women are four and a half times more likely to 

be imprisoned than white women. 200 Despite economic, cultural and social 

differences in different countries there are number of issues which affect women 

in prison wherever they are imprisoned. Many of these shared concerns are the 

result of being imprisoned within a system that has been conceived, designed and 

managed primarily for men, a system which neglects to reflect on the fact that the 

profile and needs of women in prison are very different to men. The following 

issues are faced by women internationally: 

" Women tend to commit less violent crime and are a much lower security 

risk than men. Most of the offences that women commit are related to 

theft and drug offences. However because the system has been designed 

and built with the assumption that the criminal is male and one who 

197 MIND, `Fact Sheet on Mental Health Statistics in the Criminal Justice System'. 
198 HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for England and Wales, Women in Prison: A Thematic 
Review (London, Home Office, 1997). 
199 Vivien Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 33 
2w Vivien Stern, Creating Criminals, p. 33 
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commits more dangerous acts, the system assumes that all prisoners are 

higher risk and therefore require higher security. Therefore `security levels 

are grossly disproportionate to the risks posed by women prisoners many 

of whom are imprisoned for minor crimes'. 201 

" Because there are fewer women in prison, there are fewer institutions. 

This means that it is likely that a sentenced woman will be held far from 

her home, making contact with her family difficult. In the UK women's 

prisons tend to be at least fifty miles away from their home and 

sometimes up to two hundred miles away. In some countries there may 

only be one women's prison where all the female prisoners are kept. It 

may take hours or days for prisoner's families to travel to visit so the sense 

of isolation is increased. ' 

" Women as primary carers. The 1997 Woolf report on women in prison 

stated that only 5% of the 8,100 children who were affected by their 

mother's imprisonment remained in their homes and were looked after by 

a parent 203 95% of children were either removed from their home or 

looked after by someone who isn't a parent. For a woman in prison, or 

201 ICPS, Guidance Note 13, p. 1. 
202 The impact of the UK government's continued investment in the private companies to 
build and manage prisons will exacerbate many of the issues currently facing women in 
prison. There are currently seventeen prisons to accommodate women across England 

and Wales. Reformers are proposing that smaller units, closer to towns, would facilitate 
the continued relationship between women and their families which would, in turn, help 

address many of the issues of isolation and depression within women's prisons. However, 
the building and management of a series of smaller units is a much less persuasive 
business proposition than the prospect of building fewer, larger units. The economy of 
scale will take precedence over prisoners' needs. This has been illustrated by the fact that 
`there were no private bidders to operate the five units for juvenile girls which are being 
set up by the Youth Justice Board with X16 million of funding from the Home Office' 
(Prison Reform Trust, Private Punishment, p. 15). 
203 HM Chief Inspector of Prisons, 1Y/omen in Prison. 
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one who is facing possible imprisonment, the possibility of having her 

children taken into care is a very real concern. For men who are parents, 

this is less of a concern. Louks's study showed that 17% of fathers looked 

after their children while the mother was in custody whilst 87% of 

mothers looked after their children whist the father was in custody2. This 

is echoed in figures from the USA where 25% of the children of women 

in prison stayed with the other parent whilst 90% of men's children stayed 

with the other parent. 205 The direct impact on children in both the 

immediate and longer term is acute. This can be displayed in a number of 

ways ranging from problems with behaviour, sleeping, educational 

engagement and attainment, bed-wetting and difficulties in socialisation. 

" The planning and provision of family visits varies greatly in different 

cultural contexts. Some countries insist that family visits are conducted 

through a grille or glass barrier. In many countries from the former Soviet 

Union, women are entitled to quarterly weekends where families spend 

seventy two hours together in an apartment in the prison. 207 In England 

and Wales, families gather around a table with fixed seating where the 

prisoner sits in a chair which is a different colour to the others so that they 

are easily identified, under the surveillance of the prison guard. In Brazil, 

however, there are weekly visiting days, where families meet together in 

shared physical space. 

204 N. Loucks, `Women In Prison', p. 149. 
205 N. Loucks, `Women In Prison', p. 149. 

N. Loucks, `Women In Prison', p. 150. 
207 ICPS, Guidance Note 13, p. 7. 
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" Few prisons which house women have been built with this purpose in 

mind. Most women's prisons are adaptations of existing buildings or 

sectioned-off parts of men's prisons. There is very little planning or facility 

provision for the specific needs of women. 

" Many women in prison have experienced violence and abuse in their lives. 

Although women in prison are supposed to be held separately from men 

and supervised by women, there is still evidence that women in prison 

have suffered sexual abuse, harassment and humiliation. A recent report 

into the conditions and treatment of female prisoners in Northern Ireland 

revealed that the women at Maghaberry Prison were regularly supervised 

by male prison staff and that there were reports of sexual abuse within this 

system. 20S A recent report into conditions and treatment of women in 

prison in Pakistan by the US Department of State revealed that `many 

children were born to female inmates who were sexually abused by prison 

guards . 20`' There have been a number of reports of women routinely being 

strip-searched when they arrive at prison, before and after family visits. 

These have been acts of humiliation rather than in response to clear 

indications of an infringement of prison regulations. 210 

" Healthcare within women's prison fails to consider the particular mental 

and physical needs of women in prison. Studies have shown a high rate of 

use of and dependency on medication within prisons. A study of women 

in Scottish prisons by Louks revealed that 97% of women in prison were 

208 Phil Scraton and Linda Moore, The Hurt Inside. 
209 ICPS, Guidance Note 13, p. 6. 
210 ICPS, Guidance Note 13, p. 7. 
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receiving some form of medication 21 This is usually medication related to 

detoxification from drugs, anti-depressants and sleeping tablets. 

Medication is also an area of extreme contention within prisons 

themselves, with prisoners bullying and buying medication from each 

other. 

41 Rates of depression, self-harm and attempted suicide are 

disproportionately high within the female prison population. In England 

and Wales in 2003 there are reports that 30% of women and 65% of 

females under 21 harmed themselves in prison. 212 

" Pre-natal, post-natal and child care fails to be recognised and adequately 

planned for. 

" Education and training provision with women's prisons has tended to be 

less than in men's and the type of opportunity has been limited. 

" Community support for women released from prisons varies widely. Some 

societies continue to punish women who have been in prison by 

ostracising them throughout their lives, while others provide support 

mechanisms which assist women in re-establishing their lives. 

Each of these particular issues has an impact on the experience of women in 

prison and many of these concerns were raised by women prisoners within the 

context of Staging Human Rights I. 

211 N. Loucks, `Women in Prison', p. 148. 
212 Howard League for Penal Reform 
http: //www. howardleague. org/index. php? id=women [accessed 22 March 2004]. 
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Representations of Women in Prison: `Women like That' 

Moreover, the born female criminal is, so to speak, doubly exceptional, as 
a woman and as a criminal. For criminals are an exception among civilised 
people and women are an exception among criminals, the natural form of 
retrogression in women being prostitution not crime. . . 

As a double 

exception, the criminal woman is consequently a monster. Her normal 
sister is kept in the paths of virtue by many causes, such as maternity, 
piety, weakness, and, when these counter influences fail, and a woman 
commits a crime, we may conclude that her wickedness must have been 
enormous before it could triumph over so many obstacles. 

Lombroso, The Female Offender, 1895? " 

Cultural representations of women in prison have inevitably been framed as 

representations of double transgression. Women in prison have exceeded the 

boundaries of the law which upholds the legal frameworks which protect society 

and the law of the social which advocates gendered, feminine values of gentleness, 

humility, dignity, nurturing, loyalty, familial commitment, obedience and 

selflessness. This ideal of the feminine is not just an out-moded Victorian notion. 

The Vatican, in its July 2004 statement on the position of women in the Catholic 

Church, written by Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger prior to his accession to the papacy, 

declared that the essence of feminine values is illustrated in women's `capacity for 

the other... [illustrated through]... those actions which elicit life, and contribute to 

the growth and protection of the other'. 214 This statement echoes the biological 

deterministic theories of Lombroso more than a century earlier. There is a cultural 

assumption that the actions of women in prison run counter to this feminine 

ideal. In particular, women who are in prison for acts of violent and sexual crime, 

213 Caesar Lombroso and William Ferrero, The Female Offender, pp. 151-152. 
214 Joseph Ratzinger, "Letter to the Bishops of the Catholic Church on the Collaboration 
of Men and Women in the Church and in the World" 
http: //www. cta-mi. org/Documents/MenWomen. htm [accessed 10 June 2006]. 
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a tiny percentage of the prisons' population, have had a much higher public 

profile than women who are there for other non-violent crime. 

In Tranrgression, Chris Jenks details how societies respond to behaviour which 

contradicts `cherished classification'. "' He takes the extreme cases of Myra 

Hindley and Rosemary West, both women who were involved in the sexual abuse 

and murder of children (and in West's case, her own daughter) to illustrate the 

way in which society makes `monsters' of these women. 216 It is easier for society 

to refuse `women who commit acts of supreme violence acceptance within the 

category of woman' than it is to admit the unbearable possibility that women are 

capable of such acts? " By refusing to acknowledge or represent these women as 

women, the public reaffirms to itself `the essence of what women are . 2'8 The 

othering of women who commit violent crime, with sexual overtones, was made 

explicit in the 2004 film Monster, the dramatisation of the life of Eileen 

Wournos219 The film's title was a statement, reflecting societal representations 

about women who commit violent crime, whilst the film itself attempted to 

question society's `othering'. 

This framing of women in prison for violent and sexual crime raises many 

interesting questions about contagion. This became explicit during our first 

residency at HMP Highpoint where Myra Hindley lived until her death in 2004. 

215 Mary Douglas cited in Chris Jenks, Transgressions (London: Routledge, 2003), p. 184. 
216 See Belinda Morrissey, When Women Kill (London: Routledge, 2003) for a detailed 

sociological perspective on the way in which society responds to such high profile cases. 
217 Chris Jenks, Transgressions, p. 185. 
218 Chris Jenks, Transgressions, p. 185. 
219 Monster, dir. Patty Jenkins (USA, 2003). 
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Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw and I went shopping for costumes for the project in 

Bury St Edmunds, the nearest town to Highpoint. '0 

We are rummaging around ooohing with delight as we find just the right jacket or 

hat for the chorus of characters we are becoming so familiar with. Giddy with 

success we bring all the clothes over to the cash desk. There are two older ladies 

behind the till. Bemused at our excitement they ask us what we are doing. We 

explain that we are doing a performance project with some women in Highpoint. 

Their manner chills immediately. 

`Is She doing it? ' 

`Sorry, who? ' 

'The monster. Hindley'. 

`No. She's M. She's separated from the other women. ' 

There then preceded a low level grumbling from the ladies about working with 

`women like that'. The transaction was dealt with briskly and with little grace. We 

left the charity shop with a firm sense of a particular public perception of women 

in prison. What we had just witnessed was the contagious linking of any woman in 

prison with a specific woman, Myra Hindley, whose actions have been inscribed 

into the public's imagination. The fact and the fiction surrounding Hindley, and 

her part in the murder of five children with her then boyfriend Ian Brady have 

fuelled a cascade of fear and anger that lies latent within British society. It exposed 

220 Myra 1-iindley received two life sentences for the murder of Edward Evans and Lesley 
Ann Downey and concurrent seven-year sentence for being an accessory to the murder 
of John Kilbride. In 1986, she and Brady confessed to the murders of Pauline Reade and 
Keith Bennett, but were never charged in connection with these murders. During her 
imprisonment, Hindley's minimum sentence was increased by Home Secretaries. She died 

of a heart attack in HMP Highpoint on 15 November 2002. 
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a deep seated fear; a sense of incredulity, that women could be like Myra Hindley, 

the antithesis of all that is assumed to be feminine and maternal. We, by working 

with women who lived in the same institution as Hindley, were seen to be 

marked, to have been open to the possibility of catching whatever contagious evil 

she exudes. By choosing to enter the prison and work with women within it, we 

were somehow seen, within the eyes of the charity shop ladies, to condone her 

actions. 

Prisons are often the setting for television series and films. The BBC series Porridge 

and films such as Dead Man EValking (1995), Escape from Alcatraz (1979) and The 

Shawshank Redemjtion (2000) have all in some way contributed to the array of 

cultural representations of prison. Representations of women in prison have been 

at the forefront of some of the most popularly successful television series in the 

UK. The Australian produced Prisoner Cell Block H has a cult status which paved 

the way for ITV's hugely successful series, Bad Girls. The success of this particular 

programme, about to go into its eighth series, has been further illustrated by West 

Yorkshire Playhouse's production of Bad Girls - The Musical. In both the TV series 

and the musical the women are `superficially rough and ready but have hearts of 

gold just waiting to be discovered' whilst the wardens are either `youthful, well- 

meaning [or] hard-bitten, cynical old hands [or] downright evil". 22' But there is a 

representational gap. Where are the representations of the women who are far 

from their families, with mental and physical health problems? How can a woman 

221 Grant Gibson, 'Turn of the Screws', Observer, 11 June 2006 
http: //arts. guardian. co. uk/reviews/observer/story/0,, 1794807,00. html [accessed 16 June 
2006]. 
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in prison not fail to see herself in the light of this public perception? She looses 

her identity as a woman, a mother, a worker, a lover, a person with choice, and 

instead her identity is consumed by the single frame of `prisoner'. She has lost 

herself. She is what she has been told she has become: useless, redundant, shamed 

and exiled. 

In 2001, Paul Heritage invited Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw and Ito develop and test 

a performance methodology with women in prison that would address issues of 

identity and representation within the overall context of Staging Human Rights. 

The core of Weaver and Shaw's work is rooted in the idea of biography not only 

as a subjective documentation of an individual's past but a celebration of 

experience, fantasy and desire for an individual's future. This methodology 

encourages imagination and optimism for what we could be rather than an 

acceptance of what we are told we have become. Through a series of 

performance workshops we began to ask women in prison in Brazil and England 

who they could be. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONTEXTS IV: LOIS WEAVER AND PEGGY SHAW 

Introduction 
This is the fourth and final chapter which frames the contexts for the practice 

based research, Staging Human Rights II. 

Previously, I have considered the construct of prisons as a site and mechanism for 

the performance of punishment; the impact of increased identification of 

particular unwanted behaviours as criminal, the subsequent growth in the prison 

population and the corrections industry. Prisons are sites which can foster and 

hide abuses of power, where an individual's rights are threatened through an 

institutional culture which condones the dehumanising aspects of imprisonment. 

Staging Human Rights, as a radical performance act, attempts to work within the 

system to encourage reconsideration of these relations. Staging Human Rights I, in 

the adult prison system in Brazil, employed an established methodology and 

worked towards particular performative moments which encouraged imaginings 

of human rights declarations which went beyond the known, legal definition of 

the terms. Paul Heritage invited Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw to consider the 

ways in which their performance methodology, working with a specific population 

within prison, women, could aid the larger research aims of the project: to 

consider the boundaries between performance, human rights and the criminal 

justice system in Brazil and England. 
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Weaver and Shaw are performance artists who are committed to making work 

with, for and about women. In this chapter I will reflect on their performance 

practice and the way in which this has been positioned within the academy. I will 

consider how their practice is anchored by three methodological approaches 

which inform their work with women in prison. The detail of the practice based 

research will be considered in the following chapter, Performing Witness'. 

* 

When confronted with the big questions and surprising obstacles of what 
it means to be women in the theatre, we did what we had to do. We took 
off our hats and danced [... ] When we act out of necessity, we transform 
accidents and obstacles into transforming solutions [... ] Art enables us to 
imagine ourselves out of current situations. 

Lois Weaver" 

In the afterward to The Routledge Reader in Gender and Performance, Lois Weaver 

recounts a particular incident which illustrates `the awkward but friendly dance 

between theory and practice' that she and Peggy Shaw have found themselves 

learning to do. 223 In 1991, they were invited to do a staged reading of Ginka 

Steinwach's Monsieur, Madame as part of a conference on Feminism and 

Postmodernism. In one of the scenes Peggy Shaw played the part of a 

character/writer called Sand who went to visit her publisher whom the playwright 

had identified as The Crocodile. In this production, The Crocodile was 

represented by a plastic alligator mask attached to the hat of the publisher. On 

2 Lois Weaver, `Afterward' in Lizbeth Goodman (ed. ), The Routledge Reader in Gender and 
Performance (London: Routledge, 1998), p. 304. 

Weaver, `Afterward', p. 304. 
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entering the office, Peggy's character was supposed to grab The Crocodile and 

dance the jitterbug. They hadn't rehearsed with props or costumes so, on the day 

of the conference, when Peggy arrived on stage in full costume she realised the 

restrictions of the space: she couldn't dance with 'The Crocodile' whilst it was 

wearing the alligator hat. Pragmatism took over. Peggy took the alligator hat off 

The Crocodile, tossed it off-stage and continued to dance. 

Later, there was a panel discussion with academics and some of the performers, to 

consider the ways in which this performance opened the debate on Feminism and 

Performance. One of the academics was particularly taken by the political potency 

of Peggy's character removing the hat from The Crocodile publisher, thereby 

illustrating the `Decapitation of the Capitalist'. Lois explained that this act was an 

accident, an accidental decapitation, an accident born out of necessity. This 

academic reading into a practical, un-meditated decision reveals much about the 

dance between theory and practice. For Weaver and Shaw, the rationale behind 

the removal of the hat was entirely practical. For the academic, it was infused with 

intent and meaning. This story reveals three things that have informed my 

reflections on working with Weaver and Shaw. 

Firstly, Weaver and Shaw do what they have to do. If there is a problem they will 

find a way to address and respond to it. They will change the situation. They 

develop an arsenal of tactics of necessity which enables them to be responsive and 

reactive to situations, to figure what needs to be done rather than be beholden to 

the imagined ideal of what they should do. This is particularly evident in the story 
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of their approach to the genesis of the Women's One World (WOW) Cafe and 

the way in which they responded to circumstances when working within the 

prison system. I will return to both these points later and argue that the ethos of 

WOW and the community it welcomed, supported and encouraged, is evident in 

Weaver and Shaw's practice with women in prison. 

Secondly, academic readings of Weaver and Shaw's work have the potential to 

read these tactics of necessity as considered political choices. This gap between 

the intention of Weaver and Shaw's work and the academic response to it is 

particularly evident in how Feminist and Lesbian performance theorists have 

responded to their work in the context of the WOW Cafe. Academic theory has 

been fuelled by reference to their work and, in turn, their work has been informed 

by the commentary on it. 

Thirdly, this misreading also highlights the possibilities of multiple readings of 

Weaver and Shaw's performance which spills beyond the containment of the text. 

Meaning is infused in every aspect of Weaver and Shaw's action on and off stage: 

the way they dress; the way they relate to one another; their gestures, words and 

actions. This generation of possible meanings is inherent in any consideration of 

Weaver and Shaw's work within the frame of postmodern performance whether it 

is on the stage of WOW or in a corridor of a Brazilian prison. 

In this chapter I will contextualise the emergence of Weaver and Shaw's practice 

and reputation through the creation of the WOW festival and the subsequent 
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establishment of the WOW Cafe and how this has been read and rearticulated by 

Feminist and Lesbian performance theorists. I propose that Weaver and Shaw's 

practice is informed by a methodology of beginnings, of autobiography and of 

collapsing the boundary between what is real and what is imagined. This provides 

a foundation for the ways in which they employed these methodologies when 

working within the prison context and the ways in which they develop tactics of 

necessity during these residencies. 

The Early Days: Split Britches and the WOW Cafe 

Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw met at the end of the 1970s whilst on tour in 

Europe with Spiderwoman Theatre and Hot Peaches4 Weaver and Shaw 

founded Split Britches with Deb Margolin in 1981. Their first performance was 

based on the lives of women in Weaver's family living in the Blue Ridge 

mountains of Virginia. These women worked in the fields wearing underwear, 

slashed at the crotch, which allowed them to urinate whilst working. These split 

britches became the signature of the company and the company took the name of 

their performance `as a sign of their continuing labor in the arts, permeated by the 

personal, private `leaks' that would nourish their imagination and fortitude'. 225 

Margolin, Weaver and Shaw agreed that each of them could use the name Split 

Britches when developing projects. However, the name Split Britches is most 

often used to refer to work developed and performed by Weaver and Shaw. 

224 For further reading on Spiderwoman Theatre see Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire: Essays 
on Gender, Sexuality and Performance (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1993), pp. 
59-64 and Rebecca Schneider, `See The Big Show Spiderwoman Theatre Doubling Back', 
in Hart and Phelan (eds), Acting Out. - Feminist Performances (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1993), pp. 227-256. 
= Sue-Ellen Case, Split Britches, p. 6. 
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When I refer to the work of Split Britches in this thesis, I am referring specifically 

to the Weaver/Shaw combination. In the three decades following the formation 

of Split Britches, Weaver and Shaw have made a number of performance events 

which continue to contest and shape the way in which women's, feminist and 

lesbian performance is made and received. Central to this development was the 

establishment of the WOW Cafe 226 

When Weaver and Shaw were touring Europe in the late 1970s, they performed at 

women's theatre festivals and met many companies who wanted to perform in the 

United States. On their return to New York in May 1980, they realised that unless 

they set up a festival to facilitate international women's theatre, it wouldn't 

happen. Within six months, with no public funding and a body of volunteers, 

they produced the first Women's One World (WOW) festival. This two-week 

long festival offered a New York venue, the Allcraft Centre on St Mark's Place, 

and an extended community of women's theatre companies. The festival was 

considered to be a successful platform for presenting theatre work by women and 

in identifying and creating a community around this work. The Allcraft Centre 

recognised this and offered to rent Weaver and Shaw the space at a low cost in 

order to build on the momentum gathered during the festival. They began to 

produce a weekly programme of performance events. Their policy was `to 

produce any work written or directed by a woman, or that which presented a 

226 Solomon's article, written in 1985, captures the vitality of the WOW Cafe in its early 
manifestation, Alisa Solomon, 'The Wow Cafe', The Drama Review: TDR, vol. 29, no. 1, 
East Village Performance (Spring 1985), pp. 92-101. 
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woman's sensibility'. 22' They quickly developed a reputation for producing lesbian 

work though they made no deliberate attempt to appeal exclusively to lesbian 

performers or audiences: "`You didn't have to be a lesbian to get into the shows, " 

explains Shaw, "but most of the people who came were. " Then she adds jokingly, 

"Most either came that way or ended up that way"'. 228 

There was a growing homophobic tension between WOW and the Allcraft 

Centre's funding board which resulted in WOW being locked out of the 

building. 229 The ballroom at the Ukrainian Home on 2nd Avenue became a 

temporary home to present the work that had already been programmed for the 

following months. 

In October 1981, Weaver and Shaw staged the second WOW festival across a 

number of venues and included an all-day cafe as a social space within the 

programme. After the festival there was determination to maintain and respond to 

the vibrancy of both the work and the sense of community it induced. Weaver 

and Shaw wanted to find a permanent home which would be a performance and a 

social, community space for women. The WOW Cafe opened at 330 East 11`h 

Street in March 1982. It presented a range of work including theatre, poetry, films, 

video and arts exhibits. Weaver and Shaw wanted to define the WOW Cafe 

primarily as a performance space and over the following year Holly Hughes took 

on responsibility for the management of the space and programmed performance 

227 Alisa Solomon, 'Me Wow Cafe', p. 94. 
228 Peggy Shaw cited in Alisa Solomon, The Wow Cafe', p. 94. 
229 Alisa Solomon, 'The Wow Cafe', pp. 93-94 
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specific events, including variety nights where artists would try out ideas and 

Talking Slide Show nights where artists would show slides and talk about their 

work and theatre pieces. WOW was an incubator for possibility, for the ideas and 

performance practice of women. The WOW Cafe's flexibility and responsiveness 

to those who wanted to present their work meant that there were some 

undercurrents of dissatisfaction about the varying quality of the work but Weaver 

and Shaw were firm in their position: 

they would rather tolerate occasional disasters than audition women for 
the space; that, they believed, would amount to censorship. "We're always 
criticized for not auditioning, " Shaw complains. "We're told, `Now that 
you've been around you have to have quality work. ' But we feel the 
minute you start auditioning you become just like anybody else". 230 

WOW was committed to presenting work from within the community of women 

who went to WOW. Weaver and Shaw's practice throughout the past thirty years 

has been informed by this sensibility of accommodation, by a lack of censorship 

and judgment, through support and encouragement, through a sense of risk and 

curiosity. This ethos, developed in the context of the intimate and gregarious 

space of WOW in the lower east side of Manhattan is fundamental to 

understanding Weaver and Shaw's work with women in prison. 

Critical Engagement 

Feminist and lesbian performance critics including Kate Davey, Jill Dolan, Lynda 

Hart, Peggy Phelan and Sue Ellen Case have all written about the fundamental 

230 Alisa Solomon, `The Wow Cafe', p. 98. 
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role the WOW Cafe played in the history of women's theatre and in the 

development of feminist and lesbian performance theory. 

In Presence and Desire: Essays on Gender, Sexuality and Performance, Jill Dolan reflects 

on the development of feminist theatre in the 1970s and 1980s. She considers 

how her exposure as a spectator to this work shaped her development as a 

Feminist Theatre critic at a time when Feminist Performance theory was emerging 

as a potential navigating lens for the study of performance. She considers the 

feminist community in New York in the early 1980s to be: 

disparate and uncohesive (at least for a white Jewish lesbian living in the 
West Village), which gave it a refreshingly undogmatic face. Women 
Against Pornography toured Times Square, and other radical feminist 
groups asserted their values visibly, but there were also pockets of 
resistance and irreverence such as the WOW Cafe, which seemed to enact 
the complexities of the materialist feminist stance I'd come to adopt. 21 

The resistance and irreverence of the WOW Cafe ensured that it refused to limit 

itself to the `feminist religion' of celebratory and pacifist work displayed by some 

women's theatre movements. 232 Rather the work at WOW and other Lower East 

Side clubs such as Limbo Lounge and Pyramid Club, 

seemed outlawed from the feminist core. These performances were sexy 
and politically inflected and used parody and satire to launch what I 
considered incisive social critiques. They also managed to be fun and 
entertaining, and I liked them for that. " 

The influence of Split Britches and WOW was fundamental to contesting and 

shaping the field of Feminist Theatre criticism. Dolan's first book, The Feminist 

231 Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire, p. 6. 
232 Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire, p. 6. 
233 Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire, p. 6. 
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Spectator as Crit c, was one of the earliest publications to clearly articulate a 

Feminist theoretical consideration of theatre and performance. In it she used the 

metaphor of `stealing the seat' from `the hegemonic figure of the white middle- 

class heterosexual male, and offering it instead to the feminist spectator who 

would look at representation with a productively critical eye'. "4 Dolan admits that 

although this singularity of perspective was naive, it was useful in staking claims 

which helped inform and define her position in a nascent field of feminist 

performance theory. 

Many North American Feminist critics have received the work at WOW, and of 

Split Britches, primarily as Lesbian Performance as much of the work reveals a 

world `as constituted by lesbians and inhabited by lesbians'. 35 Dolan notes how 

her own theoretical position and understanding was continually challenged and 

informed by the work she was witnessing at the WOW Cafe which experimented 

with sexuality and gender representation. She explains that, 

the performances at WOW offered the most potential for subverting the 
historically conservative performances of gender authorized by theatre 
production. These lesbian producers offered what I called, borrowing 
from feminist theorist Teresa de Lauretis, `a view from elsewhere. %236 

This view from elsewhere revealed, `The lesbian community's desires which lurk 

as a forbidden subtext in the dominant cultural milieu, become blatantly textual in 

this subcultural theatre venue : 2" Weaver and Shaw's relationship, on and off the 

234 Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire, p. 5 
235 Kate Davey cited in Case, Split Britches, p. 11. 
236 Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire, p. 6. 
237 Jill Dolan, Presence and Desire, p. 136. 
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stage, has became the focus of continued academic attention. Much of the 

discussion around their work raises issues of 

how `lesbian' is visible in performance, how a lesbian address is 

constituted, the unique nature of a lesbian audience reception, the relation 
of lesbian performance to community or subculture, the dynamics of 
lesbian desire within the system of representation, the function of butch- 
femme role playing, and the lesbian use of camp 238 

Case's work, particularly her essay 'Towards a Butch-Femme Aesthetic' (1987) in 

which she uses the work of Split Britches to think through the performance of 

gender and desire, has done much to inform and promote Weaver and Shaw as 

icons of the butch-femme aesthetic of theory in practice. 

Weaver and Shaw clearly articulate the position of their work, 

Our work is rooted in popular culture, but positioned against it. It relies 
on moments rather than plot, relationships rather than story. It depends 

on the surprise of transformation rather than the logic of psychological 
narrative. It straddles the line between performance and theatre, exploiting 
theatricality while exposing the pretence. It is about a community of 
outsiders, queers, eccentrics. It is feminist because it encourages the 
imaginative potential in everyone and lesbian because it takes the presence 
of lesbians on stage as a given 239 

However, Weaver and Shaw have mixed feelings about their status in the 

academy. They are proud and delighted that their work has catalysed questions 

that have helped inform a field concerned with the issues of female and lesbian 

presence, identity and desire. But they are quietly resentful of some academics 

who have built tenured careers on the back of their work which is without such 

financial certainty. They are aware of the shifting power relations in a potentially 

mutually parasitic relationship. Split Britches' work is constantly on the radar of 

238 Sue-Ellen Case, Split B, itcbes, p. 11. 
239 Split Britches website, http: //www. splitbritches. com/pages/whotext. html [accessed 2 
February 2006]. 
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academics who are keen to use their work to illustrate theoretical arguments about 

feminist, lesbian and postmodern performance. Shaw highlights the pressures of 

the academic positioning of Split Britches work when, in a post-show discussion 

she was asked, ̀ In the last ten years, the representation of butch/femme on stage 

is much more prevalent. How does that feel? ' Shaw responded, We don't have to 

be everything to everyone now'. 240 

Split Britches are frequently invited into universities for residencies to run 

workshops with undergraduate and postgraduate students, to stage performances 

and discussions about their work. Their presence, their liveness, within the 

academy raises questions of authority in relation to their work. Who is the 

authority on their work - Weaver and Shaw or the academics who position and 

weave the work of Split Britches deep within a web spun with threads of 

theoretical references to Jacques Lacan, Jacques Derrida and Judith Butler? 

Weaver's Position in the School of English and Drama at Queen Mary, University 

of London (QMUL) is exceptional in that it gives her the freedom not to illustrate 

what has already been said of her work with Split Britches but, rather the 

opportunity to teach, reflect and develop her own work in unexpected ways. The 

invitation by Paul Heritage, at QMUL, to develop a programme of work within 

Staging Human Rights is further evidence of this. 

240 Transcript from post-show discussion, Arlene and Jack Kogod Theatre, University of 
Maryland, 28th February 2003, Archive Box No. 2. 
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Split Britches's work has always gathered a faithful and supportive audience. At 

WOW, they built a loyal audience. Beyond the bricks of WOW, their audience 

sought them out and came to them. Within the academy, they know that they are 

expected to perform and respond to histories and theories that their work has 

been illustrative of. But what happens when people encounter Weaver and Shaw's 

work without prior knowledge or a set of assumptions about their practice? What 

happens when Split Britches are invited to develop a series of residencies with 

women in prison in England and Brazil? What happens when two middle-aged 

American women called Lois and Peggy turn up at the gate of a prison with sixty 

years of combined experience, a suitcase of costumes, a notebook of games and a 

commitment to see what happens? Chapter Six, `Performing Witness' considers 

this. 

A Boundless Manifesto: The Possibilities of Performance 

Charles Caramello's assertion that performance is `the unifying mode of the 

postmodern'241 is endorsed by RoseLee Goldberg's concise but unrestrictive 

framing of performance: 

By its very nature, performance defies precise or easy definition beyond 
the simple declaration that it is live art by artists. Any stricter definition 
would immediately negate the possibility of performance itself. For it 
draws freely on any number of disciplines and media for material - 
literature, poetry, theatre, music, dance, architecture and painting, as well 
as video, film, slides and narrative - deploying them in any combination. 
Indeed no other artistic form of expression has such a boundless 
manifesto, since each performer makes his or her own definition in the 
very process and manner of execution. 242 

241 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 123. 
242 RoseLee Goldberg, Performance Art, p. 9. 
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Split Britches have, through their practice, championed this boundless manifesto 

to create a body of work which reflects the time and the place in which the work 

was made as well as the people who made it. The methodology they used within 

the prisons, with women who had no experience of performance, is based on the 

methodology they employ when developing their own performance work. Case 

details some of the ways in which Lois and Peggy begin to generate and collate 

material: 

They might begin a structure of polarity [... ] They might explore an 
obsession [... ] or [... ] desires [... ] a frustration [or] unsolicited suggestion 
[... ] Once settled on a starting place, they begin to make lists. For 

example, a list of `what we have always wanted to do on stage' [... ] Along 

with show business desires, they make a list of social issues occupying 
their attention at the time. [... ] They also list stories they'd like to tell. [... ] 
They collect the cultural icons they want to subvert [... ] Characters are 
also based on a bipolar split. They choose characters who consist both of 
someone they love, or want to be, and someone whose behaviour or 
politics they detest. [... ] Then they adorn these characters complexes with 
identification fantasies they have with famous performers: Marilyn 
Monroe, Tammy Wynette, Marlon Brando or Sid Ceaser and Imogene 
Coca. Yet, in spite of this proliferation of contradictory personae, they 
continue, within the characterilogical axis, to play themselves. [... ] The 
actors are never `lost' in character [... ] The performance, then, is more a 
response than an intention. Characters develop in the interstices among 
collective improvisation, personal memory, political agenda, and material 
conditions 243 

Shaw reiterates this practical approach to the performance process when she says 

we `list things we hate, things we love. We make a booking. We find a name for 

the show and then work on it'. 2" 

243 Sue-Ellen Case, Split B ritcbes: Lesbian Practice/Feminist Performance (London: Routledge, 
1996), pp. 8-10. 
244 Transcript from workshop at University of Maryland, February 2003, Archive Box 1. 
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In the following section I want to outline three framing elements in Split 

Britches's approach to making performance: the possibility of beginnings, the use 

of autobiographical material in imagining and creating fantasy characters, and the 

collapsed boundary between the `real' and the `imaginary'. All of these are 

fundamental to understanding the work in prisons and are illustrated in the 

reflections on practice in Chapter Six. 

The Possibilities of Beginnings 

The list of list-making exercises allows Weaver and Shaw to begin without the 

anxiety of knowing where they are expected to go. Instead of adhering to a sense 

of what is expected or living up to `what we said we would do', they allow the 

material generated to guide and inform them in the decisions they make about the 

content and staging of the work. Characters emerge from a bricolage of material 

fusing personal experience, fantastical imaginings, current affairs and half- 

remembered stories. It is within this realm of the not-yet-known, of latent 

possibility rather than prescribed destiny, that the work with women in prison was 

positioned. 

Auto-Biography 

Moira Roth's study of women's performance in the 1970s, The Amazing Decade, 

identifies three main directions of women's performance work during this time: 

`performance related to women's personal experience, to women's collective past, 
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and to exploring the strategies of specific feminist activism' 245 The concern with 

the individual and shared experience of women inevitably meant that these pieces 

would often be anchored or illustrated with autobiographical material, the 

`personal clutter and the persistence of feelings' that Carolee Schneeman refers to 

in Interior Scro1L246 The concerns of the personal and collective experience of 

women, illustrated with biographical material were central to the emerging 

women's movement. The feminist declaration, 'he Personal is The Political', is 

both the pulse and content of a body of feminist performance. 247 

Split Britches' work has always called upon autobiographical material to inform 

and shape their work. However, rather than considering autobiography as a 

subjective documentation of an individual's past, Weaver and Shaw see it as a 

celebration of experience, fantasy and desire for an individual's future. This 

approach is illustrated in the quotation from their show, DoubkAgency, 

Lois. I'm going to teach you to write your own biography. You can tell 
the public whatever you want. I become what I play. 

Peggy: You fake you own biography? 
Lois. Imagination is my passport 241 

Weaver considers Split Britches' approach to biography: `One of the things that 

we encourage is that the biography of your character and your own autobiography 

245 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 149. 
246 See Peggy Phelan and Helena Reckitt, Art and Feminism (London: Phaidon, 2001), 
p. 82, and Dan Cameron, Kristine Stiles, David Levi-Strauss. Up to and Including Her limits 
(New York New Museum of Contemporary Art, 1996). 
247 Marvin Carlson, Performance, pp. 144-154 for a detailed consideration of the 
development of feminist performance which includes Linda Montano, Yvonne Rainer 
and Carolee Schneeman. 
248 Transcript from performance of Double Agen y, Arlene and Jack Kogod Theatre, 
University of Maryland, 28 February 2003. Archive Box No. 2. 
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slip and slide into each other. It is not something discrete and intact. There is a 

porous membrane between our memories and that of the character [we create] 

[... ] it's a great comfort that we are surrounded by so much stimulus'. 249 The 

stimulus for performance can be the everyday, the known, a misremembered fact, 

a dream, an aspiration, a what if...?, a crumpled receipt behind a sofa, an 

overheard comment, an observation of a politician, an impulsive and passionate 

statement. There is no hierarchical value attached to particular stimulus. 

These two practices - of beginnings with no prescribed end point and 

autobiography as a pathway to fantasy - frame Weaver and Shaw's work whether 

it be preparing for a new show or working with a community of women they have 

never met before. 

The Collapse of the Boundary Between the `Real' and the `Imaginary' 

We talk as if the real and the playful were separate. 
But we know that isn't true. 

Tim Etchells250 

The real and the playful or imaginary are not two distinct arenas of life. They 

overlap in continuous circularity. Carlson articulates the intimacy and necessity of 

this interrelationship when he says that often play `serves as the crucible in which 

the material that we utilize in the `real' world of `responsible' action is found 

249 Transcription from a conversation with undergraduate Theatre students at the 
University of Maryland. Archive Box No. 2. 
° Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments, p. 61 
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developed and cast into significant new forms : u' Weaver and Shaw's work 

continually challenges the assumed boundary between what is real and what is 

playful and imaginary to create new expressions which articulate and question the 

distinction between these two terms. I would like to return to Case's comment on 

Weaver and Shaw's work, `in spite of this proliferation of contradictory personae, 

they continue, within the characterilogical axis, to play themselves. [... ] The actors 

are never `lost' in character. ' Weaver and Shaw draw upon the autobiographical 

material of contemporary concerns, and on the fluff and angst of everyday life. By 

imagining fantastical scenarios within which this biographical material is played 

out, Weaver and Shaw create characters which teeter on the edge between being 

themselves, whilst not being themselves. We have a double or binocular vision252 

of the characters that Weaver and Shaw create as being both the character and 

simultaneously being Weaver and Shaw. In performance, `Objects and actions 

[... ] are neither totally "real" or totally "illusory", but share aspects of each'. ' 

Carlson's comment reflects performance's ability to dance on the boundary 

between the real and the imaginary. He draws upon the phenomenological work 

of Bert States who claims that: 

the perceptual change involved in the process of framing or ostentation 
never involves a simple change from viewing an object as a part of 
everyday reality to regarding it as a signifying image. Framing or 
ostentation adds this function but it does not completely remove the 
perceptual awareness of the object in the real world. 254 

251 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 53. 
252 The idea of a binocular vision is articulated by Richard Schechner in Between Theatre and 
Antbro»ology (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985), p. 35 and Bert States, 
Great Reckonings in Little Roomy On the Phenomenology of Theatre (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1985), p. 46. 
253 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 53. 
254 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 53 
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This double vision, and double relationship with the person or object on stage, is 

particularly heightened in Weaver and Shaw's practice as they borrow objects, 

stories, current debates, and elements of biographical experience to create these 

already double images on stage. 

At a post-show discussion for the double bill of Double Agency and It's a Small 

House and IVe lived In It Always a member of the audience asked Weaver and 

Shaw, `How do you draw the line between what biographical material you include 

and excluded? ' Shaw responded: 

We don't. When you draw the character from yourself you can come back 

and forth between the two. We do performance, we don't do 
theatre ... There is a creative distance... Sometimes things are too close. 
Sometimes it is just an image, a detail. Our lives are political by the nature 
of the small detail. " 

We, as an audience, are constantly shuttling between our dual relationship with 

what is presented in their performance. Richard Schechner refers to this sense of 

the real/not real in performance as a double negativity. 

within the play frame a performer is not herself (because of the operation 
of illusion), but she is also not not herself (because of the operations of 
reality). Performer and audience alike operate in a world of double 

consciousness. This [induces a] `not me... not not me' quality of 
performance... "' 

It is precisely this `not me, not not me' quality of performance that lies at the heart 

of Weaver and Shaw's work with women in prison. 

255 Transcript from post-show discussion, Arlene and Jack Kogod Theatre, University of 
Maryland, 28 February 2003. Archive Box No. 2. 
256 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 54. 
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Section I has outlined the contextual framework in which the research was 

undertaken. We have seen that prisons are sites where the performance of 

institutional power thrives on the stability of order, discipline and the real. The 

post-modern performance methodology employed by Weaver and Shaw, as we 

will go on to see in Section II, employs tactics which destabilise order and 

discipline and question the no-longer-certain boundary between the imaginary and 

the real. 
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SECTION II: 

PRACTICE 
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CHAPTER SIX 

PERFORMING WITNESS 

Introduction 

The preceding five chapters have established the contexts for the practice based 

research. In this chapter, I will consider, in detail, the practice itself, Staging Human 

Rsghtc II, the performance project with women in prison in England and Brazil, 

led by Lois Weaver, Peggy Shaw and myself. The project featured five residencies 

over a two-year period - three residencies in England (April 2002, April 2003 and 

May 2003) and two in the state of Rio de Janeiro in Brazil (June 2002 and June 

2003) - and culminated in In the House, a performance, installation and discussion 

event in Rio de Janeiro on 23 June 2003. 

The practice based performance research with women in prison is the central 

concern of this thesis. The chapter is subdivided into six subsections which 

consider the practice within each of the residencies and In the House. The tone of 

the writing within this chapter is less formal, drawing on observations and 

reflections on the practice. The decision of what to include within this chapter has 

been informed by my two research questions: what can be known about the 

possibilities of performance through working with women in prison? What can be 

known about the context of women in prison through performance? By giving 

testimony, through writing, I will present and reflect on moments within the 

performance practice which provide evidence in response to these questions. 
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Staging Human Rights II was the first time that Weaver, Shaw and I had worked 

together. It was also the first time that we had worked in a prison. Weaver and 

Shaw have always had a commitment to working with women in different 

communities with different levels of performance experience. Shaw was explicit 

about what we were about to embark on together. We work with women. Prison 

is a place where women live. " 

The table on the following page outlines each of the five residencies within Staging 

Human Rights II detailing the location of the residencies, the profile of the 

participants and the final event for each residency. 

In this chapter, I will refer to Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw as Lois and Peggy to 

mark our working relationship and the way in which I write specifically about the 

workshops in prisons. There are many ethical questions raised for Lois, Peggy 

and myself throughout the research. By establishing the relationships with the 

prisons, by inviting the women to participate, by being in the room, by initiating 

and participating in the exercises, by documenting the work, we are setting up the 

framework for the research whilst shaping the specific area of research within this 

framework. 

257 Peggy Shaw, Interview Transcript., 22 March 2003, Archive Box 2. 
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Staging Human Rights II: Summary of Residencies 

Institution Date Number Age Profile 
Culminating Performance Event 

HMP 2-12 April 16 22 - 65 The Highpoint Big Breakfast -a `TV' 

Highpoint, 2002 mainly mid show hosted by and featuring the 

Suffolk, (9 days) to late 20s fantasy characters that had been 

England developed during the residency. 

Recorded and performed in front of 

the Foundation Training Company 

staff. 

Presidio 27 May - 20 20 - late A cabaret style performance, hosted by 

Nelson 7 June 40s Tammy Whynot, with the characters 

Hungria, 2002 mainly mid that had been developed during the 

Rio de Janeiro, (9 days) to late 20s residency. Attended by some of the 

Brazil other prisoners and guards who 

happened to be on duty in the room. 

HMP 28 April - 12 22 - 40 A cabaret style performance with 

Highpoint, 2 May mainly late characters that had been developed 

Suffolk, 2003 20s during the residency. 

England (5 days) 

HMP and YOI 12-16 May 7 15-18 A series of music videos and scenes 

Bullwood Hall, 2003 that were presented to camera. 

Rayleigh, (5 days) 

England 

Talavera June 2003 18 21-50, A public performance of a collage of 

Bruce, Rio de (6 days) mainly mid scenes and songs for an audience of 

Janeiro, Brazil 20s to early families, prisoners, prison staff and 
30s. artists. 
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It is possible to objectively consider data and theory about women in prison but I 

will openly acknowledge that my reflections on Staging Human Rsghtr II are more 

subjective. Applied Drama practitioners, when working with any group in any 

context, will want to find ways to work with the group to create a space where 

they can find alternative ways to present themselves, where they can risk new 

things. The creation of such a space demands trust, both in the practitioners 

leading the work and in the others participating in it. Many of the ways in which 

this trust is contested and established are through games and exercises. Humour, 

delight and pleasure are an integral part of the establishment of trust. Trust is a 

contentious issue in prisons where the stakes are high, where people find it easier 

to erect barriers to trust rather than run the risk of having their trust abused. 

When writing about the project, I am often writing about moments where there is 

a burgeoning sense of trust, where people say or do something that surprises 

themselves and others, where there is resistance and where there is joy. 

Staging Human Rights II, and my reflections on the project, do not condone or 

dismiss either the acts that have led to the women being imprisoned or the impact 

that these acts may have had upon other people. It is imperative in writing about 

performance with women in prison that neither the site nor the women 

themselves are romanticised or mythologized. In writing about the performance 

practice with women in prison, I am endeavouring to create pathways to allow the 

reader to access this practice and the understandings elicited from it. 
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Throughout Staging Human Rights II, we worked with five groups of women in 

prisons in Brazil and England. Over the course of each residency, we would work 

to create fantasy characters with each group of women through performance. 

Who those fantasy characters would be, where their stories would take us and 

how we would work to find a performance vehicle to hold them, we did not 

know. These were never known or prescribed in advance. 

We wanted to facilitate conversations about human rights through performance 

and ways for these discussions to find a voice both within and beyond the specific 

prison institution. Each residency was very different in terms of the group that we 

worked with, the characters that emerged, the performances that framed these 

fantasy characters, the spaces that we worked in and the levels of institutional 

support. However, in the midst of all these differing factors and circumstances 

there was a stable and stabilising factor - the approach. The exercises alone are 

not enough. The manner and spirit of engagement is key. 

In writing about the performance practice with women in prison I have attempted 

to capture some of the ways in which the methodology and manner persuaded a 

room of individuals that they might enjoy working together to make something; 

to recreate moments when the border between the real and the imaginary 

collapsed; to record how a glorious cast of fantasy characters came to life; and to 

testify to the way in which these characters came to inhabit a shared world - 

articulating their hopes, dreams and desires for the future through performance. 
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HMP Highpoint, England, 2-12 Apri12002 

Foundation Training Company 

When we were planning Staging Human Rsghtc II, we approached Bridget Eadie, an 

Applied Drama practitioner who had worked extensively with Clean Break and 

the Theatre in Prisons and Probation (TIPP) Centre, to advise us on specific 

institutions within the women's estate which might be supportive to the project. 

She suggested HMP Highpoint as an institution which was receptive to arts 

projects and recommended that we approach Foundation Training Company 

(FTC), an organisation working within the prison system, to help us negotiate the 

residency. 

Established in 1998, FTC is an independent charity `dedicated to crime prevention 

through the provision of effective pre-release training and support of serving 

prisoners in preparation for their return to the community and rehabilitation'. 2H 

In our first year of work with FTC, their Project Manager at HMP Highpoint was 

Malcolm Luff. He was enthusiastic about the possibilities of performance in 

encouraging the women on the pre-release programme to develop their skills, 

particularly with regard to self-expression and confidence. 

The pre-release programme is a six-week course with specific learning objectives 

and lesson plans. Malcolm expanded one of the pre-release sessions into an eight- 

week course in order to accommodate the two-week performance residency. He 

258 Foundation Training Company website 
http: //www. foundation-training. org/mission_statementphp [accessed 1 March 20031. 
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and the other hands-on FTC staff were categorical in their support of the work 

and the ways in which it might benefit the women who would participate in it. 

Jenny Hughes from the Centre for Applied Theatre Research based at Manchester 

University was commissioned by PPP to write an evaluation of the first Highpoint 

residency and the report, Memory Traps, details the development of the individual 

women who participated in the project and the ways in which the performance 

methodology facilitated this. '" When we returned to HMP Highpoint the 

following year, the FTC staff commented that the women who participated in the 

performance project called to update them on their progress more than any other 

group. 

Once FTC gave us permission to work within the context of the pre-release 

programme we then had to write a business plan to the governor of the prison 

stating the proposed aims, objectives and outcomes of the project in a language 

that would resonate with the of aims and objectives of the prison service's 

education policy. " Thus, before we even stepped into a prison we had to 

perform particular roles; to learn to speak specific languages; to acknowledge the 

politics of this institution and the politics of departments within the institution. 

259 Jenny Hughes, `Memory Traps: An Evaluation of a Two-Week Performance Art 
Residency by People's Palace Projects' (London: People's Palace Projects, 2003), Archive 
Box 1. 

Business plan to the HMP Highpoint is included in Archive Box 2. 
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The Institution 

HMP Highpoint was a Royal Air Force base between 1938 and 1970. It was then 

used as a transit camp for Ugandan Asian refugees, before opening in 1975 as a 

men's prison. In 1997 the prison was split into Highpoint North, for women 

prisoners, and Highpoint South, for men. In 2003, a competition was launched in 

local schools to rename the women's prison. The prize was 200. On 3 October 

2003, the prison was formally renamed HMP Edmund's Hill. 

In 2005, the prison was returned to the male estate and the women prisoners were 

moved to HMP Peterborough, built and managed by the private company UKDS 

as part of a 25-year Design, Construct, Manage and Finance (DCMF) contract 

from the Home Office. HMP Peterborough is the first purpose-built prison in the 

UK to house both men and women. When in service as a women's facility, HMP 

Highpoint was a Category B prison and had an operational capacity of 371. 'x' 

We ran the workshops in the FTC education space within a converted airplane 

hangar. The space we was subdivided into offices, a kitchenette, a meeting room 

and a computer area. The interior walls didn't meet the high ceiling so the sound- 

bleed from other rooms was constant. There were no windows. On a particularly 

warm day, in order to let some air into the space, we had to roll up a corrugated 

iron door leading into a fenced yard. 

261 The Home Office classifies Category B prisons for `prisoners who don't require 
maximum security, but for whom escape needs to be made very difficult', 
http: //www. homeoffice. gov. uk/justice/prison/ [accessed 21 May 2006]. 
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To Begin: True Fictions 

In the following section, I identify the exercises which are fundamental to Lois 

and Peggy's methodology and which became the core of the research process. I 

describe the specifics of the methodology in detail as they will reflect not only the 

mechanics of the practice but Lois and Peggy's manner of engagement and the 

response of the women to them. These exercises, and Lois and Peggy's spirit of 

engagement, demonstrated in the first residency at HMP Highpoint, continued 

throughout the research project. 

HMP Highpoint: 2 April 2002. Day 1, morning. 

We turn up for the first day of the workshop at 8.30am. It is a cold, misty April 

morning. The day after a bank holiday weekend. A residue of reluctance to go 

back to work hangs in the air which is in stark contrast to our own feelings of 

anticipation. Cheerfully, we go to the gate, state our names and who we are here 

to see. The guard looks entirely disinterested in us, in anything except getting back 

to the warmth of his security hut and newspaper. We can see him make a phone 

call. We smile, chatting and shifting from one foot to another in the early morning 

cold. Emma, from FTC, appears at another gate inside the prison. She is trying to 

negotiate our entry with the prison guard. He looks non-plussed. 

There is a shift-change. Staff who have been awake through the night stumble 

into the sharp air, propelled by thoughts of the warmth of their own bed, the 
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comfort of their own clothes. We wait outside the gate, watching each one leave, 

shouting messages of condolence to those beginning the next shift. 

Finally, we are allowed into the prison. We pass through the outer gate into the 

compound. Our names are checked off against a list at the security hut. We are 

asked to leave our mobile phones there. We are then allowed, finally, to enter the 

building. We line up in front of a bullet-proof glass window, drop our passports 

into a metal box under it and wait to have our names checked off yet another list. 

Emma waits for us beyond another gate, watching the security guards, trying to 

anticipate when they will chose to perform their authority. When our names have 

been checked, the next gate in the chain is opened and we are welcomed by 

Emma. None of our bags have been checked, no one searched. There is no 

reason given to us for the delay. We have quickly learnt that the ideology of 

security is as variable as the number of different guards on duty. 

We are met by a group of sixteen women in a room misty with cigarette smoke. 

Most of the women are in their mid to late twenties and there are two women in 

their late fifties and early sixties. Fourteen of the women are white, two are black. 

Although never explicitly asked, many of the women reveal the reason for their 

imprisonment. Drug-related crime features time and again. We join them in 

having a cup of tea, introduce ourselves and informally chat about what we're 

here to do. 
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The session begins. We form a circle. Lois leads: 

Close your eyes, visualise yourself. What do you see? When I touch your 
shoulder say a word or feeling that describes that image of yourself. 

If that feeling or word were an object, what would it be? 

Now, introduce yourself with your name and the object that describes 
your image of yourself. 

The women, with little resistance, eyes closed, murmur. 

I am jean the rosebush. 
I am Rachel the beach. 
I am Sam the sun. 
I am Natasha the sea. 

Within moments the women have identified themselves as being something other 

than a mother, a prisoner, than being angry or bored. Lois continues: 

Find a partner and make up two things about them. Forget the things you 
already know for sure. What could they be? Then, introduce your friend to 
the group describing what they do when they are not here. 

This is my friend Beccy, she is an ambassador for world peace; this is 
Michelle, she is in fact the Queen who likes giving away money; this is 
Tracey who is an undercover spy; this is Darcy, an Australian actress from 
Cell Block `H'; this is Sarah, a singing ice-skater, this is Sam, a ballet 
dancer who used to have a moustache. 

As each woman introduces the one next to her, the group laughs, imagining the 

women who they have lived with, had endless cups of tea and cigarettes with, as 

having another life. A life far away from the routine and stultifying boredom of an 

existence instructed by bells that alert people to the actions they need to complete: 

get up, go for breakfast, start work, finish work, have lunch, go back to the wing, 

go back to work, finish work, go for dinner, go back to the wing, turn out the 

lights. 
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By their very nature, the exercises are a call for us to imagine an alternative. 

Imagine, that instead of going to the painting and decorating workshop, Sam 

really had rehearsed for her ballet solo. Imagine, that instead of in-putting names 

into the census reports for five hours a day, Pauline actually was an undercover 

agent who filed reports on suspicious international deals. Imagine, that Beccy, 

instead of going to meds for more antidepressants was instead having negotiations 

with key UN officials about diplomatic relations in the Middle East. Imagine. And 

we all imagined these things and laughed when we compared them to the daily 

lives we actually live. Despite knowing that we had just been introduced to 

fictional versions of the women in the room, the possibility of those fictions 

lingered. 

Now, close your eyes and think about yourself. Think of two things about 
yourself which are true and one that is a lie. Then add these to the things 
that your partner invented for you. Introduce yourself to the group giving 
us these details, some true, some made up, in any order. 

Hi, my name is Sam, I'm twenty-three and a ballet dancer. I'm from 
Birmingham but currently live in Russia. I have six kids. 

Hi my name is Jean, I am Mother Earth. I have a dog that I love and 
wish peace to all mankind. I have two children and live on the Moon. 

My name is Pauline. I'm an undercover cop, I'm a mum to seven kids and 
grandmother to nine and have two toes missing. 

Well I'm the Queen. I like giving money away. I went to Jamaica and I got 
shot in Jamaica and I robbed an aeroplane to come home. 

As the new construction of the self is articulated there is a hesitancy as people try 

to remember what they are prepared to divulge about themselves, what has been 
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said about them, and what untruth they will throw into the mix. The session 

moves on: 

Let's pretend that all these people are in a play. Give them all a name. 

Lois goes round the circle and asks the group to name each of the characters: 

Speedy, Earth Mother, Bright Eyes, Road Runner, CID Sid, Twinkle Toes, 
Bobby, Energy, Runaway Bride, Peace Keeper, Lily. 

The bell rings. The women leave for lunch. Fish Mornay and chips. Again. There 

is a two hour break. We negotiate our way back through the prison gates, hop in a 

car and drive off over the flat Suffolk countryside to find lunch. We are piercingly 

aware of the exhilaration we feel for this usually banal act. 

In the space of a two-hour workshop, a group of women have welcomed 

strangers into their midst. They have asked the guests questions, listened to their 

answers and heard their proposals for making something, through performance, 

together. They have put down their blue mugs of sweet tea, stubbed our their 

cigarettes and stood together in a circle. They have played silly games, made 

ridiculous noises and wiggled parts of their bodies at each other. They have 

volunteered some truths about who they are and have allowed others to imagine 

things about them. They have written stories about characters that share some of 

their historical fact and been shaped by possible fictions. 

This first session with a group of women who have no experience of 

performance, reveals much about Lois and Peggy's methodology: all the material 

you will ever need to make a piece of performance is already within and around 
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you; a little bit of truth and a lot of imagination can bring you anywhere; just 

begin. 

Each of the exercises asked the women to think about, or refer to, something that 

was already within their frame of reference. They weren't being tested on 

something that they may or may not have known. Stepping into the realm of the 

imagination within minutes of beginning to work together and inviting the women 

to share these imaginings with the rest of the group established the parameters 

that the women would be working within -a created space where their 

participation was welcomed and valued, where they could be themselves whilst 

being something other than their everyday selves. I will address this question of 

`being yourself whilst not being yourself', what Marvin Carlson refers to as the 

`not me, but not not me' later in this chapter. 

Whilst observing and participating in the workshop it became very clear that Lois 

and Peggy were setting out, through their practice, rather than through any series 

of formal instructions, the principles of their expectation of the individual women 

and the group: just being there is not enough - everyone's participation is needed 

if something is going to be made together; we can guide and support you in this 

work but we don't know where this may lead to - you have to lead the way, this is 

pleasurable and fun; an acknowledgment that this may be more difficult for some 

people than others. 
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With each new group, with each first session, with each new residency, in each of 

the five residencies within Staging Human Rights II, I witnessed Lois and Peggy 

transform curious and anxious individuals into a group who were committed to 

the idea of making something from nothing through performance. 

The Creation of Fantasy Characters 

HMP Highpoint. 2 April 2002. Day 1, afternoon. 

The mood amongst the group in the afternoon is different to the focus and 

nervous curiosity of the morning. There are some new additions to the group. 

The room feels both giddy and lethargic - the effect of a heavy carbohydrate-laden 

lunch, sleeping, medication and sex. One of the women has arrived back after 

lunch with fresh love bites on her neck - she appears both pleased and 

embarrassed. 

Eventually, with gentle persistence, Lois brings the group's concentration 

together. They begin to develop the characters that they created that morning 

with a guided writing exercise: 

I live in... 

I work in... 

In my free time I like to ... 
Just before I get home I ... 
If you could have seen me the other night ... 
The thing I like most in the world is... 

I would give anything for ... 
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My name is Bright Eyes, I live in the Taj Mahal. I work in an ice-cream 

parlour and sell all kinds of flavours. In my free time I sing the blues. I 

always love having the children around for ice cream, cakes and stories. If 

you could have seen me the other night, I would have been so proud. I 

was fantastic. The thing I enjoy most of all is living and I would give 
anything for my liberty. 

My name is Twinkle Toes. I live at 1, Ballet Close and I work as ballet 
dancer. In my free time I relax and love watching Swan Lake. Just before I 

go home I usually go swimming. I always love having time to myself. Of 

course, that's only when I'm not working or having friends around. If you 
could have seen me the other night you would have loved my 
performance. I was so proud of my performance, I done it so well. The 
thing I love most of all in the whole world is performing. I would give 
anything for my ballet to be noticed. 

My name is Flexi. I live in Amsterdam. I work in the circus. In my free 

time I make clothes. Just before I go home I usually stretch myself. I 

always love having chocolate. If you could have seen me the other night 
you would have thought, how did I do that? I was so proud of my 
position. The thing I like most in the world is stretching and I'd give 
anything for a day off. 

My name is Bubby aka Marley. I live at 10300 Dinish Road, Waterhouse, 
Jamaica. I work at a banana plantation. In my free time I like to go 
swimming. Just before I get home I usually score a bit of weed. I always 
love having a spliff. Of course that's only when I have no work to do. If 

you could have seen me the other night I wrote a song. I was so proud of 
it. The thing I like most in the world is letting my mind wander and 
dream. The thing I'd give anything for is for those dreams to come true. 

The women are sitting in a circle with their clip-boards. They share the same 

dilemma: wanting to share their stories yet anxious about how they will be 

received. As each person offers to read their story, the mood changes. There is a 

rising sense of pleasure and curiosity as the stories unfold. Belly-laughs and small 

shrieks of disbelief interrupt the tales, reflecting the disparity between the teller 

and what is being told. Again, in creating these characters, the women had a sense 

of `this is not me... but then again, it's not not me'. The clear line that marks ̀ the 
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real' and `the imaginary' is blurred through the creation of these fictions with a 

root, a truth based in a person's biography that flies beyond our assumptions of 

who they were or could be. Etchells' comment at the beginning of this chapter, 

We talk as if the real and the playful were separate. But we know that isn't true, ' is 

repeatedly evidenced through this work. 

This sense of play, and the possibilities if offers, allows us to collapse the false 

distinctions between the real and the imagined and to make something 

unexpected in this space. By now the women are increasingly comfortable with 

their ability to create something and to present it, verbally, to the group. Lois 

begins to shift the pace and direction of the work by inviting the women to make 

picture portraits of these characters. 

Lois chooses one of the stories we have just heard and reads it out to the group. 

She then invites the group to mould her body, to create a statue, a portrait of the 

character in the story. She offers her body as piece of malleable but delicate clay 

and invites the group to consider what they have heard and to gently mould and 

manipulate her body. They can make facial expressions for her to mirror, they can 

give her props to illustrate her character. The group tentatively approach Lois. 

Yes, she is a woman who is visiting them, who has made them laugh, who has 

helped them make these stories but she is also a figure of authority. The teacher. 

Can they really touch and manipulate her body? Gradually and with increasing 

confidence as it becomes clear that their actions won't warrant punishment, the 
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women shape Lois's body. When they are satisfied, they step back. Lois holds the 

pose, a physical portrait of one of the characters created by the group. The group 

are happy with the likeness they have made and the manner in which they have 

made it. By offering herself as a model for the group, by literally putting herself in 

the group's hands, Lois articulates both her trust in the group and the expectation 

she has of the group to take responsibility for her. Lois then invites them to get 

into small groups to set about modelling each other. The women take the same 

level of care and attention when modelling each other as they did when working 

with Lois. 

This seemingly simple exercise marks a considerable shift in the manner in which 

the group works together. Previously, there was a clear sense that the thing that 

enabled this group of women to identify with each other was the fact that they 

were in prison, in the same place at the same time. The room was always loud 

with banter. Now, there was a shift in the quality of the focus in the room as the 

women found they had something else in common - this project, this different 

way of spending time together with the strange group of visitors who invited 

them to make things up, to play games, to touch and shape each other's bodies. 

We take photographs of the character's posed portraits. It is approaching the end 

of the day. There is a sense of pleasure and achievement in the room. When Lois 

asks the women to think about their characters for tomorrow, Tracey says that 

she won't be there as she will be in court and Fiona says she is being released and 
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going home. In this moment the rest of the real world comes crashing into the 

room. The starkness of these announcements and the level of surprise and 

disappointment it generates within the group reveal the complexity and scale of 

the imaginary world that had been created throughout the day. 

HMP High Point. 3 April 2002. Day Two 

We arrive and immediately pass through yesterday's unrelenting outer gate, but 

find ourselves left abandoned in the visitors' room. Eventually we are brought to 

the workshop. We stand in a circle and begin the day with Body Hoo-Ha, Lois's 

signature warm up game. Each person allows their body to make a sound and 

gesture without consideration. Well, that's the theory anyway. Reluctant morning 

bodies shuffle into action. The energy levels are low. 

Rather than accepting this drab effort, Lois continues to encourage and cajole the 

women into action. They realise that they are not going to be able to stand there 

and do nothing or skulk away. Lois expects them to play this ridiculous game with 

her. Almost despite themselves, the women join in with increasing physical 

enthusiasm despite the ongoing groans and complaints. The energy in the room 

lifts. Soon gestures and sounds move the air around us and the circle of women 

stand, slightly flushed, ready to play. Lois introduces the first exercise, another 

beginning which invites a response: 

I have a story to tell and its about... 
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One by one, the women complete the end of the sentence. 
I have a story to tell and its about ... nests, prison food, a water fight, a 
dolphin, my marriage, my sister, my rabbit. 

Then Lois asks them to say the sentence again but this time to let the end of it run 

on and on and on until they can't think of anything else to say. Most of the 

responses from the women are firmly rooted in the real, in the autobiographical: 

I have a story to tell and it's about my marriage. I met my husband when I 
was 16 years old and he was 22. I was 18, nearly 19 when I got married 
and he was 25. 

I have a story to tell about a water fight. I had a good laugh and I drowned 
Darcy and Sam with water and it stunk and we had a proper laugh and it 
was freezing cold water and after we had to clear the mess up. So that 
wasn't all that good. 

I have a story to tell about the pain in my leg. I've had it for two days and 
all they give me is three Ibuprofen. 

I have a story to tell about life. Life is hard here at prison. Being away 
from my children and my family. 

I've a story to tell about my sister. She is the best, I want to be like her. 

I have a story to tell about prison food. It's not very nice. The meat isn't 
seasoned and the custard has got lots of lumps in it. The sponges are 
always the same. The milk is always off so I've always got a bad stomach 
so I've stopped drinking milk which means I can't have cornflakes. 

These stories were small insights into the lives of the women, the practicalities of 

prison life and the memory and desire for what lay beyond. However, one of 

women remembered and rose to the challenge of dancing on the tightrope 

between the real and the imaginary. 
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I have a story to tell about my pet rabbit. I'm not supposed to have it in 

prison. The authorities get a bit iffy about it and I'm getting a bit worried 
because I think it's pregnant. What am I supposed to do with twenty-six 
bunny rabbits? I've thought about trading them for a half ounce of 
tobacco each but I'm not sure. I was thinking about writing to the Sun's 

agony page but the letter may not get through security. 

The women's response to this, their laughter and delight in the saga and in the 

performance of the telling of the story, reminded them of the worlds they created 

the previous day. We sit together and look through the material that was written 

yesterday. Lois suggests that we meet the characters again and then we try to 

develop them. She asks each person to introduce their character and to tell us a 

little more about them. If someone is stuck we can help each other by asking 

questions of the character, by interviewing them. The women describe their 

characters in the third person. Jude begins: 

Lily lives in a big house. It's peaceful and quiet. It looks like the sky. Its in 
the middle of nowhere with fields all around it, with flowers and trees and 
a stream and swans and geese. 

One of the girls, swept up in the serenity of the image, interrupts, `Got any spare 

rooms? Can we all come? ' Everyone laughs and joins in, gathering a momentum 

and catalogue of favourite things. 

RacheE Do you have puppies? 

Jude. Oh yes, and kittens. 

Rachen In the fantasy they can always stay puppies, can't they? 

Jude. Yes. 

Vicki She has a bike. 
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Sarah: If her character was a part of the body it would be a heart -a 
puffy, duvet-cover-like heart. 

Jude. It feels great. It's midday. It's a very bright house. 

Jean: How do you make your living? 

Jude. She is a retired librarian who is an artist. 

Sam. She eats when she's hungry and grows her own vegetables. 

Beccy. She eats soft cheese - doorsteps of cheese and hunks of bread and 
a fresh cup of un-pasteurised goat's milk. 

There is a pause in the crescendo of ideas. Sam laughs and says, We got carried 

away there didn't we? ' 

Jude's character and the group's engagement with her, allowed each of us to step 

beyond the reality of the airplane hanger, with the hum and the glare of the 

fluorescent lights, into another world, Lily's world. We were, in Schechner's use of 

the word, transported. 262 Jude had created a liminoid space that, however briefly, 

allowed us to travel beyond the here and now before returning to it. The group is 

eager to feel this sensation again and encourage another woman, jean, to speak. 

Her character is called Peace Keeper. She invites questions from the group and 

they begin: 

Vicki. What's she like? 

Jean: Quiet, tranquil, busy, strong. 

Jude. Where do you see yourself living? 

Jean: A castle - not a mansion that's too pretentious. 

2 Schecher makes the distinction between `transportation' as a temporary act which 
takes and returns participants/audience/actors to another imaginative place, whereas 
`transformation' is a permanent change usually associated with ritual. See Richard 
Schechner, `Performers and Spectators Transported and Transformed', in Between Theatre 

and Anthropology (London: Routledge, 1984), pp. 117-150. 
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Sam. How do you get there? 

Jean: A flying horse, a centaur. 

RacbeI What time is it? 

Jean: Its dusk on a summer's night. 

Jude: What do you hold most dear to you? 

Jean: Family. 

Beccy: What do you mean? 

Jean: Those nearest and dearest. 

Becfy Not necessarily blood. 

Jean: No. 

Beccy Rather people you care about. 

Sam: Like us? 

Jean: Yes, people I can look after. 

Jude. If you were an object what would you be? 

Jean: Something I can look after -a bird's egg, something that is delicate 
and needs taken care of. I'd be dressed in lilac. 

Throughout the morning people have been going to legal and family visits and to 

meds u3 There are now only seven women in the room, which is very quiet and 

focused. Sam begins to describe her character. She is not interrupted by the 

group. 

My character is called Twinkle Toes. She doesn't dance to ballet music - 
it's too slow. She needs something quicker, a polka. Quiet music can't 
contain her, she needs bigger music to wrap itself around her and let her 
spin out. She is on the stage in the spotlight. The theatre is empty. The 
spotlight is moving anticipating her moves, even though there is no one 

263 `Meds' is shorthand for medication. 
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manually moving it. Outside the theatre there is a bustling little town 
oblivious to her joy and dancing. She is wearing her own clothes, not a 
costume, and ballet shoes. It could be any time of the day. 

There is a long silence when Sam finishes speaking. We have been transported 

again. We are in the theatre, crouching behind the seats in the darkness, watching 

this woman dance, hoping we don't interrupt her. We realise that she has left the 

stage to walk home through the bustling little town. We hope she will return soon 

to mesmerise us. We clap the empty stage still resonating with the joy of the 

dancer. We clap Sam who is sitting before us beaming. 

Again, there has been another change in the group. They are really allowing 

themselves to imagine their characters. They are allowing themselves, and each 

other, to think in the abstract, to cross the line between the real and the imaginary. 

They look at each other, their binocular vision coming into focus: they are 

allowing themselves to be not themselves, whilst not not being themselves. 

Pauline has just come in after having a visit. It's 4: 10pm. There are only ten 

minutes left in the session so she could have gone back to the wing but chose not 

to. She wants to know what's been happening 

This women's double sense of themselves, both as individuals and as a character 

built upon their biographical imaginings, was clearly articulated by the education 

staff at Highpoint. Halfway through the residency FTC staff, Malcolm, Georgina 

and Emma, had had a conversation with the group about the project and noted 

down their responses: 
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Emma: Under the heading `what has been good' they were saying, 
we had such a laugh; the silliness came out and it was 
great; and then they started getting a bit more sort of deep. 
Escapism came up... 

L, oir. Really? 

Emma: 
... as in they have really been able to not be themselves so 
that's really helped them to escape from reality. 

Lois. That's interesting. 

Emma: And how it brought them out of themselves and act mad 
and be silly and it didn't matter. No one was going to say, 
calm down. It was just fine in the escapism-reality you had 
created with them. They loved making the stories up. They 
felt a sense of freedom, which is massive in a place like 
this, to feel a sense of freedom within themselves. 

Malcolm. They said something about making stories up, what was 
that about? 

Emma: I think it was the freedom to make stories up because it 
wasn't real. 

Georgina: They didn't have to be them. 

Emma: They didn't have to say if it was the truth. They felt 
comfortable in that they could fabricate. But that was 
interesting because a couple of people had previously said 
that they found some of your exercises a little bit invasive. 
But the group consensus was not that, because they went 
`No, you don't have to tell the truth'. 

Lois. I think that took us a while. I think that's something that 
we take for granted, that you don't have to tell the truth 
because we work in the imagination as well as from our 
own personal stories. We had to be remembering, to 
remind them they could he. And that took the pressure off 
the pain of their own personal stories which is something 
that working with another population we would push but 
we didn't want to block it. It's a learning thing for us. 264 

2* Feedback with FTC staff 10April 2002 Transcript, Archive Box No. 2. 
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Tammy Whynot 

HMP Highpoint. 4 April 2002. Day 3. 

Today, Lois introduces us to her fantasy character, Tammy Whynot. Tammy 

Whynot is a Country and Western singer from Virginia who has reached middle- 

age and realises that there is much in the world that she doesn't know. As well as 

having a passion for all things pink, orange and sparkly Tammy has a burning 

curiosity to find out as much as she can about things that have, until now, been 

beyond the realm of her experience. Tammy is a gregarious and generous spirited 

character who flicks her peroxide curls out of the way as she takes a closer look at 

life. 

Tammy first appeared in Split Britches' Upwardly Mobile Home in the Spring of 

1984 and took on a life of her own beyond the play to become a regular me at the 

WOW Cafe throughout the 1980s. Carlson identifies `persona-art' as being `a 

character that lives in no play but roams in the real .5 However Tammy Whynot 

is more than this. She is a character who was born into a play but has rebelled 

against its confinements and frolics in the real. Within these prison walls, she is a 

delightful anathema. 

It is another grey morning. Lois says that she would like to introduce someone to 

the group. As she sits, as Lois, on a chair in the circle with the women, she begins 

to describe Tammy. She takes off her boots and slips on a pair of sparkly mules. 

265 Marvin Carlson, Performance, p. 152. 
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As she takes off her jumper and puts on a sheer leopard-skin-print blouse her 

voice begins to change, morphing from educated East Coast to a more cascading, 

playful Southern drawl. She moves from talking about Tammy in the third person 

to talking as Tammy in the first person. She leans forwards and when she snaps 

her head back, Lois's short blond bob has been replaced by a river of white-blond 

locks. 

Tammy tells us all about the trailer where she lives and the songs she likes to sing 

as she glues on her eyelashes and swipes a dash of lipstick across her mouth. She 

smiles. Her orange bangles clack as she waves hello to the women in the room 

who are transfixed by this metamorphosis from the drama teacher who gets them 

to do annoying warm-ups to this effervescent creature with a mischievous look in 

her eye. Who is she? Where did she come from? Where is Lois? How is that 

possible? There is a hiatus of disbelief and pleasure as we all realise that Lois's 

fantasy character has become a reality. Go on, say something Tammy. Tammy 

explains that she is in the process of educating herself and has never been to a 

women's prison before. She asks the women to host a session called [Vbat Tammy 

Needs to Know About Prison. The shift of dynamic in the room is dramatic. Women 

who had to be gently encouraged to speak were now talking over each other in an 

attempt to tell this woman all she needed to know about prison - how it works 

and how to survive it. 

The room has been transformed. It is no longer the glaringly lit old aircraft hanger 

with monochrome aspirational prints on the wall, humming with sounds spilling 
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over from the painting and decorating workshop. It is now a salon of curious and 

opinionated women, hosted by the most delightful, irreverent and engaging 

hostess. There is laughter and coy disbelief as Tammy sings her manifesto for 

loving life, a call to put `the cunt back in country', encouraging them to join in the 

chorus. The women raucously respond yet occasionally shoot nervous glances 

towards the door, listening for the jangle of keys or the squelch of rubber-soled 

patrolling shoes. The staff from the pre-release education course emerge from 

their offices grinning at this sight. Tammy gathers her things and says: 

Well, I just love you all to pieces and I'm telling you what, I would love 
for you all to come on tour with me. In fact, one of the things I'm going 
to do is buy a bus that is so big and so strong that I'm just going to drive 

that bus straight through the front gate and load you all up and take you 
just everywherel 

At the end of the session Tammy thanks the women for her education and grins 

before sliding off her wig. Lois then asks the women to think about the props and 

costumes they want for their fantasy characters. We set off at lunch time with a 

shopping list for gold bustiers, trench-coats and tutus. 

When we arrive after lunch, the women are waiting for us. They are relating to 

Lois in a different way. They keep looking at her, waiting for any hint of Tammy's 

return. They position themselves closer to her. They don't want to be too far away 

in case something else happens. Lois wheels a bulging suitcase into the middle of 

the floor, unzips it and invites everyone to find their character's costume. Brightly 

coloured clothes and lengths of material spill out. There are whoops of surprise 

and excitement as everyone rummages around to find something specific to their 

character. We spend the afternoon dressing up and playing. A pair of orange 
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plastic bracelets is gaffs-taped together to create handcuffs. A length of floral 

material becomes Mother Earth's robe. A gold bustier, peroxide wig and pink 

feather boa transform one pale, tired looking woman into Bright Eyes. We 

couldn't find a tutu so we set about making one out of pieces of white paper 

sellotaped together, folded into pleats and threaded with string to tie at the back. 

Initially dubious about the invention, Sam puts it on over her track-suit and 

trainers and grins as she sees that she is now, a ballerina. An old, limp, fake rose 

and application of red lipstick completes the look. 

Lois asks them to take the text that they have written about their character and to 

read it as if they are the character. Instead of introducing their character by saying 

`she is', she asks the women to introduce them by saying `I am'. Dressed in their 

costumes, the women begin to introduce themselves as their fantasy characters: 

My name is Bright Eyes and I'm going to the sea and I walk around and 
take things in and don't eat candyfloss, just smell it. I sleep under the pier, 
its cold in winter, but its lovely. Other people sleep there too. There are 
lots of rocks on the beach. 

My name is Energy and I'm full of life. I love clubbing, I love E. I have 
lots of friends. I mix records in my free time. I get paid for mixing 
records. I live alone. Clubbing is the most important thing to me in the 
whole world. 

My name is Verge. I'm on the Edge of Life. I fall off all the time. I'm 10. 
I'm not a gymnast. I don't live with my mum and dad. I live in a nursery 
with all my friends - they're not on the edge. I eat sweets. I want to learn 
to balance when I grow up. 

My name is CID Sid. I fry fish and I like fish and I love eel. I fry lots of 
things - chicken, sausages, but not a Mars bars in batter. My chip shop is 
called Star Bar and there are a few other people there - Darcy, Twinkle 
Toes and Bright Eyes. I pay them... not a lot. When I'm not frying I'm an 
undercover for the police. I chase criminals. I can't tell you if I work for 
the FBI. 
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How the Tools for Documentation Became the Tools for Making 

I had taken digital photos throughout the afternoon as the women began to 

perform their fantasy characters, I was downloading these images onto a laptop in 

the corner of the room. There was a break in the session and some of the women 

came over to see what I was doing. When they saw themselves there were shrieks 

of laughter and the inevitable `oh no, do I really look like that? ' They clamoured 

to see themselves in suspended animation. The small gasp of shock, of 

embarrassment, revealed that in the photographs they saw an image of themselves 

that was not quite how they thought they would see themselves. There was a gap 

between how they thought they looked and how they appeared. 

The group kept returning to the photos to have another, closer look at the 

images. With each look, the images were less shocking and more compelling. They 

then asked me to take more pictures. The women started to direct the images, 

exaggerating and posing the characters that they had been developing during the 

day. Once taken, the photos were immediately surveyed on the screen on the back 

of the camera and downloaded on to the computer. Each person considered the 

image to see if it compared with the one that they had had in their mind's eye as 

the picture was being taken. The group also asked to see the video material that I 

had gathered earlier too. Again, as we looked at it, there were waves of 

embarrassment, lots of laughter and moments of intense concentration. 

When we returned to the workshop something had again shifted in the dynamic. 

The group had developed a self-consciousness about themselves and the way in 
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which they presented and manipulated their appearance. They had gone from 

having little sense of how they physically appeared (their opportunities for 

reflection limited to head height, small mirrors and reflections in windows) to 

being able to imagine and construct an idea of how they wanted to represent 

themselves. The digital camera allowed them to practice this representation, to 

compare it to the image reviewed on the computer screen and to modify it 

accordingly. They were seeing themselves again, not just assuming how they looked 

or were perceived. They were actively engaged in constructing and revising the 

way in which they presented themselves. 

The women were more self-conscious of what they were saying and doing, not in 

a way that was awkward or stilted, but in a way that revealed that they now had a 

double consciousness about their own characters and the way in which they were 

presenting them. They began to play at being not themselves, whilst always 

remaining themselves. Seeing their fantasy characters played back made the 

fantastical tangible. We were in a crucible witnessing the alchemy of the real and 

the playful. 

We realised that the methodology for the documentation of the project had a role 

beyond its original function, that of recording. Its new role needed to be 

incorporated into the performance methodology. We began to introduce the idea 

of the camera and the video into the process of generating the work. The camera 

was played to, and though it was never explicitly said, the facility of being able to 

see themselves again, in a way that they had decided, altered the relationship 
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between facilitator and participant. The tools for documenting had become the 

tools for making. This moment was a catalyst for re-imagining the project. In the 

following residencies, particularly in the second year of the programme, we 

developed exercises in which the fantasy characters would speak to the camera, 

where messages about human rights would be articulated for the camera and the 

audience that the recorded images would potentially reach. This accidental 

discovery ultimately helped us find a way to work towards the 

research/performance culmination of the project, In The House. I will consider In 

The House as an act of witness in the final section of this chapter. 

The following section addresses the metaphor of Dirty Laundry which also 

became a methodological anchor within the process as both a means of making 

and documenting performance within the residencies whilst enabling the 

performance to be witnessed beyond them. 

Dirty Laundry 

Lois and Peggy's work has always been concerned with the detail of everyday 

lives, the domestic and the private. For Lois and Peggy, the personal is political, 

and domestic, private acts have the potential to be acts of political resistance. Lois 

had been developing this idea within the framework of Domestic Termrism, ̀ a 

project that makes public the visual evidence of private domestic work and 

encourages the use of private detail as a means of public resistance'. 2Ci6 She is 

particularly interested in the subversive potential in the act of doing laundry, 

266 http: //www. performingrightslibrary. org/library/laundry [accessed 21 July 2006]. 
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Laundry hanging on a line can suggest the gender, class and aesthetic 
principles of the person doing the laundry. It can disclose the population 
and income of a household. It reveals personal taste and bad habits; 
betrays acts of insurrection and indiscretion. How laundry is hung can be 

a statement of pride or an expression of modesty. It can be a form of 
communication between prisoners, a violation of housing codes in certain 
communities or perceived as a national threat in times of war-267 

Within the contexts of Staging Human Rights II, Lois introduced the idea of `Dirty 

Laundry' as a mechanism and vehicle to facilitate the women's articulation of their 

thoughts, concerns, hopes and dreams within and beyond the workshop itself. 

The declaration of the private, hidden, everyday life was fuelled by the activist 

intentions within the larger frame of Staging Human Rigbbs. 

We are sitting in a circle. Lois asks the women to think about their fantasy 

characters, to think as their fantasy characters. 

Close your eyes. 
Imagine, if you could go anywhere in the world, where would you go? 
Think of yourself on your way to this destination. You have one piece of 
luggage with you. What does it look like? 
Does it have wheels? What size is it? What colour is it? Is it soft or firm? 
Is it new or old? Has it been on other adventures with you? 

Lois asks the women to draw this suitcase. There is a flurry of excitement as the 

women reach for coloured pencils and sketch the outline of their suitcase. There 

is laughter as they compare their suitcases with each other. 

Imagine you, as your fantasy character, are packing the suitcase. What is 

your favourite food? Draw this within your suitcase. 

What is your most treasured object? 
Again, draw this within your case. 

267 http: //www. performingrightslibrary. org/library/laundry [accessed 21 July 20061. 
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What is your favourite piece of music? 
Pack this in your suitcase too. 

What is your favourite piece of clothing? 

And if you could take one memory on your travels, what would that be? 
Find a way to draw this memory inside the outline of your suitcase. 

And if you had a piece of dirty laundry, something you love to wear and 
would take with you even if you hadn't washed it, what would that be? 

And, if you had a message, like a message in a bottle, that you wanted to 
tell the world, what would you say? 
Pack your suitcase full with all these things. 

The women work with concentration as they fill their suitcase outlines with the 

detail of objects and memories and messages for their fantasy characters. When 

everyone has finished, the women present their fantasy character's suitcases and 

their contents. This exercise allowed the women to speak about their own lives 

through the filter of the fantasy character's desires. The detail of the biographical 

material, combined with the articulation of sending a message to the world, 

became a moment which blurred the distinction between the domestic and the 

public. The women were articulating something from their everyday world, within 

the prison, to the world beyond. `Dirty laundry' and `sending a message out into 

the world' became pivotal ideas which helped further identify the possibilities of 

performance as an act of witness for those who were participating within it, to 

appeal to a listener beyond their world. 

The Highpoint Big Breakfast 

With each performance residency we would always start not knowing how we 

would finish. Instead of assuming that there would be a particular type of 
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performance we listened to the group, to hear what the most appropriate way 

would be to present the work. The marking moments for the end of each 

workshop ranged from a Brazilian cabaret hosted by Tammy Whynot in Presidio 

Nelson Hungria, a series of music videos with teenage girls in HMP and YOI 

Bullwood hall, a public performance during a family visiting day in Talavera Bruce 

or as in the case of HMP Highpoint, The Highpoint Big Breakfast television show. 

The following extract considers how the group identified a medium through 

which to present their fantasy characters whilst engaging in the very real issues at 

play within the group. 

Betty No-Boobs Changes Her Mind. HMP Highpoint. 12 April 2002. Final day. 

The group decided that two of the women would host a programme in which 

they would interview the fantasy characters which had been created during the 

previous weeks. Garden experts, agony aunts and entertainers were welcomed 

onto the show which was filmed by one of the characters who also happened to 

be the show's resident fitness guru. There is one character in particular that I 

would like to introduce you to: 

My name is Betty No-Boobs and I like being the centre of attention. I 
want a boob job, 36DD. I live alone. I have hundreds of bikinis and a pet 
snake called Timmy that I've had for 10 years and I wrap him around my 
boobs and I'm a lap dancer. I've a partner. A man and a woman partner. 

Betty No-Boobs was in fact a quiet 22 year-old woman who had an appalling self- 

image and, throughout the course of the residency, became a focal point for the 

gentle, humorous and persistent support of the group. This was never explicitly 
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discussed or made a big deal of in any way. However, on the final day of the 

workshops, during the Big Breakfast presentation, it became extraordinarily clear 

how concerned the women were about this girl and how they used the 

performance to address this. The following transcriptions from The Highpoint Big 

Breakfast illustrate this. The stage is set with the resident agony aunt, RacheL She 

reads a letter that has been written on behalf of Betty No-Boobs: 

Dear Rachel, I want you to tell me why you think I need to have lots of 
operations to feel good. I hate it that I can't be happy being just me. I get 
depressed when I see a beautiful woman with big natural boobs and 
glowing skin and a size eight body with no cellulite. It makes me self- 
conscious and I dread going to the beach. What do you think I should do 

as I'm not happy eating just salads and exercising for hours every day. I 
know that even when I have my 36DD boobs and all the rest of it I won't 
be satisfied. So please, can you tell me what I should do to feel better 
about myself and why I feel so awful about myself? 
love, Betty No-Boobs. 

Then Rachel responds as the agony aunt: 

Well I would reply to that that you should look within yourself before you 
have the boob job done because until you love yourself no one will love 
you. You can have a boob job done and do what you want but at the end 
of the day you are still going to be the same person inside so you need to 
look inside yourself before you start looking on the outside. 

No sooner has the agony aunt left the stage than jean, one of the hostesses begins 

to speak: 

I've decided today to express some views that may be useful to one of our 
earlier guests. Now, Betty No-Boobs seems intent on having a boob job, 
36DD or maybe even bigger. I want to tell you what its like to have big 
boobs. Believe me Betty No-Boobs, this is not as nice and comfortable as 
you may think Let me just give you a few examples. When you go to bed 
at night and turn on your side, the right boob knocks you in the eye. Not 
comfortable at all. If you have to run for a bus, right and left boob, over 
shoulders. Once again, not very nice. When we come to the summer and 
you think OK, no bra, lets go braless. How can you go braless with boobs 
waltzing over one arm and under the other arm? I beg of you. You may 
ask me why haven't I got a boob reduction, but I believe in living with 
what God gave me and I think you should do the same or you'll be 
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struggling to get a bra big enough to fit you. If you perspire a lot, you are 
permanently wet under your boobs. This is not nice, this is not pleasant, 
please Betty No-Boobs, take it from one who knows: little is best. 

I quote these excerpts in details as they reveal much about the distance travelled 

by this group of women throughout the performance workshops. During a 

feedback session with the group, Betty No-Boobs thanked everyone for helping 

her realise that she didn't need a boob job. This change in perspective is not 

something we could have imagined or prescribed when we turned up at the prison 

gates on the first day, nor is it one that the prison administration would 

necessarily value as a useful indicator of change. We have no idea if the young 

woman still feels the same way. All we do know is that, in the midst of creating 

fantasy characters, these women were firmly rooted in the real, listening to each 

other, being playful when they could, being serious when they needed to be. 

Behind the bravura of Betty No-Boobs they heard a young person asking for help 

and for acceptance. They used their characters to stage a conversation that would 

otherwise have been be too difficult to have in their everyday real lives, to give 

advice and feedback that they couldn't have given in their own persona. 

In the following four sections of this chapter I will address the four other 

residencies in the research. As each of the residencies was structured and built 

upon these exercises, I will not describe and reflect on the exercises in the same 

detail or manner as I have in this section. I will reflect on particular moments 

which I have witnessed which reveal further understanding about the possibilities 

of performance with women in prison and the context in which it is being 

performed. 
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Presidio Nelson Hungria, Brazil, 27 May -7 June, 2002 

Introduction 

The following section reflects on our first residency in Brazil. In these workshops 

we explored many of the exercises that had been tested in HMP Highpoint and 

further develop ways to incorporate digital images and video into the performance 

process. 

There are two specific issues that have been highlighted by this residency in 

Nelson Hungria: the cultural specificity of prisons and the experience of working 

in translation. Just as the performance practice destabilizes the routine of the 

prison day, working in translation, in a different cultural context, destabilised our 

sense of a nascent methodology and rhythm of working. This disruption, the pace 

of working in translation, the gaps in the detail of understanding, helped bring 

other areas into focus, particularly the need and desire of the women we were 

working with to communicate beyond the prison and the increased confidence of 

Lois and Peggy in discussing human rights beyond the parameters and authority 

of legal language. 

Prisons are not the same. They are culturally specific. They are, as Foucault, 

Rusche and Kirchheimer remind us, constructions which reflect the social and 

economic preoccupations of the culture which create them. In the following 

section, I have identified moments which reveal the cultural differences we 
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experienced within the Brazilian prison system. By reflecting on specific 

moments of difference, of otherness, of foreignness, within the workshops and in 

the arena of the prison itself, I am reflecting on the world in which the women 

live, locating moments when shifts in perception or attitude occur. 

The residency in Brazil took place six weeks after the Highpoint residency. Peggy 

flew in from New York and Lois and I travelled together from London. Paul met 

us at the airport in Rio. He had just successfully negotiated, with the Minister for 

Justice, an extension of the Boalian based Staging Human Rights programme across 

five states. Lois, Peggy and I were very much aware that, although we had found 

a way to work together and with women in Highpoint, we were now in unknown 

territory. Paul was our guide. His familiarity with the detail and the politics of the 

Brazilian prison system helped us to find our feet within the city of Rio, the 

institution of Nelson Hungrig and the wider socio-political and cultural context. 

Our translator, Helena Vieira, had met and worked with Paul when he ran a 

prison theatre course at Public University in the City of Rio de Janeiro in 1997. 

After this course, Helena set up her own programme of weekly performance 

workshops with the women at Nelson Hungria. We depended on Helena to 

facilitate our communication with the women, and the women's communication 

with us. Our experience in Rio was, because of the cultural context, visceral and, 

because of the language difference, at one remove, in translation. 
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Friday 24 May 2002 

We drive in rush-hour traffic from the airport, along the road which cuts through 

the favelar, past the Oscar Neimeyer assembly-kit schools and community centres; 

past the people risking their lives standing in the middle of the freeway selling 

biscuits. We can see a dilapidated Baroque monastery in the distance. We drive 

towards Christ the Redeemer, through tunnels cut into the hillside, passing a vast 

circular lake with swan-shaped pedalos and cafes. 

We swing left into Ipanaema, past Cartier and Aviator, past pedicure shops and an 

air-conditioned health food store, past families huddled together in doorways. We 

rest, we eat lunch, and then Paul, Lois, Peggy, Helena and I drive to Nelson 

Hungria to meet with the women. 

Presidio Nelson Hungrig is in a large, white-walled compound in the middle of 

the northern zone of Rio de Janeiro, an area with working-class homes and 

businesses. Beyond these walls there is also a men's prison, Lemos Brito, and the 

state's prison hospital. A banner is draped across the front of the gate saying no to 

the privatisation of the prison. The perimeter of the complex is patrolled by 

uniformed men wearing sunglasses and guns which hang like satchels across their 

chests. 

Through the gates I can see into a yard. Two young dogs sleep in the sun. A line 

of women waits by the entrance to the prison: mothers, daughters, wives and 
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lovers. They lean into the wall to allow this strange charabanc of gringos to pass 

through. Who are we? Not family or lawyers. We look `other'. 

The entrance of the prison has an imposing angular u-shaped dark, wooden 

reception desk that is flanked by the frames of metal detectors. There is one guard 

behind the reception desk which is open: no bullet-proof glass, no bars and no 

locked door to wait behind before we are allowed into the prison compound. 

Behind him there is a square box nailed to the wall which is divided into sixty-four 

smaller boxes many of which have early generation mobile phones. There is a 

picture of the Virgin Mary. Wherever we stand are always in her line of sight. 

There are notices pinned to the wall detailing dengue prevention, family visits and 

cheap rates for the opticians. 

The `way in' metal detector will detect little metal today: it's unplugged, its power 

cable dangling openly to one side. The stories of guards, family members and 

lawyers smuggling phones, guns and other contraband into prisons seem entirely 

plausible here. 

In exchange for our passports we are given a red plastic wallet with a visitor 

number. This, we are told, was the one thing we could not afford to lose, as 

without it, we would be unable to leave. This appeared to be the most critical 

security measure in place. As we waited for the administrative game to be played 

out I see a laminated firearms catalogue on the counter. Each photo has a sticker 

with a reference number over it. It isn't clear if this is an individual or institutional 
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business venture but, either way, buying arms is unquestionably the stuff of 

everyday life. 

We pass through the facade of security and into the prison yard. The noise of the 

street is behind us and the quiet of the prison lies ahead. In the far left hand 

corner of the complex is the women's prison. There is a stench in the air that 

smells like rotting food and as I inhale my last breath outside of the building I 

hope that it isn't any worse inside. The gates are open as we walk up the steps 

towards another reception desk. There are women walking past with white paint 

all up their arms and in their hair. They look at us curiously and grin. We wait. 

The smell of fresh paint masks the smell of rotting food. 

We are brought in to an office where there are three women, filing papers. They 

smile and greet us warmly. A young and very pregnant woman comes into the 

room. She looks about 19 years old. One of the other women slots a file back on 

the shelf and hugs her, cupping her hands around the woman's global tummy. 

The pregnant woman then introduces herself as the Deputy Director of the 

prison. The other women are prisoners who are working in the office and one of 

them will be joining us for the workshop. Once again, I have witnessed the 

ideology of security at play within a particular cultural context. 

There is the sound of heels clicking purposefully in the corridor. The clicks halt 

outside the office door and a vision wearing a pillar-box-red trouser suit appears. 

With her four inch heels and a halo of curly black hair, Sonia Alves de Oliveira, 
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the prison director, is well over six foot tall. She greets us curtly and turns on her 

stilettos. I can't help but stare. Her trousers are so tight that the line of her pants 

creates not only a visible line, but a tangible ridge. I try and imagine her in a 

British prison. The glorious performance of exaggerated femininity - the heels, 

the hair, the accentuated shape of her body - reveals so much about women in 

prison in Brazil that I have yet to understand. 

Still in the office, one of the prisoners tells us that there is an English prisoner 

here. Paul asks her how long she has been here. She says that she thinks it has 

been since February but she will check. Without hesitation she then reaches for a 

folder, finds a document, scans it and confirms that Anne, the English woman, 

has been in Nelson Hungria since February. I am incredulous -I could not 

imagine this scene in an English prison. The rules are different here. 

There are 250 women in Nelson Hungria who live in cells that house 8,12 or 24 

people. When the director brings us to the room that we will be working in, on 

the first floor gallery, we pass by these cells and can see into them through the 

gate. The cells are dark with flickers of light from televisions. There are mazes of 

bunk beds draped with clothes and bodies. As we pass, women lean up against the 

gates of the cells, calling out to us in Brazilian Portuguese, `Hello', `What's your 

name?, ̀ Where are you from? ' 

There is a cantina in the comer of the corridor. A woman sits inside, smiling and 

talking and waving to us. She is selling pizza, drinks and toiletries. As I pass a cell, 
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two women call me over and ask me my name. In my basic Portuguese we begin a 

conversation. They tell me I am very white and they are not. They offer their arms 

up against the gate to compare the colour of our skin. They laugh very loudly at 

the contrast and many of the other women are looking to see what is happening at 

the gate. Then one of them says that there is another woman in the cell who 

speaks English. She is lying in the top bunk by the door asleep and a woman 

reaches up and tousles her hair until she wakes. They explain that I'm from 

Ireland and doing the theatre project and that she has to say whatever she knows 

in English. The woman lifts her head up of the bed, twists round to see who she 

is speaking to and smiles. Souvida is from Thailand and she says she will join the 

theatre project next week, 

A guard directs me to the others who are in a long room lined with concrete 

tables and benches and with huge tin troughs around the walls. Everyone who 

thinks that they may be interested in participating in the project has been invited 

to gather here to hear a little more about it. Initially we thought that there might 

be eight or nine participants who have already been working with Helena in her 

weekly theatre workshops. Over the next couple of minutes twenty women arrive 

and sit down at the tables, looking at us intently, chatting and waiting to hear what 

this is all about. 

Lois begins to tell the gathering about the work that we will be doing over the 

next two weeks. The focus and the concentration from the women is impressive 

given the noise surrounding us. I compare the responses from the Brazilian 
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women to those of the women in Highpoint. There is one common point, all of 

the women are in a place, or a system called prison. The physical environments 

are radically different, the material conditions, the noise, the smell, the light are all 

different. However there is curiosity and engagement offered by the women here 

which highlights the apathy of the women's responses in Highpoint. Helena 

translates for us. 

The women are fascinated by our internationality: American, Irish, English. They 

ask if the work is different to what Helena does and how the photographs and 

film footage we take will be used. I assume that this is a delicate area, one of 

privacy and dignity and explain that they are used within the workshop to reflect 

back the work that they are doing and that if any of the images are used that this 

will be with their consent. It materialises that they want to see themselves and be 

seen on television. A film crew from a Sunday night magazine show, Fantastico, 

have been in filming their work with Helena and they are waiting to see their first 

appearance. 

This briefing is being watched by the young female guards who are leaning into 

the door frame and by the women who are in the cell opposite the door. The 

director of the prison then speaks to the women telling them that they are 

incredibly lucky to have such an opportunity and to take full advantage of it but 

that if anyone feels that they can't partake fully that they should not commit 

themselves to it. She talks to the women as people who have the ability to make 
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decisions, to think, to consider and choose, not as children who are being told 

what they should and should not do. 

We meet the English woman, Anne. She has been sentenced for possession of 

drugs. She was in Brazil for a two-week holiday, arrested, and held for two 

months before being sentenced to four years. She spoke no Portuguese when she 

got here and now she shares a cell with 23 Brazilian women. She holds her arms 

across her chest, her voice wavers and her eyes are sunken. She is overwhelmed 

by talking with people who. are from home. She hasn't been speaking English 

much for the last three months and I can't begin to imagine what it must be like 

to have four people suddenly arrive one Friday afternoon and be friendly, 

interested, speaking her language and offering a theatre project. She seems reticent 

about joining in the project because she `isn't very theatrical' but, after more 

chatting, she seems more willing to try. I hope she comes on Monday but it may 

be more difficult for her to join us than to stay in her cell. 

The women return to their cells or to their work. As they leave, they come up to 

us, shake our hands, welcome us and say that they look forward to seeing us on 

Monday. There is a great sense of excitement and noise as they say goodbye. As 

we walk back down the gallery past the cantina on the corner and the gates of the 

cells, the women wave and call out goodbye. As we leave the prison, the sun is 

setting and the upside-down half moon is in the sky. We pass a storage room and 

through the gate we see a box of puppies falling over each other in their 

excitement, their mother asleep behind a pillar and a small plate of food laid out 
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before her. We are brought through to the reception area and exchange our 

battered red plastic visitor pouches for our passports. 

Monday 3 June 2002 

We park the car on a side road. The morning heat is still rising. There is a cafe bar 

on the street corner, its doors rolled up revealing a counter with cold drinks and 

some tired looking snacks, rock hard bubbles of cheese bread. The owner rests 

against the counter watching the television. A family of dusty pink pigs appear in 

the street. The sow parades down the middle of the road as her four piglets frisk 

amongst the parked cars, snuffling in the dust and gutters for scraps of food. 

We pass through security and walk towards the women's prison. A small man 

races towards us. His face is speckled with whisps of white tissue paper stained 

brown with blood from shaving. He speaks forcefully, with urgency. I try to 

understand. Is something wrong? Eventually he pauses, puts his hands to his face, 

touches the flakes of tissue and peels them off. We have now, officially, met Leo 

from the prison's Education Department. Leo does everything at high speed. 

With his constant intensity you assume that the prison is on the verge of a major 

crisis. But in this moment there is no crisis. He is just complaining that there is 

only one wall separating the men's prison from the women's and how that, in 

itself, is no guarantee of separation. He herds us into the room for the workshops. 

The women start to arrive just after 8.30. They welcome us with kisses on both 

cheeks. Eighteen women turned up for the workshop including Nelson Hungria's 
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latest admission Jorgina, a middle class woman who is said to have defrauded the 

social security system of millions of dollars. She was brought to Nelson Hungria 

on Friday in a flurry of excitement, disbelief and disgust. She is separated from the 

rest of the women who are generally working-class and in prison on drugs or 

prostitution charges. She appears in a pair of tiny white shorts, a bright pink shirt 

tied at the waist, immaculate make up and a pair of white plastic earrings. Peggy 

christens her Carmen Miranda. The women are shocked when Jorgina appears for 

the workshop. She is infamous. 

The group is made up of young women but there also some older participants. 

Regardless of age, many take considerable effort over their appearance, wearing 

make up and jewellery, their nails intricately painted, their hair done. There is a 

lack of self-consciousness about their bodies that was so immediately apparent 

with the women in Highpoint. 

We started the session with Lois saying that each person in the group could ask 

her and Peggy a question - anything at all, personal, professional, serious, funny. 

When we did this in Highpoint the women could barely make eye contact and had 

to be gently encouraged into asking anything. The questions they did ask had a 

limited frame of reference: what did you have for breakfast; what is the project 

about; what do you think of Bury St Edmunds? There was a hesitation and 

nervousness about articulating a question that may reveal too much of themselves 

in the asking. The exercise lasted about fifteen minutes in Highpoint. 
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An hour and twenty minutes after Lois offered the invitation of questions to the 

women in Nelson Hungria, she and Peggy were still answering a barrage of lively 

enquiries about religion, the work, who paid for the work, their sexuality, the 

impact of drugs on society in the UK, US and Brazil and an array of clearly 

articulated, genuine concerns that reflected the women's interests. When Lois said 

that one of the project's aims was to raise and discuss human rights issues, the 

women cheered and congratulated them for being artists committed to making 

political acts through art and for encouraging social change. The frame of 

reference, the vocabulary and the confidence of the women in Nelson Hungria to 

articulate their ideas lay in stark contrast to the shyness of the Highpoint group. 

As Lois sets up each of the exercises the words echo with memories of the 

workshops in England: 

Think about three things about yourself, it could be anything at all, what 
you like, what you don't like, where you are from. 
Then write something totally untrue. 
Then finish the sentence, ̀ I always wanted to be... ' 
Then take the piece of paper and make something out of it. 
Then tell us what it is. 

The women make objects from their paper. There are many boats and planes and 

stories about `the things I haven't yet done' or `the places I haven't yet been to. 

At 11.15am large, pots of steaming food arrive in the room. We are constantly 

reminded of the multi-functionality of the room. The creative space in which we 

are encouraging the women to reflect, to imagine, to make is constantly 

interrupted by the prison world beyond the workshop. A woman comes in with a 
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plastic tablecloth. Another comes in with empty Coke bottles and fills them with 

water from the taps at the end of the room. A doctor, nurse and group of 

prisoners appear, unannounced and without apology for any disruption, to take 

blood and urine tests at the back of the room. There is no sense of privacy, of 

having time where you are not being watched. You are constantly surrounded by 

people, by noise, constantly buffered by and reminded of the prison routine. 

We worked straight through for nearly three hours with no tea breaks, no 

cigarette breaks, no whinging and no lapses of concentration despite the other 

activity in the room and the constant noise from the surrounding cells. We have 

covered more ground in one morning session, working in translation, in much 

tougher physical conditions that we did in a fall day at Highpoint, working in the 

same language, in a reasonably comfortable and contained space. I'm 

overwhelmed by the feeling that the prisoners here have a sense of themselves as 

individuals who can think, feel and speak for themselves, who have a vitality 

despite the harsh conditions. I'm increasingly shocked, retrospectively, about the 

experience of prison in England. The material conditions in Nelson Hungria are 

appalling but there is something else, culturally and socially, which keeps the 

women alive, which is absent from what I have witnessed in England. 

At the end of the session there is a thundering of sound from the cells around the 

room. There is roaring, caoining, clanging of gates 8 Lois, Peggy and I look at each 

m Caoining is an Irish word which describes a lamenting cry and is the only word that I 
have which begins to articulate the sound that I heard in the prison corridors. 
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other, frozen, not knowing what is happening. Someone calls out `liberdadel' 

Three women are going home. The other women prisoners are celebrating their 

release, sending them on their way with cheers and shouts of good will. 

Seemingly, it is unusual for more than one person to be released at the same time. 

The women in the workshop say that we have `hot feet' -a huge compliment - 

and that we've brought luck to the prison. 

As we leave, the three women, on the cusp of freedom, press up against the cell 

gates, kissing and holding onto the women they are leaving behind. Contradictory 

emotions flooded the cells and galleries. Women are crying: with happiness for 

the release of someone they knew and in despair as their imminent freedom 

reaffirmed their own confinement. 

Tuesday 4 June 2002. 

The yard is bright this morning with the dogs and two pups frolicking about the 

scorched grass. Bird cages hang from the door frame of the men's prison with a 

single bird in each one. The steps into Nelson Hungria have patches of wet on 

them where they have been washed earlier this morning. The guard on reception 

is welcoming. She has huge square-hooped earrings. By 9.10am only half of the 

women have arrived. Some are still waiting to be released from their cells, some 

are having their coffee. The women have two meals a day. From the evening meal 

until noon the following day there is nothing but coffee, this goes some way in 

explaining the gradual dip in energy and concentration at 11 am. 
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We begin again. Lois reminds them: 

Yesterday, you made a shape out of the paper you had written on. 
Introduce it and say ̀ this is my story, it is about.... ' 

There are three guards by the door, watching. A prisoner who is not with the 

group is smoking and watching from the back of the room. The concentration is 

excellent. There is no desire to stop writing. Lois stresses the importance of 

continuing to write, as the object of the exercise is to discover new things, that 

things will emerge from the writing. 

The women read their stories. I am deeply frustrated at not being able to 

understand the details without translation and even with the translation I know 

that there are cultural and linguistic nuances that I will never know as a visitor. 

Gradually, exercise by exercise, Lois encourages the women to create their fantasy 

characters. A cast of characters appear before us: an astronaut; a farmer, a famous 

DJ; a nurse who cares for lepers; a woman who can walk through walls; the first 

famous woman footballer wearing the number 33 shirt; a woman who sells shorts 

at the market; a woman who lives by the statue of Christ the Redeemer; a woman 

with a microphone who sings the blues. Lois gets them to build on these 

creations: 

Imagine an object that would belong to this person. Why it is important 
for your character? 
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Angelina's character has a book, it is important to her as it gives her knowledge. 

Nadia's has a necklace, a gift from her mother. Patricia's character has a 

photograph of her brother and his three children. Paula's has a radio, it's 

important to hear voices from outside this place. Edina's character always carries 

the Bible and some nice clothes, both give her strength. Lois picks up: 

The character comes from you. The character's desire's can sometimes be 
your desires. We have ourselves and our imaginations. So we can use our 
desires to inform the character. Sometimes there is only a thin line 
between you and your fantasy character. The character is an extension of 
yourself. 

Lois then asks them to make a map of a place that their character wants to 

explore. It can be a map of a real place, of somewhere that they have never been 

to before, of their heart, of their desires. After drawing their maps, each woman 

brings us on a tour of the imagined land. Angelina presents a map to the past. 

Fatima presents a map from Nelson Hungria to freedom and back to Lemos 

Brito, the men's prison beside Nelson Hungria, to visit someone. Edina makes a 

map of her desire to go to a place of power, to release all the prisoners and then 

to put all the corrupt politicians on an island. Nadia has a map of a hospital where 

she wants to work as a nurse. 

After everyone has described their map, Lois asks them to each find one detail in 

the map. What do they see? An old town in Ibiza; salt water; a heart; my house; 

the beach; castles; corrupt people; many people; the state of Slo Paulo; my 

brother married with children; the Eiffel tower. 

We will write about these things. Begin with the phrase, I see... and it 
reminds me of.... 'Think as though you are your fantasy character and 
think of where they would like to go on holiday. Draw the type of suitcase 
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that you think this character may have. Make a list of things to go into the 
suitcase: your best costume, your favourite object, your favourite song, 
your favourite food, a map of where you are going, a piece of dirty 
laundry, and one other thing. 

The fantasy character's worlds continue to be built upon the detail harvested in 

each exercise. Each time these details are presented to the group, they build 

shared memories both of the character and the woman who created it. 

One more writing exercise, as your character write, `I remember... ' to 
create memories of the character. Then write, `I don't remember... ' 

I remember the moon in the sky 
I don't remember to fail before obstacles. I never went back on my word. 

I remember you saying goodbye. 
I don't remember what is happiness and why is happiness. 

I remember the decision I made. 
I don't remember justice being justice. 

I remember my son. 
I don't remember seeing or hearing the bad things the judge said about my 
life. 

Wednesday 5 June 2002 

Lois continues the development of the fantasy characters: 

Imagine you are your fantasy character and, after a day of very hard work, 
you get ready to go to sleep, put your head on the desk, you are going to 
begin to dream, the dream of your character, allowing you to do anything. 

Think about where you are, what you are doing, what you are wearing, 
imagine an object, imagine a person you want to speak to, use your object 
to send them a message. That person gets your message and sends a 
gesture to you to let you know that they have received your message. 

You hear a sound in the distance. It is someone telling you to wake up. It 
is Lois. When you wake up, write down some of the things you saw and 
heard in your dream. 
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Stand up and tell your dream. You don't have to read it, you can 
remember it. And begin with this phrase, My name is.... and last night I 
had the strangest dream... ' and then describe your dream. 

The group responds: 

My name is Nadia and last night I had the strangest dream. I went to do a 
big show with famous people there. I'm a dancer. And after that show I 
went to my veranda. I drank coconut milk and I saw a guy named 
Alexandre. He sent me a message from his mobile phone. 

My name is Maria Paula and last night I had the strangest dream that I was 
in the park in Sao Paulo playing the clown. I was dressed in very colourful 
clothes with polka dots. I saw a balloon and this balloon said to me `more 
happens' and then I took this balloon and I flew with it all the way to the 
hospital and I met my mother who had died already. I talked to her. I told 
her I loved her and then I woke up with shouts and cries. 

My name is Goa and last night I had the strangest dream about my friend 
Paul and I would like to meet him to go to Ibiza with him and to meet his 
friend Aldo, who is in jail in Ibiza. But we were on the beach, on the 
sunset, with the music, to dance, I think about food. 

My name is Soelee and last night I had the strangest dream that I came 
from outer space and then I started to dance with my friends in front of 
the public, lots of people of all ages, children and older people and they 
laughed and they laughed and I was dressed in white and it was like I was 
dancing on the moon, showing my dance to the moon and then I woke 
up. 

My name is Jana and last night I had the strangest dream that I am the 
number one dancer in this world. I am always travelling around the world 
and I go to different places and I'm so happy and excited to do it. 
Everywhere where I go, so many people come to watch me. One day I am 
dancing on the stairs and I see my ex-boyfriend and I want him to know 
that I am so happy to see him and I shout, `Hey, I'm missing you and I'm 
so happy to see you here! ' 

My name is Angelina and last night I had the strangest dream I was flying. 
I was flying through the sky and then this wand comes to me and says to 
me `you are being a coward'. So I went down and saw a country with a big 
war with people suffering. And in the distance I saw my brother and I 
wanted to say something to him but I couldn't. So I made a sign of the 
heart to my brother, and my brother said `I love you' and from that time 
on and from this time on I believe that love can change the whole world. 
And then there was an explosion and I woke up. 
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My name is Sonia and last night I had a good dream. I dreamt I saw the 
man that was responsible for putting me in jail. The man was a judge, and 
I saw him sit down and I had a feeling to say how angry I was and then I 
stopped. I decided not to say anything so I let this feeling go. 

My name is Beatrice and last night I had a beautiful dream. I dreamt that I 

was on planet Mars. I saw weird things but beautiful things and suddenly 
an object goes around me and around me and this object took me to a 
path with shining stones and this object said to me, `come to me, come to 
my people, come sing and celebrate'. 

Thursday 6 June 2002 

Lois reminds them of all the stories they have made, of the characters they have 

introduced to the room, of the messages they have to tell, of the objects they use 

to impart these messages. She continues: 

I asked you to imagine, as your Fantasy Character, packing your suitcase 
to bring on holiday. In that suitcase I asked you to imagine a piece of dirty 
laundry. Draw it. 

Yesterday, your character also had a dream. In that dream there was an 
object in the distance and there was a person who you were talking to. We 
are going to use the dirty laundry to send a message to this person. This 
person could be your boy or girlfriend, to Tammy, to Peggy, to the 
President of the USA, to the director of this prison, to the women in 
prison in England. Whomever you want When we hang the laundry we 
are sending a message to them. 

Paula asks if she can send her message to her mother who has died. Lois draws a 

washing line on the board. As each woman comes to the black board and draws a 

miniature version of their laundry on the line she reveals the message within it: 

I miss you. Do you miss me? I love you. Will you wash my laundry? 

I want to go to Bangu. I want my sister to sell my car. I want to go to 
India. 

I love you. I miss you. These are the stockings I wore the last time I saw 
you. I look forward to the future. I will wear these again when I see you. 

Justice should be independent of public opinion. 
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This is a message to my love, soon we will be together. 

With God in my heart it makes me strong. 

I don't want to be discriminated against. 

Don't forget me. 

Mother, I miss you. 

There is a calm and intimacy in the room, a sense of something having happened, 

of something being made together, of memories being made. Tomorrow will be 

the final day and there will be an informal presentation for the other women in 

the prison. Lois asks the group to think about the material they would like to 

share during the presentation. As the women gather in smaller groups to discuss 

this, five men in suits walk into the room with the assistant director. They are 

speaking in loud, authoritative voices. They do not excuse themselves for 

interrupting the workshop. Benedita calls `Pastor'. One of the men walks towards 

her, holds her head with one hand, covers her eyes with the other. She falls to the 

ground, supported by the pastor. The group is silent. The pastor prays over 

Benedita. The men leave. The women turn to each other and continue planning 

the performance. I ask Helena what has just happened. She explains that the 

Evangelical Church is one of the fastest growing faith movements in Brazil, 

particularly within prisons. 

Friday 7 June 2002 

It's the last day. 

We've made many things, objects, stories, characters, maps, laundry and 
images. Today we are going to make a performance... 
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The first part of the morning is spent in flurry of pre-show preparations. During 

the residency the women expressed a desire to show their work to the other 

women who hadn't participated in the project and wanted to have a event on the 

last day to share it with them. Tammy Whynot hosts the presentation: 

My name is Tammy Whynot and I am so, so happy to be here with you 
today. I'm so excited I could just pee myself. I am very happy to be here 
in Brazil. It's the first time I have been here and here I am in Nelson 
Hungria and these women have been so fantastic to me, I've met all these 
new friends and I am just so excited to share all of my friends with all of 
you today. They are going to do some performing for you today, they are 
going to share some of their lives, songs and dreams and send you a 
message. So I want you to pay attention to these women right here as they 
have something to say to you. So we are going to get started and I'm going 
to bring up my really good friend Josaphena... 

The cabaret performance is a patchwork of scenes, dreams, songs, of fantasy 

characters giving testimony to the lives of the women who imagined them. At the 

end of the performance Tammy turned to the cast of astronauts, farmers, dancers 

and nurses and promised, on all our behalves to bear witness to this testimony, 

`We'll do everything we can to take your fantasies, your dreams and your messages 

to another place, out into the world. ' 
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HMP Highpoint, England, 28 April -2 May 2003 

Introduction 

It had been nine months since the last residency in Rio and during this time, 

Peggy, Lois, Paul and I had regular discussions about what we had learned 

through the practice based research and the possible directions we could develop 

within the work. 

Originally, when we had begun the research project, Weaver and Shaw's 

methodology of postmodern performance composition had been framed, within 

the AHRB application, as a comparative model to the replicable and multipliable 

Boalian methodology. Initially, Lois and Peggy felt a degree of expectation that 

the methodology that they developed and tested within the women's estate of the 

prison system should echo the Boalian model by creating a manual and a training 

programme for the dissemination of the methodology. 269 They also felt a sense of 

hesitation about the degree to which they should explicitly raised human rights 

issues and questioned their authority to facilitate any conversation about human 

rights. 

However, when we began the second year of the research project, Lois and Peggy 

recognised that they did not need to replicate or mirror the dissemination 

methods used in Staging Human Rights I. Throughout the residencies in Highpoint 

269 The specific exercises used within Staging Human Rights I were laid out in a manual 
given to prison staff in training sessions. The prison staff could refer to this manual when 
they returned to their institutions to implement the programme. 
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and Nelson Hungria, they had become clear that their methodology could be 

something specific to them rather than something that had to be passed on to 

others. The Boalian methodology promoted tangible and material outcomes and 

was explicit in its approach to the issues it aimed to address. Weaver and Shaw's 

methodology, charged by impulse and fantasy rather than certain knowledge, did 

not seek assumed benefits for the work. 

The desire to methodologize performance has been fuelled in response to a 

prison system which demands a methodology, a structure, a known set of 

outcomes and a promise of cognitive learning. Because the Boalian methodology 

of Staging Human Rights I was established, with its own formalised vocabulary and 

replicable structure, we somehow had taken it upon ourselves to imagine, within 

the comparative axis of the enquiry, that Weaver and Shaw's methodology had to 

in some way respond to it; to measure up against what had been established 

within Staging Human Rights I. However, this would not have been comparing like 

with like. Whilst both methodologies employed performance techniques, both 

methodologies were tested within the Brazilian prison system and both considered 

the question of human rights in prisons, the Boalian methodology has a 

prescribed structure resulting in a particular type of performance event, Lois and 

Peggy's methodology does not. It resists being methodologized and disseminated. 

Rather than seeing these differences as being a state of lack within the Weaver and 

Shaw performance methodology, we recognised that these differences were just 
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that, differences which highlighted the specific, non-cognitive, non-repeatable, 

open-ended nature of their approach. 

The return to Highpoint was an opportunity to explore this methodology: to be 

more confident in discussing human rights in a way that was not pre-determined 

by a legal discourse but one that was shaped and reflected in the lived experience 

of the women we worked with; and to facilitate performance work which could be 

addressed directly to camera, which could be taken beyond the specificity of the 

workshop itself. The key to both of these issues was the development of the Dirty 

Laundry. 

The Return to Highpoint 

In 2002, when we approached FTC for access to Highpoint through their pre- 

release course, the organisation was running programmes in five institutions in 

England. Home Office studies stated that FTC's pre-release programme was 

successful in reducing recidivism rates by 7% and the Prison Service endorsed 

these claims by providing core funding to secure the existing programmes and to 

develop the course in other institutions. By the end of 2003, the programme had 

expanded to twelve institutions 270 The growth in the development of FTC is 

fundamental in understanding how Staging Human Rights II was considered by the 

organisation and in our understanding of the Prison System's desire for 

programmes which promote cognitive learning. 

270 Foundation Training Company, 
http: //www. foundation-training. org/section2. php? page=3 [accessed 2 April 2005], 
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In 2003, we returned to Highpoint and worked with the FTC pre-release staff 

once again. In had been a year since the first residency and the success and 

expansion of FTC had resulted in organisational changes. The expertise of the 

FTC staff at Highpoint was deployed to other institutions which were initiating 

the programme. Malcolm Luff had become Regional Manager for the programme 

rather than being solely responsible for the programme within Highpoint, though 

his office was still within the building. The identity of the programme as a 

specific six-week training course became increasingly rigid and, despite the fact 

that the first residency demonstrated outcomes that supported and enhanced 

those desired by FTC, we had some resistance from the board in running the 

programme again. The General Manager for FTC was particularly concerned 

about the way in which the performance project would be presented to the board 

- how could you explain a drama project about human rights within the context 

of a pre-release programme? It was suggested that in order to make the project 

acceptable to the board that we call it `Communication Skills through the Arts'. 

It also emerged that Malcolm had been reprimanded by the Chair of FTC for 

allowing the programme to happen the previous year and for adding two weeks to 

the overall structure of their course. With the Prison Service's endorsement of 

the FTC programme, its methodology and structure became increasingly 

prescriptive. Drama workshops did not fall within their remit. However, Malcolm 

was entirely convinced of the necessity of running the project and successfully 

advocated for permission in the second year. Within this context, we felt an 
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increased sense of responsibility not just to the women who participated but to 

the FTC staff who had fought for our access within the prison and within the pre- 

release programme. 

During the second residency at Highpoint we worked with a group of 12 women. 

One of the women, jean, had participated in the performance project the previous 

year. Jean still had a number of years to serve of her sentence and was working 

with Foundation Training Company as a mentor. Initially, when we met again she 

was very warm towards us and we had lots of `do you remember... ' stories of 

things that had happened during the previous residency. It was also clear that jean 

was pleased to be able to make this genuine and public illustration of her shared 

history with us, to have a connection with the world beyond prison. During the 

day, she was teetering on the line between being one of the women in the group, 

and, through her previous association with us, not one of the women in the 

group. She was different to them. 

On the second day of the workshop, Jean appeared and she said didn't know if 

she would be able to participate in the work, that she had some other things she 

needed to do. Jean did a lot of work with the Samaritans within the prison and we 

assumed that she was needed by them. When she did return throughout the week, 

she looked distracted. When we talked with the FTC staff about our concern for 

Jean they told us that jean has considered withdrawing herself from the workshop 

as she found it difficult to be with us, still in the same place, doing the same thing, 

a year later. For jean, the first performance residency was a time of great 
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optimism and possibility. Now, standing in a circle, with a group of new people, 

doing the Body Ho-Ha felt depressing. 

The question of time, of repetition and of memory had become too acute for 

Jean. Yes, the prison routine has been gloriously interrupted, but for her, in the 

end, nothing had changed and our return reminded her of that. No matter how 

many glorious leaps in to the imaginary she had made in the company of CID Sid 

and Runaway Bride the previous year, the actuality of Jean's daily life was 

anchoring her in the real. She knew, ultimately, that she was going to return to this 

land of relentless routine and rules. The return was too painful. 

Airing the Laundry 

In the previous two residencies Lois and Peggy introduced the idea of Dirty 

Laundry' as a way of airing something to the world, of hanging something out for 

people to see, of sending a message to the world. Lois ran an exercise where the 

group imagined their fantasy characters going on holiday, packing a suitcase with 

their favourite object, food, music, clothes and piece of dirty laundry. Each person 

drew their suitcase and the items within it on a piece of A4 paper. In the second 

cycle of residencies, Lois and Peggy, compelled by the promise to take the 

women's testimonies `out into the world', shifted the emphasis of the exercise to 

focus specifically on the laundry and on the lives of the women themselves rather 

than their fantasy characters. 
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When each person had chosen a specific item of clothing they drew a magnified 

image of this garment on an Al piece of paper. Woven within the fabric of this 

piece of Dirty Laundry were the things that the women held dear to them, the 

things that preoccupied them, the things that angered them. We brought in 

various art materials and the women created large scale, two-dimensional pieces of 

dirty laundry. We set up a washing line across the workshop space and pegged 

these pieces of laundry on them. The image was bold: brightly coloured garments, 

floating in the air, detailed with the cares and concerns, hopes and dreams of the 

women within the prison. The scale and cartoon-like quality of the images was in 

stark contrast to the intimacy and the harsh reality depicted within them. 

Lois and Peggy became more confident in inviting the women to consider what 

human rights meant to them. They also became more certain about the ways in 

which they encouraged the women to speak to a listening audience beyond the 

audience in the room. The Dirty Laundry exercise ended with each woman 

standing before the camera and presenting her laundry, revealing what was hidden 

in the hems and pockets, unravelling the fabric of her life. We never explicitly 

used the term `witness' within the workshop context, but we were asking the 

women to bear witness to their own lives, through their performance in front of 

the camera, to believe that these testimonies would be heard by another who they 

didn't know. The following section is a selection of Dirty Laundry testimonies. 

Nisha holds up a painting of a pair of jeans pointing out various details on them: 
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This is my dirty laundry. Actually it just says everything I believe. These 
are my three children who are close to my heart. Here it says `I'm a 
survivor' -I will get through this and I will get out of here. I'm going 
home soon, my children is waiting. To all women in prison, be strong. 

Hi, my name is Angela and this is my dirty laundry, a heart-shaped bikini. 
It's a heart because basically I am a kind-hearted person. Basically, it says 
things about being in prison. I can smell the food cooking in the canteen 
and it don't smell too good. My favourite food it Nando's... there's a bit 
of chicken. And why can't I eat it when I like? Over here is my home and 
I just can't wait to go home. And music, music does keep you alive when 
you are in prison, it gives you hope. That's it really. 

Hi, my name is jean and these are my gardening trousers and I can't go 
anywhere without them. They have been with me all through my life. I 
have a happy side on these trousers: my husband, my children, and my 
grandchildren. We go to the beach, the sun is shining and everything in 
the garden is rosy. Unfortunately, we had a little bit of sadness when my 
old English sheep dog died in January whilst I was in here. She was 
eighteen and I miss her so much but my husband misses her even more. 
But, what I want to happen, I want my freedom as much as anybody else 
does, and I want to see the sea again, I want to see the boats, I live on the 
coast and I just need to see the sea. I've always believed that every cloud 
has a silver lining and there is a rainbow out there. When I get my 
freedom then everything will sunny again. 

I'm Stacey and this is my favourite pair of jeans, I couldn't go anywhere 
without it. I've had them for years. I've a broken heart. It represents part 
of me. I'm torn between my husband and family because they don't get 
along at all. Here, I've written that there is always hope because I hope 
that they will accept him finally. These are my favourite clothes, a black 
top, a black coat and skirt. I like dressing in black, it goes with anything 
really. This is Trinidad where I'm from, and this is where I want to go on 
holiday, I want to go to Paris. That's my favourite teddy, I love him very 
much he is very, very dear to me. He can always represent my husband 
`cause he's quite big. That's another flower, a flower of mine, my mum 
likes flowers so it reminds me of my mum. This is just a happy picture 
really, sunshine, boats and relaxing. Here I have a habit of writing on my 
jeans, Brian loves Stacey, Stacey loves Brian. And in here, in my pocket are 
some of my thoughts. I'm not very good at expressing myself really. I find 
it hard. 

I'm Pauline. Originally I'm from Jamaica and brought up in England. This 
is my dirty laundry, jeans, a pair of jeans and all the things that I hold dear 
within my life. These are my children, without them I'm not strong. And 
particularly the bigger brother, the biggest son, he keeps them while I'm in 
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here, he keeps the two youngest ones together. They are like branches 
that's off a tree, snap one branch it is nothing but together the whole tree 
is something. This is my plant that I love that I brought from Jamaica with 
me and its grown big and strong. This is what I imagine my house to be 
like, dirty dishes, if I'm there, dirty dishes. This is my favourite scarf that I 
love to have, it's my comforter. Whenever I'm in trouble I hold on to it. 
My one pair of trainers that I've got on. This is my dirty laundry. This is 

my washing machine. The laundry shows that my life is a mess. My 

washing machine is showing that life goes on, life is a circle, what ever 
goes around comes around. 

I'm Regina and these are my jeans, my favourite, they're Miss Sixty and 
they say a bit about me. I'm from England, its my homeland, some would 
say its not my home land because of my skin colour. But I was born here. 
My brain is sometimes very confused. I'm also not a drug addict but I'm a 
clothes addict it's all about shopping and this can cause problems for me 
because I'm in prison for fraud, using people's bank cards. Some people 
say it's wrong but that's the way life goes. I'm bio-sexual (sic), this means I 
like men and women. Other people have problems about this but I don't. 
One person who does have a big problem is my fiancee. I keep it away 
from him. In fact, I don't tell him at all. I love music, it's my way of 
getting away from reality. You listen to music, you can be who you want 
to be, you can go where you want to go. The last bit is freedom. 

Jackie, I'm from Jamaica, I've been in prison for 3 months now. This is 

my dirty laundry, my Dolce and Gabbana jeans which unfortunately I 
can't have in prison. On the top it says, `no woman, no cry', that's 
basically a Jamaican saying for all women is strong. At the bottom here it 
says `be strong'. In my dirty laundry it's basically most of what I'm 
thinking about. For instance, I don't want to loose my family and I can't 
stop crying even though, down here, I said no woman, no cry but I still do 

cry. You can see my three little boys and when I talk to them on the 
phone, the things that they say to me I just put them in the box. Jesus is 
the answer since I come to prison I started going to church, praying and 
believing and having faith in god. I love mum and dad I talk to them every 
day when I can. This is one important part, I don't know if it's the same in 

other prisons, but in this prison we eat too much chips. Everyone is 

putting on stones in here. I always wanted to go to Hawaii and at the 
bottom of my dirty laundry it says I will go to Hawaii and I do believe in 
that. And at the other bottom of my laundry it says being in prison may be 
long but it is not forever. Bless you. 
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The testimonies revealed the individual concerns, preoccupations and hopes of 

each woman. They revealed how the personal, individual experience is still 

political. These testimonies, presented to camera, addressed to another beyond 

the here and now, were also a performance of belief that these words and images 

would be seen and heard by another who would give them credence. 

The second residency at HMP Highpoint was critical in allowing us to test a 

refined and developed methodology which had been informed and challenged by 

residencies from the previous year. Until this point, we had only worked in one 

English women's prison, within the supportive environment established by the 

FTC staff at Highpoint. We wanted to test the methodology in another institution 

and approached HMP and YOI Bullwood Hall. Our experience there was a stark 

reminder that, despite the apparent success of the methodology, we should 

assume nothing. 
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HMP and YOI Bullwood Hall, England, 12-16 May 2003 

Introduction 

HMP & YOI Bullwood Hall was originally built in the 1960s as a female borstal. 

It is situated at the end of a leafy lane surrounded by fields with grazing horses 

and large, detached homes. The institution is unusual in accommodating young 

women who are on Detention Training Orders (DTOs are issued to those under 

eighteen for a maximum of eighteen months), Young Offenders (YOs are 

between eighteen and twenty one years of age) and Adults (women who are 

twenty-one years and over). It has an operational capacity of 171. 

Bullwood Hall has a reputation for supporting arts programmes within the prison. 

The then director, Tony Hassle, currently director of HMP Holloway women's 

prison in London, has been vocal in his understanding of the potential impact of 

the arts on the individuals who participate and within the culture of the institution 

itself. When we approached Hassle and Diane Koppitt, the director of education 

within Bullwood Hall, they were immediate and resounding in their support of the 

project. Staging Human Rsghtr II would be happening within the same six-month 

period as a residency with Clean Break and Dance United. 

The residency at Bullwood Hall was the fourth and penultimate one within the 

research project. We had tested and explored ideas about biography, the 

development of fantasy characters through fact and fiction, the performance of 
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these characters and their hopes and dreams, the ways in which human rights 

issues could be articulated and sent into the world through the motif of Dirty 

Laundry. We had become confident in structuring the residencies in a way that 

culminated in performances that could be presented to camera: we had found a 

way for the women to appeal and address an audience beyond the specific 

workshop, beyond the prison walls. After the initial residencies in Highpoint and 

Nelson Hungria, and having edited, developed and explored a refined version of 

this methodology in Highpoint only a matter of weeks ago, we felt increasingly 

sure that we had a structure and approach that was robust, that `worked' in so 

much as it facilitated and generated performance material in a way that allowed 

the participants to explore their self-representation in a safe and supportive 

environment whilst finding ways for this articulation to be amplified to the world 

beyond. 

Each of the residencies revealed particular things about the research methodology, 

about the issues facing women in prison, about the culture of individual women's 

prisons in different cultural contexts. Each of the residencies raised particular 

challenges and moments of insight which informed future work. However, the 

residency at Bullwood Hall, challenged us as practitioners and the possibilities of 

the methodology we had been developing in the most demanding way. It 

questioned everything that we thought we had come to know. The young women 

at Bullwood Hall were the most resistant to the project. They continually found 

ways to prevent themselves from reflecting and imagining versions of themselves 

through fantasy and forced us to reconsider every aspect of the methodology. 
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The following section reflects on the ways in which this resistance was 

demonstrated: how we, as practitioner/researchers, had to learn to let go of our 

own desires to keep hold of a particular methodology that had been successful in 

other sites; how we had to develop tactics of necessity which responded to and 

countered the resistance offered by the young women; and how this resistance 

was ultimately overcome through the playfulness and fantasy world created by the 

one person whom the group had originally ostracised. 

In Bullwood Hall, we worked in a mobile classroom attached to the adult 

women's wing. This was the room were prison staff held meetings with the 

prisoners as part of their assessment and monitoring. It had low ceilings, barred 

windows and a television. The young women were surprised that the workshops 

would be in this space as it was usually reserved for formal encounters which 

measured their progress within the system. 

Monday 12 May 2003 

There are seven girls in the group. Three DTOs and four YOs. Six of the girls are 

black and one is white. All of the girls are dressed in tracksuits or jeans with 

hooded tops. When they arrive they immediately slouch into their chairs, legs 

spread, arms folded across their chests, heads lowered and to the side. Four of the 

girls are in a clique, two of the girls are tolerated by this clique and one of the 

girls, Geraldine, is ostracised from it. The girls are active in their dismissal of her, 

not letting her sit beside them, talking over her, rolling their eyes when she speaks. 
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Geraldine doesn't rise to their behaviour. She sits alone, listens to what is being 

said, and responds quietly and earnestly when Lois, Peggy or I spoke with her. 

We begin as we always begin, with Lois welcoming the group, thanking them for 

joining us and inviting them to ask questions. There is silence. The girls sink 

deeper into their seats, cross their arms even more tightly and make eye contact 

with each other. There are a few sniggers. Peggy encourages them again, 

reminding them that they can ask anything they want to, nothing is off limits. 

Eventually one of the girls asks, ̀ Where are you from Miss? Lois explains that 

she is from Virginia in America, that she and Peggy lived in New York and that 

she spends half of the year in London. They are interested in the New York bit of 

the story and want to know more about the city. There are few other questions 

forthcoming. Lois explains the project. The girls listen but don't respond. 

Eventually, with lots of upbeat cajoling and encouragement, the girls eventually 

stand in a circle. 

After a stuttering and staccato version of 'Body Hoo Ha', Lois invites the girls to 

offer three things about themselves, two truths and one a lie. 

Why? 
I don't wanna. 
I wanna go back to the wing. 
This is boring. 

`It's a game', Lois continues. `It's a way to begin working together. Let's try again. 

Three things about yourself - two can be true and one a lie'. The girls, standing 
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slumped into themselves, leaning against the wall or chairs, mumble their 

responses. Lois changes tactic. 

Let's write these ideas down. 

The girls express some degree of joy at getting to sit down again but complain 

about having to write. 

I thought this was a drama class. 
I don't do writing in a drama class. 

Now add to this list of things, something you always wanted to be and 
somewhere you've always wanted to go. 

There is much sighing and shrugging as the girls reluctantly write. 

Now, lets make something from a piece of paper that is something to do 
with what you have written. 

Why? 
That's stupid. 
I don't wanna. 
This isn't drama. 

This cycle of suggestion, refusal, adapted suggestion and reluctant participation 

continued throughout the day and for the rest of the week. Geraldine is the only 

person who is declaring her curiosity in listening, in doing what is asked of her, in 

not resisting. 

The other girls are expending considerable effort in creating a persona that is 

`cool'; someone who resists any hint of authority; someone who can do and say 

what they want and appear not to care what the repercussions are; someone 

whose every action is a counter action to what is being asked of them. We have 

very little sense of who is actually in the room. We appear to have a group of 
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characters rather than people. They are desperately trying to perform an attitude, a 

detachedness, hinting towards an existence beyond prison, an existence littered 

with casual references to street-life, guns, rap and New York gangs. 

We take a break. There is a kettle in the room and we have brought tea and 

biscuits to share. There is an immediate shift in the dynamic in the room. `Miss, 

can I have one of them biscuits, I love them! ' The posturing, street-living 

personas have been replaced by a group of teenage girls who are having a cup of 

tea and a biscuit, chatting about what they had seen on television the previous 

night. 

Chrisdeonne comes over to us and in the course of the conversation tells us, 

proudly, that Leona has just come to Bullwood for carjacking at gunpoint. Leona 

wears her hair in pigtails and is wearing an oversized jumper with Tweety Bird on 

it. She overhears the conversation and complains about the fact that Chrisdeonne 

`is always telling my story'. Throughout the week there is a clear sense that the 

girls are always telling someone else's story, always presenting themselves as 

someone other than themselves. Trying to create fantasy characters with a group 

of people who are already presenting themselves within a highly detailed 

imaginary world demanded different techniques and exercises than the ones we 

had already explored in Highpoint and Nelson Hungria. We had to find a way to 

enter into that constructed world, to engage with these constructions of the self 

presented within them, to try to facilitate some reflection and imaginative 

response beyond it. 
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Tuesday 13 May 2003 

Lois introduces the idea of Dirty Laundry and sending a message out into the 

world. Previously, Lois would usually ask the group to participate in this exercise 

by imagining that they were responding as if they were their fantasy characters. 

Because there was such high resistance from the girls to create a character from 

the fact and fiction of their own lives, Lois frames the exercise differently. As no 

fantasy characters had been created in the workshop, Lois asks the girls to imagine 

themselves going on holiday, to imagine what their suitcase would look like, and to 

put their favourite object, food, music, clothes and piece of dirty laundry into the 

suitcase. 

This exercise is continuously interrupted by the girls. They don't want to draw. 

They talk incessantly about each item that they are going to put in the suitcase, 

describing them in detail, commenting on each other's choice. Eventually, each 

girl makes an outline of her suitcase and draws the objects in it. 

Lois asks them to consider their piece of dirty laundry. Hooded tops and jeans are 

the only items of clothing which feature in the discussion. When Lois asks the 

group to draw a full size picture of their chosen piece of dirty laundry the girls 

resist. Why? How about we bring in the real item of clothing? Lois quickly 

decides to give in. She suggests that tomorrow, they bring in their item of dirty 

laundry, they can draw around it and then we can complete the exercise. We move 

on. 
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Lois then asks them, `Imagine your life was a music video, what would it look 

like? ' There is an immediate and overwhelming response, ideas are pouring into 

the room, the girls are speaking over each other but, for the first time, they are 

talking about the same thing rather than trying to comment on or dismiss what is 

being said by others. Lois asks them to think about a piece of music that would 

play under the video and consider a message that they would like to broadcast to 

the world at the end of the music video. The dynamic in the room is charged with 

excitement. 

We listen to their ideas for the music videos. Five of the seven scenes depict gang 

warfare, death and missed opportunity. Michelle's story features two gangs from 

Tottenham and Hackney having a shoot out. Vicki's story is of a drive-by 

shooting. Eve tells the story about a boy in a hip hop group who are auditioning 

for a record label. He is always getting into fights and, on the day of audition, he 

gets arrested, misses the audition and a record deal. Each of these videos is 

underscored with hip-hop from The Infamous and Sticky Fingaz. The other two 

video scenes are set in worlds far removed from violence and despair. Lisa's scene 

features her wandering along a Miami beach wearing a white trouser suit. In 

Geraldine's scene, she is as an explorer who is travelling the world, meeting 

people. 

Lois asks them to think about these videos in detail as they will direct the group in 

creating these scenes and star within them. She also asks them to bring in their 
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piece of dirty laundry, their piece of music, and to think about the message they 

want to give to share with the other women who we are working with in England 

and Brazil. 

When the session finishes, the girls dash off, chattering about their videos, what 

they are going wear, who is going to do what. `See you tomorrow Misses'. 

Wednesday 14 May 2003 

We begin the session with the Dirty Laundry. The girls explain why a particular 

idem of clothing is their favourite and then, reluctantly, they draw the outline of 

the item. 

Lois asks them to think about their music videos and to complete the following 

sentences outside the outline of the clothing: 

The title of my performance is... 
It takes place in ... 
This is how it looks... 
It is a story about... 
My part in the story is.... 
The other people in my performance are... 
They are wearing... 
I am wearing... 
The one song that is playing, or that I am singing is... 
Here is a list of the five main actions in the performance... 

She then asks them to consider and complete the following sentences inside the 

outline of the clothing: 

I am... 
I feel... 
I'm afraid that... 
I'd like to tell you about... 
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If I could tell you a secret... 
My message to you is... 

I hope that... 
My real dream is... 
This is what you would find on the inside... 

The girls complete the exercise with less disruption and resistance than has 

previously been demonstrated. Lois asks them to read their message to the world: 

This is where we live where I come from. 

There are always complications but you've got to overcome them. 

If you want to do or be something don't let anyone stop you. 

If I can do it, you can do it. 

Hold on to your dreams. 

Don't be a victim of the streets, rise above it, music brings out the better 
in people. 

Take it easy, life's too short. 

Everyone should be treated with equality. 

This is the mid-point of the residency. Previously, Lois transformed into Tammy 

Whynot at this time, encouraging the women to realise their fantasy characters by 

example. But because the girls have resisted any attempts to create and develop 

fantasy characters, we have had to reconsider everything, including Tammy's 

appearance. Lois, Peggy and I discuss our own desire to see Tammy in the 

environment, to see the effect that she has on the girls, but ultimately 

acknowledge that our desire to see Tammy is driven by a desire for some 

continuity, for some certainty in the methodology. Ultimately, we decide that 

Tammy's appearance at Bullwood Hall would satisfy our needs and assumptions 

rather than the needs of the group. Instead, we decide to pursue and develop the 
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material that the girls are prepared to run with. The rest of the week will be spent 

helping them develop their music videos. 

The black suitcase is wheeled into the middle of the floor. It has become a 

suitcase full of clothes for dressing up a range of characters rather than adorning 

or emphasising a particular fantasy character. 

Over the next two days we encourage the group to story-board and block their 

videos which they then perform to camera. At the end of each video, the action 

freezes and the protagonist faces the camera and gives her message to the world. 

With each scene that is made, depicting acts and consequences of violence, we are 

continually questioning ourselves about what we are doing and why. Yes, the girls 

are increasingly leading aspects of the work and negotiating with each other but, is 

this enough? Are we compounding or further romanticising their ideas about 

gangs and guns and drugs by not challenging them directly? Then something 

happens which radically shifts the dynamic of the group and of the residency. 

Geraldine's International Adventures 

Geraldine was the last person in the group to make her video. Throughout the 

residency she had participated fully, was attentive and willing to try things despite 

the overwhelming resistance of the other girls who continued to exclude her. 

When they were making their videos they reluctantly included Geraldine, always 

assigned her a passive role: she was the coat-check girl, the waiter, the passer-by. 

Regardless of the role she was given, she would commit to it fully. 
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Geraldine has chosen Bob Marley's No [Yeoman, No Cy as her favourite song. In 

her video, Geraldine travels through the world meeting people from different 

cultures. She wants the other girls to be people who she meets on her travels, who 

will tell her about the way they live. She will bring this information home, share it, 

to prove that everyone, no matter where they come from, deserves to be treated 

with equality. The rest of the group listens to Geraldine. As she speaks, they begin 

to drop their assumed position of indifference or disdain and become more and 

more interested in what she is saying. They shout out places they want her to visit 

on her travels: England, Pakistan, India, New York, Ghana and Nigeria. 

Geraldine's idea has grabbed their imaginations. She pins up a white circle with 

blue patches scribbled on it: the world. Chrisdeonne suggests that she writes a list 

of countries she wants to visit and as she meets a person from that place, she ticks 

it off the list. The girls run to the suitcase of clothes and get dressed as characters 

from around the globe. Peggy asks Geraldine what she will wear. She gestures to 

her jeans and Gap top and replies, `I'm just normal'. 

There is hysterical laughing by the suitcase. Chrisdeonne has nominated herself as 

the Ghanaian representative and wrapped a length of purple material around her 

body, stuffed a bundle of clothes and a wig into one of the layers on her back to 

make it appear that she is carrying a baby in a pouch. There is a sense of 

excitement and momentum in the room. The girls line up and Geraldine briefs 

them of their role: 

Geraldine: You got to make up a story about your country innit. 
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Eye: What do we do? 

Geraldine: You gotta give us a little history. 

Ilca: I don't know nothing about history 

Geraldine: Make it up. It all depends on how you live in where you 
come from innit? 

Geraldine is standing in front of her paper world, the black suitcase at her side. 

She waits for the music to being and then she addresses the camera: 

My name is Geraldine and I've been a preacher to tourists. I've been 
travelling a lot just to know how other people have been living in their 
country, and I would like other people to know that everyone has rights, 
so everyone should be treated with equality. I just want you to know that. 
I want to introduce you to some of the friends that I met in some of the 
other countries that I've been to. 

Geraldine holds out her hand and welcomes Vicki. 

This is my England friend because that is the first place that I've been. 
This is Vicki and I'd just like you to explain a little about your country, 
your peoples and all of that. 

Vicki steps into the scene, full of confidence, with an exaggeratedly posh English 

accent 

Ok well, I'm from London and in London we don't do nothing but drink 
tea and eat crumpet and visit the Queen. Oh, don't forget the lovely 
Queen. And at the moment, they are just trying to take our money and 
turn it into euros and we're not having it, I tell you. But that's about it for 
now. Oh, bye Tony Blair. 

Vicki walks off stage and sits in front of the globe. Geraldine goes over to the list 

of places she has been and puts a big tick by the word `England'. 

Next, my friend from Pakistan and she is going to tell us a little about her 
world as well. 

Lisa steps forward, wrapped in a floral sheet. 
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Well we don't really do much in Pakistan. Cook, eat curry. 

She freezes. She can't remember what else she was going to say. The others try to 

gently prompt her. She still looks confused. Then she remembers the camera and 

smiles to it. She fiddles with the lengths of material. Geraldine leans into her and 

whispers something. There is a pause and Lisa begins again, 

It's brilliant is Pakistan. 

Another pause. Lisa then whispers something to Geraldine. Geraldine shakes her 

head and shrugs an `I don't know' shrug. Lisa continues: 

Lisa: What's his name? What's his name? 

Eve. Who? 

Lisa: What's the other ones name? Not Bin Laden. What's his name? 

Eve: Sadam? 

Lisa- Yeah, Sadam. He's trying to bomb our country. 

There are mumbles of disagreement from some of the girls. Lisa rebukes them, 

I'm making it upl He's trying to bomb our country but he might be dead, 
so he might be, because they can't find him, and they bombed his hotel 
and he might be dead. Hopefully. Wishfully. 

She hesitates, smiles at the camera and walks off. Geraldine continues, 

That was my Pakistan friend, next is my India friend and she'll be telling 
us a little about herself as well. 

Michelle shuffles on and says: 

Michelle: Hello, I have plenty of shops in Birmingham, and I always 
say to the kids `get out of my shop'. They never buy 
anything, always come to look. I met Geraldine on her 
travels. She likes Indian food. 

Geraldine. Yes, I do. 
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Michelle: Geraldine - flowers. 

Michelle offers Geraldine the flowers. Geraldine takes them. 

Geraldine: Thank you 

Michelle: That'll be £2.99 

They all laugh. Michelle leaves the stage and Geraldine beckons to Chevonne. 

Geraldine. Next my Yankie friend that I met in America and she'll tell 
us about life in America. 

Chevonne reluctantly steps on stage, 
Chevonne. I live on Strange Avenue and it's just guns and stuff. 

Off stage one of the girls shouts `Shoot him! ' Someone makes the sound of a 

siren and gun shots. Chevonne shrugs and walks off. 

Geraldine. Next my African friends - from Ghana and Nigeria and 
they'll be giving us a bit of the accent and dancing and 
stuff. 

Chrisdeonne walks on with the baby on her back and basin on her head. L7ve 

follows her. They introduce themselves as Auntie Ippy and Corba Corba. 

Eve. What you doing? 
Geraldine. I'm doing a bit of preaching, telling people they should be 

helping each other. 

They then mime grinding rice and mixing flour and offer the basin to Geraldine 

to taste the food. They each mime gathering food with their fingers and eating it. 

As they leave the scene Geraldine calls out after them, `See you later, God bless'. 

The cast of characters are assembled in front of the globe, they continue to mime 

eating together and then they dance together. Geraldine looks directly to the 

camera and is grinning as she says, 

And those were all my folks that I met in the countries that I've been and 
they seem nice. And this is the map of where I've been as well to show 
you that I've really been there and not lying and all of that. And I just 
want to give a little message to you all about Bob `cause I listen to his tune 
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yeah, and it makes me think positive a lot about myself, about the struggle, 
about getting out of the ghetto and all of that. 

But Bob wasn't really a Kingstonian like myself. Bob was from the 
country but then come in the ghetto and raised and he found it hard as 
well to be raised in the ghetto. And he been to jail, he been shot at, he 
been cut up, and he been beat up and all of that. That's why he called 
himself a `double conqueror', because he is like a walking dead, fighting 
the struggle to be a survivor. But at the end of the day still, he still end up 
dead. Before I was born. Because he and my dad were that close, my dad 
started telling me stories about him and like I listen to his music and all of 
that and I think yeah and he was really a positive man and I think, yeah, I 
should make a footstep of him all of that. 

And that's why I find it interesting to travel and meet other people and to 
know their tradition and their nationality, how they live in their country. 
And that's why I say that everyone should be treated with equality. My 
message to you all is love, and God bless you all. 

The girls cheer and clap wildly. Geraldine grins. 

In a week riddled with resistance, where we questioned the possibility of the 

performance methodology to facilitate the creation of imaginative worlds beyond 

the here and now, Geraldine created a fantasy world which invited and 

accommodated the group to participate in a way that dismissed the street 

personas that prevented them from creating and engaging in their own fantasies. 

Rather than demonstrating that she wanted to be accepted by the other members 

of the group who had ostracised her, Geraldine created an alternative world which 

was so appealing that they felt compelled to join her in it. 
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Talavera Bruce, Rio de Janeiro, 9-14 June 2003 

Introduction 

In early May 2003, just weeks before we were due to return to Nelson Hungria, 

we received word to say that the prison had been demolished. The land was 

bought by property developers and the women had been moved to Talavera 

Bruce, the only other women's prison in the state of Rio, within the prison 

complex at Bangu, a one-hour drive inland from the city of Rio de Janeiro. The 

residency at Talavera Bruce was the fifth and final one in the Staging Human Rights 

II research project. 

The Bangu Penitentiary Complex is a maximum security prison, with seventeen 

units: eight men's prisons, one women's prison (Talavera Bruce), one penal 

institute, four safe-houses, a sanatorium and two hospitals? " Talavera Bruce, like 

many other Brazilian prisons, has come under attack for its inhumane treatment 

of prisoners. In 1998 Amnesty International visited the prison and asked to visit 

the `punishment cells'. After initially denying their existence, then claiming they 

271 Juiza Denise Frossard, `Cämara dos Deputados', Sala da Comissäo Externa, 25 de 
Agosto de 2004. http: //www. camara. gov. br/sileg/integras/238733. htm [accessed 1 July 
2006]. `0 Complexo Penitenciirio dc BANGU e formado por dezessete unidades penais, 
sendo nove penitenciärias, um instituto penal, quatro casas de custödia, um sanatörio 
penal e dois hospitais. Entre as penitenciärias estä a Talavera Bruce, presidio feminino. ' 
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existed but were empty, the Deputy Director eventually brought Amnesty to the 

cells which were all occupied, 

by women who were distressed and showed signs of mental health 

problems. They had been held there for a month following an incident in 

which the prison escort service of the prison department, having been 

sent in response to an alleged escape attempt, had broken lights and fired 

shots along the corridor. Ten women, including one who was several 
months pregnant, had allegedly been beaten by the police and two male 
prison officers on night duty. 2'2 

Talavers Bruce houses many foreign national prisoners. It has a day care centre, 

where recent mothers live with their newborns until they reach six months. The 

systemic problem of overcrowding reaches all aspects of the prison system 

including this centre, `We've got 23 babies here, and only space for 12', explains 

Dr. Pinheiro, the current director of Talavera Bruce 273 The prison conditions are 

poor and human rights groups have reported concerns about the lack of basic 

hygienic products such as toilet paper, sanitary products, and nappies for the 

babies. These products are not supplied by the prison administration but bought 

by the prisoners using money given to them by visitors or borrowed from other 

prisoners. "' Talavera Bruce has also been criticised, like many other women's 

prisons globally, for not having adequate work, education or planned activities for 

the women. 

272 Amnesty International, 'No One Heir Sleeps Safety": Haman Rights Violations Against 
Detainees http: //web. amnesty. org/library/Index/ENGAMR190091999? open&of=ENG- 
380 [accessed 23 April 2006]. 
273 Foreign Prisoner Support Group, Brazilian Prisons' 
http: //www. phaseloop. com/foreignprisoners/prison-brazil. html [accessed 23 April 
2006]. 
274 Foreign Prisoner Support Group, Brazilian Prisons' 
http: //www. phaseloop. com/foreignprisoners/prison-braziLhtml [accessed 23 April 
2006]. 
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9 June 2003. 

Helena is our translator again. We knock on the metal gate and declare our 

intentions, `We're the theatre group'. The guards' eyes scan the collection of a 

man and four women with suitcases, rucksacks and bags of neon green flasks of 

coffee, crackers and bananas. We step inside the gate and hand over our 

passports. A guard asks us to hand in our mobile phones and guns. In turn, we 

raise our arms above our heads and step through the metal detector. This one is 

plugged in. 

We are brought into the director's office. Dr Pinheiro offers us a cafeZinho. He asks 

us about the final performance. We explain that there will be a sharing of the 

work amongst the women but that we hadn't planned to have a performance as 

such. He looks confused. Surely you will have a performance after a week of 

theatre workshops? We agree to a performance for the prisoners and their families 

the following Saturday. 

We are brought to the workshop room. It is an evangelical church. This space is 

very clean and sparse. There are windows running high along each side of the 

room. There is a raised area at the end of the room -a stage with an amp, 

microphone and speakers supplied by the church. The room is painted white and 

is very clean. Five potted palms stand at the back of the hall. Paper sun-flowers 

decorate the walls. There is a banner draped across the front of the altar, Deus Fat 
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O Impossivel Possivel, God Makes The Impossible Possible. A group of women 

reading their Bibles nod to us as they close the books and quietly leave the church. 

There are eighteen women in the group. It is an international gathering. There are 

women from Brazil, Chile, Argentina, Portugal, England, Germany, Thailand and 

Cuba. Most of the women are in their mid to late twenties. Within the group are 

two women who we worked with the previous year in Nelson Hungria, Suvida, 

the Thai woman, and Anne, the English woman. We were delighted to see them 

both but we were also concerned. We were anxious that our arrival may distress 

them, particularly Anne. However, as ever, we should have not assumed 

anything. 

Time Passes: Anne's Story 

When we first met Anne, she had been in prison for three months. She was 

skinny, hunched over and on-edge. Her eyes were sunken and she could barely 

make eye contact. She had learnt some words of Brazilian Portuguese and was 

wearing clothes the other women has given her, as she had nothing but the 

clothes she arrived at the prison in. Throughout the residency our concern for 

Anne's physical and mental health increased. She was trying to participate in 

everything that was asked of the group but seemed to, at times, be overcome with 

shyness and sadness. At other times, our shared language meant that she 

understood everything before it was translated, and that she was a step ahead of 

everyone else. This beat of time, between what was said and the translation, 

seemed to give Anne a small window through which she began to see herself as 
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someone who could not only survive this environment but function within it. The 

other women began to see her not just as Anne, the English one who hardly says 

anything, but Anne, one of the women in the workshop, who performs in 

English. The fact that her words were being translated from English into 

Portuguese at length meant that, for the first time in three months, she was able 

to communicate with the women she was living with. 

As we left, at the end of each day and at the end of the residency, I was acutely 

aware of the potential negative impact of the residency on Anne. Our presence, 

our ability to speak directly with Anne, and the presence of the translator who 

facilitated Anne's ability to communicate with the group were all positive things in 

the moments in which they were happening. However, the withdrawal and 

absence of these things would potentially be damaging for Anne making her feel 

even more isolated and vulnerable than she had been before we arrived. 

When we met with Anne the following year in Talavera Bruce, she had 

transformed into a quietly confident young woman. She had been learning 

Brazilian Portuguese. She was laughing and chatting with the other women in the 

group. She was no longer hunched over and, like most of the other women in the 

group, was wearing make-up and jewellery. She was presenting herself to the 

world rather than hiding from it. The shift in Anne's confidence was increasingly 

evident during the residency when she fully participated in all aspects of the 

workshop. 
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When we spoke with her about the past year she said it was, inevitably, difficult, 

but that she had had enormous affection and support for the women that she 

lived with. They had helped her find a way to survive, to make some sort of life 

within the prison. The conditions in Talavera Bruce were poor, they have access 

to water twice a day at 8am and 8pm, but they were better than those in Nelson 

Hungria. She had her own cell and could receive visits from her boyfriend. 21, She 

also said that the workshop last year has been helpful in encouraging her to do 

something she didn't think she could do. 

For Anne, our unexpected return was a marker of how much things had changed 

in the past year, and how they could continue to change. Anne's experience 

revealed the possibility of humanity within the prison system - the women who 

supported Anne, who taught her Portuguese, who lent her their eye-shadow and 

their earrings defied the inhuman regime and material conditions of the prison. 

A Sense of an Ending 

We begin the workshops. Lois speaks: 

To make something with your life you have to be able to imagine 

something with your life. What have you always wanted to do? Don't 

2'5 Prisoners in Brazil have conjugal rights however the policies of many states 
discriminate against women prisoners. Women prisoners are sometimes denied them or 
allowed them only under extremely tight restrictions. The Human Rights Watch report, 
Behind Prison Bars, notes how women in Porto Alegre women's prison must `show good 
behaviour; have a stable relationship with the man, and undergo a series of medical exams 
(for HIV and sexually transmitted diseases). In addition, both she and her partner must 
be interviewed by a social worker', http: //www. hrw. org/reports98/brazil/Brazil-12. htm 
[accessed 14 June 2006]. 
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think about where you live, your gender, your ability - what would you 
love to be? What would you love to do? 

The new company of fantasy characters begin to emerge. 

A king, a dancer, a model, a violinist, a farmer, a ballet teacher, a singer, an 
actress, a paediatrician, a scuba diver, a contemporary dancer, a novelist, a 
gospel singer, a preacher. 

Once again, the detail of the fantasy character's lives is created through the 

exercises which borrow from the fact and possible fictions of the women's lives. 

As the chorus of characters are imagined and performed in being, the group 

builds a shared memory of these characters and the women from whom they have 

emerged. The `not me, not not me-ness' of these creations spill beyond the time 

and place of the workshop as throughout the week, the women accidentally refer 

to each other by their character's name in their cells. 

Lois invites the women to write a letter to their fantasy character. 

It can say something about you, about your life. This is for you to 
communicate some news, a secret, or a hope or dream - something that 
you want people to know. Write what comes into your mind. You are free 
to say or write whatever you want. 

The women write quickly and with concentration. 

Now, imagine you are your fantasy character. You are in your favourite 
place. You see a piece of paper lying on the floor, or find it in your 
pocket. You open it and read it. It is the letter that you have written, as 
your real self, to your fantasy character. You, as your fantasy character, 
read it to the world. 

There are letters denouncing abuse within Talavera Bruce, injustice and inequality. 

Letters which ask that the people who send them be remembered. Letters that 

remind children that their mother's love them. Anne's fantasy character, 

Annabella Angel, reads her letterr. 
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Dear Annabella Angel, 
I don't know you personally but I've always admired your work, especially 
the real life characters you play and the topical films you have chosen to 
act in. I am writing to you to draw your attention to the plight of prisoners 
abroad who are charged and sentenced to stay in prisons which are not in 
their own country. It is very hard for a prisoner from abroad as we do not 
receive visits and are far away from everyone we know. My family are 
from England and it is too far for them to visit me. I think it is important 
that the plight of prisoners abroad is brought to the attention of people 
who are in a position to help. They can put pressure on the government to 
speed up the transfer process. I would like to thank you for all your help. 
Yours sincerely, 
Anne 

The session is interrupted by a guard. An English man has arrived at the prison 

gate. He doesn't speak Portuguese. Can someone help? Helena leaves the room. 

Lois reminds the group that this workshop is part of a larger project with women 

in prison in England and Brazil. During the workshops we are using performance 

to find ways to for the women to imagine, declare and witness their own lives. We 

are also calling upon performance to help facilitate this imagining, this declaration, 

this act of witness beyond the workshop itself. Lois introduces the metaphor of 

the Dirty Laundry as a vehicle for sharing messages from the women to the world. 

Although we had always framed each workshop within the context of the larger 

research project, in Talavera Bruce we were able to make this more explicit. We 

had brought with us the two-dimensional pieces of Dirty Laundry created by the 

women in Highpoint and Bullwood Hall. We pegged them up and invited the 

women to look at them. Helena translated. There were many sounds of 

recognition as the women acknowledged their shared concerns: missing their 
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families, feeling guilty for not being with their families, fear, loneliness, calls for 

peace and justice, a sense of optimism that things would be better in the future. 

Lois continues to explain that the workshop at Talavera Bruce is the final one in 

the project and that, in another week, we would be staging a public event about 

women in prison, the issues that they face and the alternative representations they 

have made of themselves through performance. She explains that although the 

women would not be physically able to attend the event, to perform live at the 

event, they would be present at it through the testimony given in the 

performances which were recorded in the workshop and presented at the event. 

The event wouldn't be a play. It would be an installation performance. The space 

would be transformed into a special theatre where their voices, characters and 

artwork would be shown as a call to the world beyond the prison. These messages 

to the world would be a call to acknowledge them, to see and hear them as 

individuals, with dignity and humanity. 

Our attentions turn to the final day of the workshop and the promise we have 

made to the prison director and to the women that we will make a performance 

for the other prisoners and for their families. The work is charged with an 

excitement and urgency. Each day, the women reaffirm that they want to speak, 

to be heard, to share their messages to the world. 
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Saturday 16 June 2003 

It is visiting day. The walls of the church are covered with the Dirty Laundry from 

the women from Highpoint, Bullwood Hall and Talavera Bruce: hooded tops, 

jeans, bikinis, shorts, vests, stockings, a pink basque and a pair of yellow socks. 

The room fills with women prisoners, family members including young children, 

guards and prison administration staff, the director of the prison, other artists 

working with PPP, and a journalist. 

All our last minute preparations are carried out before the audience. We play 

Body Hoo Ha' to prepare the company and begin. Lois and Helena step 

forwards, the women sit around the stage, waiting. The audience is smiling. 

I'm Lois and this is Helena [... ] and we work with People's Palace 
Projects on a project called Staging Human Rights and we have been 
working here for one week since Monday, making some theatre that we 
are going to present to you today. 

It's not a play, it's a presentation of the work we have done together for 
one week. So you will see some fragments of stories, you will see some 
pieces of singing and you'll see some dancing and all kinds of things. 

The work that we do is because we believe in the imagination. That in 
order to make a life we have to imagine a life. And in order to keep living 
we have to communicate. So we have been using our imagination and 
trying to communicate. So we are going to share that with you now. We 
are going to begin with a song, that we found, that we wanted to call the 
presentation, If This Street ! Y/ere Mine. So I present, The Company, 1,2, 
3... Go! 

The company of women run forwards into their positions and sing If this Street 

Were Mine. The audience is familiar with the song and join in. Then, each woman 

steps forward, introduces herself and something she believes in, 

My name is Yolanda and I believe that everyone is equal. 
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My name is Sonia and I believe that I will see my family again. 

My name is Pollyana and I believe things can be better. 

My name is Suvida and I believe in good things. 

My name is Sabrina and I believe in the freedom of everybody. 

My name is Anne and I believe that every body can have a better life. 

My name is Fernanda and I believe that God will help me through this. 

My name is Graca Maria and I believe that justice will be done. 

My name is Carla and I believe in perseverance. 

My name is Anna and I believe in human spirit. 

My name is Diane and I believe in love and peace. 

Lois continues: 

Everything we do, we do it as a group. And within the group we try to 
celebrate every individual. And we encourage everyone to support 
everyone and to help everyone make their way [... ] 

Suvida: 

We are an international group, we do work in England and Brazil and in 
that work, we ask the women, if you have a message to give to the world, 
what would that be? And one of the ways that we communicate the 
message is by hanging it on the washing line. And on the wall over here, is 

clothing made by women in the UK with messages, hope and dreams that 
they wanted to communicate to you, here in Brazil. And on this wall here, 

and a little bit of on that wall there, are the clothes, the laundry that the 
women, this week, this group have made with messages to communicate 
to the world. 

So, in the work this week, we made some scenes about messages that this 
group of women wanted to send to the world. There are many women 
from all over the world in this room, we are truly international, so we are 
going to begin with a scene from an international cafe and each of these 
international women have something they want to say to the world. 

I'm King Alexander, I want to be the king of the world. I would like to 
help poor people and the people who sleep on the street so that they have 

a place to live. I want to send a special message to the judges in the world, 
please care more about the people in the prison. I want more security, I 
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want work for everybody, I want to be treated as a human being, and I 
want to go home when this is over. We are the world 

Sabrina 

Anne: 

What I have to say is important for me and for of you. I had a cat, she was 
a baby and she was very sick. I wasn't ready for her to die so I took care 
of her the whole time she was alive. In principle it's the same with 
children. If you know that you might give a future to a child, please, in the 
right moment, use protection. Abortion is a very easy thing but it's not a 
solution. Think about a life without a future, is not a safe life. Save our 
new generation. We are the children. 

My name is Annabella Angel and I am a movie star. Sometimes I have to 
play roles that are very different to myself and I have to imagine how that 
person thinks and feels. For example, recently I played the role of a 
prisoner and I had to imagine that their emotions would be up and down. 
But even in the worst moments there is always hope. I believe that 
through tough experiences we know more about ourselves. So my 
message to all prisoners out there in the world, I know how hard it is to 
be far from home and your family, but you must always look to the future 
because everybody has a second chance. We are the ones who make a 
brighter day. 

The audience is fully engaged with what they are seeing. The cast steps forward, 

Lilyanne is holding a globe, and the cast sings Uze are the [World. Once again, the 

audience join in, singing, clapping and swaying to the song. Lois continues: 

We work with many things when we begin to make the scenes we made 
during the week. We work with the stories of the women themselves and 
we work with their experiences of being here in prison [... ] One of the 
things we do is, we try to be things that we want to be, and act the things 
we want to act [... ] It is important to us that everyone does what they 
want to do. We asked the question, if I could do anything I've always 
wanted to do, what would that be? [... ] 

We believe in magic. We believe in transformation. We believe that one 
thing can become something else just like that (she clicks her fingers) so, we 
are very lucky today because we have with us a very famous magician. 
Let's welcome Carla! 

Carla steps forward with a shy flourish. I am her assistant. She presents the 

audience with a cup of water. She dips her fingers into the cup and sprinkles water 

over them. They laugh as they duck out of her reach. She asks the audience if she 
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should throw the cup of water over my head. They all shout `yesl' Carla turns to 

me and tips the cup over my head. The drops of water have magically 

transformed into shreds of paper. The audience cheer. Carla and I grin at each 

other. So far, so good. 

And now for our next trick. Carla ruffles her short, peroxide hair, drawing the 

audience's attention to it. I take a large green sheet, one that has been used to 

dress an array of different characters we have met in prisons in England and 

Brazil. I pull the sheet up, over Carla's head, and suddenly, as the sheet is whisked 

away, Carla appears with an abundance of dark curly hair, cascading over her 

shoulders. Once more, the audience cheer. Two down, one to go. 

As Carla steps into the audience, showing them a piece of paper with the word 

`roses' written on it, I surreptitiously position a bouquet of silk roses in the 

waistband of my trousers. Carla then steps back towards me, shows the audience 

that she is folding the paper with the word `roses' written on it and then slips it 

into my mouth. I chew the paper. Carla looks at me with exaggerated intent and, 

with a confident and theatrical flourish, she magics the bunch of roses out of 

`nowhere'. She turns to the audience and says, ̀ I wish I could make Talavers 

Bruce disappear. ' 

Lois steps forward, 

I come from London but I also come from New York. And when I'm in 
New York I work with Peggy. I've worked with Peggy for twenty years 
and we use these ideas to make our own performances, our own shows. 
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Now Peggy is going to do a bit of a show that she does with some of the 
women from Talavera Bruce. 

Peggy steps out onto the stage. She is wearing a man's suit and white brogues. 

Sabrina, Carla, Suvida and Yolanda follow her. They are wearing men's jackets 

and caps. They stand in a line across the stage, each one striking a butch pose. 

Peggy launches into her adaptation of Bo Diddley's I'm A Man. She sings a line 

and the women echo it in Portuguese, striking an array of swaggering postures 

and spelling out each letter of `bomen' with their bodies, 

When I was a little girl 
To set things right, 
I made a little adjustment 
In the middle of the night. 
Now I'm a man, 
Aged like wine, 
I can make love to you baby 
In one hour's time. 
`Cause I'm a man. 
Spelt 
H 
0 
M 
E 
N 
Man. 
I never lose my cool 
`Cause I use my mind. 
So many women, 
So little time. 
`Cause I'm a man, 
Spelt 
H 
0 
M 
E 
N 
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The audience are roaring and shouting with delight. I look towards Dr. Pinheiro. 

He is leaning against the wall, laughing and looking slightly incredulous. The three 

children in the front row are leaning forwards, eyes wide. 

The performance is drawing to a dose. Lois wheels the large black suitcase of 

costumes into the middle of the stage, and the women, humming If the Streets U7ere 

Mine, reach into the case and dress as their fantasy characters. The two little girls 

and the boy leap off their seats and run towards the costumes. As the cast gather 

for their finale, the children stand amongst them, swamped by the too-big clothes 

they have put on. Each woman steps forwards as her fantasy character and 

declares herself, as the thing she most wants to be, 

I am real. 

I am sexy 

I am patient 

I am in the world.. 

I am Shakira. 

I am confident. 

I am not scared. 
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In The House, Tuesday 23 June 2003 

Prison is house where a lot of women live. They eat, sleep, dream and 
carry out daily activities. They are often invisible and their stories unheard. 
[Staging Human Rights Ili attempts to photograph the invisible, record the 
inaudible, and elevate the everyday. 

Programme note for In The House2'b 

Introduction 

Staging Human Rights II culminated in a daylong performance, installation and 

public discussion on 23 June 2003 in Rio de Janeiro. In The House raised issues 

about women in prison with prison staff, policy researchers, artists, activists and 

the general public. The event was based at Casa de Lapa, a three-story building in 

the heart of Lapa, one of Rio's most vibrant cultural quarters and which was then 

home to the Brazil office of People's Palace Projects and Boal's company Centro 

do Teatro do Oprimido (Centre for the Theatre of the Oppressed). Both the 

structure and context of the event developed in direct response to the materials 

generated throughout each of the five residencies. In each of the workshops we 

had asked the women to bear witness to their own lives. Each exercise asked the 

women to imagine something. This was then written down, inscribed. These 

imaginings were then articulated to the group and re-inscribed with each 

performance. The performances were addressed to the camera, to the world 

beyond the room. Now, in In The House, we were able to live up to Tammy's 

promise to the women in Nelson Hungria, `We'll do everything we can to take 

your fantasies, your dreams and your messages to another place, out into the 

world. ' 

276 In The House programme, 23 June 2003. Archive Box 2 
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The event was described in the programme as ̀ An arts activist project which aims 

to raise consciousness about human rights in real life'? " There were three 

sections to the event: 

" Messages from [Women Prisoners, an installation of the artwork and 

video messages made by women in prison in England and Brazil. 

" Performances by teenage girls from Educandärio Santos Dumont, 

the only female young offenders centre in the state of Rio de 

Janeiro; Criola, an Afro-Brazilian women's group; ̀  and It's a 

Small Hoare and EVe've Lived in itAlways by Split Britches. 

" 'The Long Table' discussion between prisoners, artists, activists, 

prison staff, public security policy makers and the public. 

Laundry lines were suspended across the vast downstairs space - bed sheets, tee- 

shirts, pants and socks hung from layers of lines suspended and tiered to create 

and separate spaces within which edited video footage, taken throughout the two 

years of the project with women in prison in Brazil and the UK was projected. A 

soundscape of songs, laughter, memories, wishes, dreams and manifestos for 

living recounted in English and Portuguese echoed around the space, looping and 

reiterating, haunting and comforting. 

277 In The House programme. Archive Box 2. 
278 Criola is a non governmental organisation, founded in 1992, ̀ to empower Afro- 
Brazilian women by providing better access to health care, employment, human rights, 
and political participation', 
http: //www. thedialogue. org/iac/esp/events/documents/Invitation-9-19-05. doc 
[accessed 21 May 2006]. 
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The lines of bed sheets sectioned off smaller spaces which held TV monitors, 

videos and headphones playing footage of the fantasy characters that emerged 

over the two years of research. These edited narratives were conversations 

between women across prison walls and international boundaries featuring 

different women in different prisons, countries and continents wearing the same 

gold bustier, heavy fringed blond wig, trench coast and trilby hat. Different faces, 

different voices, different languages. Tim Etchells' comment that `after Prycbo, the 

shower is not the same place' echoes in each of these garments279 After Staging 

Human Rights II, a pink feather boa or an orange bangle carry latent meaning that 

surpasses the function of the objects themselves. 

A series of facts about women in prison, still images and quotations from the 

workshops were projected onto one of the walls. In this midst of the projections 

and suspended laundry lines was The Long Table'. The programme note sets the 

scene: 

Many people work in prison: prisoners, guards, administrators, academics, 
activists, artists. They seldom come together in one place for a meal and a 
conversation. 

`The Long Table' is a performance installation of an informal dinner party 
dialogue. It is a table set for twelve invited guests who will talk about 
women and prison, about the arts and human rights. But there is always 
room for more. It is an interactive dining room with space for standing 
and listening or sitting and talking. 

279 Etchells, Certain Fragments, p. 60. 
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`The Long Table' is not an academic conference or a public debate. It is 

practical, as practical as food and `The Long Table' can grow longer and 
longer with time and ideas. 280 

`The Long Table' conjures up domestic images of a dinner table that always has 

room for an unexpected but welcome guest, where conversation is fluid rather 

than pre-scripted. Rather than taking formal questions from the audience and 

continuing to reinscribe the separation between invited experts and the audience, 

there was a chair at the end of the table where audience members could be seated 

and assert their question or opinion and become a part of the conversation. 

Three women prisoners, Yolanda Rodrigues, Carla Simocs dc Suza and Pollyanna 

Pinto da Silva from Talavera Bruce, the prison we had been working in the weeks 

running up to In the House, had been invited to be part of `The Long Table'. They 

had agreed to take part. The prison director had agreed that they could take part. 

But, on the day of the event, the Public Prosecution Service declared that they 

could not participate. 

The absence of Yolanda Rodrigues, Carla Simoes de Suza and Pollyanna Pinto da 

Silva was incredibly potent not just because of the display of authority 

demonstrated through the legal intercession which refused permission for their 

participation but because their images and voices were echoing around the room 

throughout the day through the video projections and soundscapc. Their 

articulacy, expertise, humour and dignity was not diminished by the decision of 

280 In The House programme note. 
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the Public Prosecution Service which had no contact or understanding of the 

work but rather highlighted all of these things. This is not to romanticise either 

the women individually or as collective representatives of women in prison who 

have, yet again, been affected by seemingly unaccountable power. Rather to 

acknowledge their absence is a reflection of what has happened historically and 

what continues to happen, where sections of society feel that they arc done to 

rather than part of an accountable and explicit conversation which decides the 

why or why not of something. 

The following section is a transcription of `The Long Table'. The guests were: 

Lois Weaver (LW) 

Barbara Soares (BS) 

Julita Lemgruber (JL) 

Caoimhe McAvinchey (CM) 

Jan Platun UP) 

Paul Heritage (PH) 

Sidney Teles (Si) 

Marcus Pinheiro (MP) 

Silvia Ramos (SR) 

Barbara Bickart (BB) 

Petry Shaw (PS) 

The translators were Patricia Alfonso (PA) and Helena Veira (HV). 
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I have chosen to include this transcription rather than to paraphrase or summarise 

what has been said as, in all aspects of the practice, I have sought to convey a 

sense of the voice and manner of the person speaking. 'The Long Table' 

conversation took place in translation and the transcription reflects both 

awkwardness and care that this encourages in the spoken word. 

LW: Everyone to The Long Table'. For us this is a very important 
experiment. We wanted to have a conversation, a dialogue, 
informal and slightly formal. We wanted to talk with people who 
work with women in prison, with people who work in the arts and 
to exchange ideas and experiences. We wanted to do this in an 
intimate way as if it was a dinner party and at the same time we 
wanted to do it in public. So this is the experiment. 

We have given some instructions to the dinner party. It is a 
performance of a dinner party and those who are seated at the 
dinner party are the performers. Talk is our food and our drink. 
The menu or the subject is women in prison, the arts and human 
rights. There is no hostess. We are all equal and responsible for 
own contribution. If any one from the outside wants to participate 
they can take a seat at the table. If the table is full you can request 
a seat from one of the guests. There can be silence. If necessary 
you can break the silence with a question. There are no stupid or 
irrelevant questions. And you can also bring your question to the 
table by writing it on the [table] cloth. To begin we will introduce 
ourselves, to say our name and what we do perhaps. My name is 
Lois Weaver, I'm a performance artist and a teacher at Queen 
Mary, University of London and I also work with PPP in Staging 
Human Rights. 

BS: My name is Barbara Soares. I am an anthropologist and I also 
work as a researcher at CESeC, the Centre for the Study of 
Citizenship and Public Security at the University of Candido 
Mendes. At CESeC I work with security and gender in the area of 
violence against women and women in prison. 

JL" My name is Julita Lemgruber. I am the director of CESeC, at the 
University of Candido Mendes. I have spent many years working 
with women in prison. I began my working life as a sociologist 
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working with women in prison. I wrote a book called Cemeteries of 
the living about the lives of women at Talavera Bruce. 281 

CM: My name is Caoimhe McAvinchey. I'm a Research Associate with 
People's Palace Projects in London and I've been working with 
Lois and Peggy over the last two years on the project with women 
in prison. 

JP: My name is Janetka Platun. I'm a visual artist. I do work in prison 
in England and Brazil. I did a series of art workshops in Santos 
Dumont in November of last year and the art work is upstairs. 
And I'm currently working in a chemical dependency unit. 

PH: My name is Paul Heritage. I'm the director of People's Palace 
Projects. It's a great pleasure to see all these people here. I have 

various responsibilities and one of them for the last two years has 
to have been a witness to the work of Lois, Peggy and Caoimhe 

with women prisoners. 

ST: My name is Sidney Teles. I am the general director of 
DEGASE. m I worked for three years at Joao Luis Alvez and I am 
a social educator. I started my work at the favelas. I also helped 
doing the institute of children and adolescents. I also worked at 
Rio Crianca, associated with 12 NGOs. 

MP: Good night. My name is Marcus Pinheiro. I've have worked as a 
security guard in prisons since 1997 and I was the sub-director of 
Bangu 2, which is a male prison, for one year. Since last 
December, I am the director of the female prison, Talavera Bruce. 

SR My name is Silvia Ramos. I am the coordinator of the minors, 
security and social movement project. Also, I coordinate the 
evaluation of Mudanca de Cena with PPP in DEGASE. 

BB: My name is Barbara Bickart and I'm a video performance artist 
and a film-maker based in New York. For the last year and a half 
I've been an artist working on an interdisciplinary project with Pat 
Graney and that project is called Keeping the Faith and we are doing 
work in prisons all over the USA. 

281 Julita Lemgruber is founding director of the CESeC. Prior to creating CESeC, she 
was police ombudswoman for the State of Rio de Janeiro and before that general director 

of the state prison system. Julita Lemgruber has been a member of Brazil's National 
Council for Criminal and Penitentiary Policy (part of the Ministry of Justice). She 

currently serves on the boards of Penal Reform International and the International 
Centre for Prison Studies. 
282 DEGASE, Departamento Gera! de Aföer Sö o- Edrrcativas, is the Social and Educational 
Department for Detained Adolescents in the State of Rio de Janeiro. 
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PS: My name is Peggy Shaw and I'm a performer with the Split 
Britches company with Lois Weaver and I'm also proud to be part 
of PPP. Me, Lois and Caoimhe have been working in prisons in 
the UK and Brazil for 2 years now and that's it. 

LW: Thank you for all of our invited guests for introducing themselves 
and thank you for coming tonight. We are very pleased to have 
these people at the table however we are very displeased that there 
are three people who were invited and not able to attend. There 
have been people here at the table who have been working all day 
to make their presence possible, Paul is one of them, and I 
thought we might begin our conversation in talking about that 
circumstance. 

PH: It's not just urgent that we talk about this because there are three 
people missing but because theatre itself is urgent. It's present, it 
brings people present and they are absent. When we were trying to 
secure the temporary release of the three women the official told 
us that Yolanda Rodrigues, Carla Simoes de Suza and Pollyanna 
Pinto da Silva would only be released if... she said very clearly that 
the only reason these prisoners will be able to come out of closed 
regime is if they were dead, or if other people were dead, if they 
came out for the reason of a death in the family or for the 
treatment of disease. 

I think that's a good place to start in terms of what that tells us 
and what changes there are in the time since Julita was there, from 
the other experiences Dr Pinheiro has of the system and how, 
perhaps we might take that on board and know how to react. 

LW: I'm going to give up being the hostess now and call for responses 
but I've one question. Have there been projects or situations when 
women have been released before and, if so, what is the difference 
between now and then? 

JL: I would like to start by saying that this is really bad and it shows 
how the Public Prosecution Service is closed for anything new, for 
any innovation. It is particularly regrettable seeing as we can see 
such good will from the director of the prison and the judge and, 
after all, it is the judge who is responsible for the women in the 
ultimate instance. This is a repetition of past incidents, an 
incredibly conservative posture, a positioning of the public 
prosecution service. Of course there were moments in the past 
when the women were let free to do things and I remember this. 
We've had theatre plays by women coming out of the prison to do 
plays. We've even had women coming out to do plays in male 
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prisons. I think that we have to understand that what has 
happened today as a hardening, not just of the Public Prosecution 
Service Office, but as a hardening in relation to crime in general. 
Where at the moment we have discussions at the National 
Congress of a hardening not just of the situation of prisoners and 
punishment but of setting up of the possibility that prisoners 
could be in solitary confinement for 720 days. It's in a context of 
attitudes that are hardening around crime. 

MP: I would like also to give an example. We had a prisoner who won 
a prize for a poem and she received this prize out of the prison so 
in this opportunity she got the authority to leave the prison to 
collect the prize. 

I really feel sorry for these women for not coming as these are the 
women who can motivate others by their participation in projects. 
I can understand this happening, its because of the high numbers 
of violent occasions that we are living with, this is the only reason 
I can think of for this happening. I was talking to these three 
women about this and they were really excited to come. I hope 
this project continues because for the play that I saw, I think it can 
change the staff, it can make something better. 

LW: One of the reasons that we are upset that they could not come is, 
not only that we formed relationships with them, but our work is 
based on the idea that to change your life you have to be able to 
imagine your life. And these women imagined some amazing things 
that are represented on these walls and they would have had the 
opportunity to see this transformation reflected back at them. 
That would have been a perfect conclusion to some of the work 
we have done. 

PS: Does anyone notice any other changes in the system, like the one 
today, that seems so different? 

ST: We are living in a situation in Rio that should be an alert to all of 
us, the way in which the people of the street are criminalized. 
Children and adolescents who are excluded from the rest of 
society and they are given the responsibility for this whole wave of 
violence that it attacking Rio de Janeiro. Social problems are being 
presented as criminal problems. With the criminalisation of these 
excluded populations, they are the ones being made responsible, 
but tomorrow it will be other people, it will be us. 

Talking about the way in which the hardening of the debates at the 
National Congress, we see various projects going to the National 
Congress, projects of law which are trying to reduce the age of 
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criminal responsibility. Very soon we'll have children being born 

and going straight from their mother's womb and into the prison. 

BS: I would like to make a comment not about the prisoners system 
but about the women who are in prison and the work they've 
done and also to talk a little bit about the book you have in front 

of you. The research that resulted in this book compares the 

prisoners from 12 years ago to prisoners today. I won't go into 
details because if you look at the book you will see them, but just 

to let you know that 12 years ago the number of prisoners with 
drug offences are much less than they are today. And also the 
kidnapping, 12 years ago there were almost no women in prison 
for kidnapping and now there are many. And also, there is an 
increase in the number of women in prison in relation to men in 

prison. 

CM: What Barbara has just said isn't just specific to Brazil. In the UK 

over the last 12 years the growth in the number of women in 

prison has had the same exponential rate. Last year we have 
double the number of women in prison than we had ten years ago. 
And the rise of women in prison has been much more 
considerable than the rate for men: 140% increase in women 
whilst a 35% increase in men. 

JP: Are these mostly for non-violent crimes? 

CM: Specifically in the UK, there has been an enormous increase in the 

use, possession and supplying of drugs. The other thing is that 
there are harsher sentences being issued for seemingly less serious 
crimes. 

BS: In Brazil, its almost the same, the increase is connected with the 
use and traffic of drugs. There is also a relation in the numbers. 
We have to understand the scale of what is happening. The 
increase in the number of women is about 300 women against 
7000 male ones. There are two research studies carried out in Rio 
de Janeiro which give us those figures and these figures float, they 
change a lot, so in my opinion we should have this annually or bi- 

annually checked. 

HV: What Sidney said about the social problems becoming crime and 
security problems really touched me. The intolerance has grown. 
We want to believe in many things but the women in prison say 
that society doesn't want us back. 

There are many people here who can take my chair and talk, they 
know about this. 
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SR: I want to take up the point about the work that you have done and 
how it has been reported in the press and it reminds me of the 
isolation in prison. If you go there on the days of visits in a male 
prison you will just see queues and queues of women going to visit 
the men. And it was interesting how we know that there are so 
many foreign women in the prison system and that's been 

commented on in the reports in the press, the project has 
highlighted this. And perhaps these are the women at that point of 
the prison system that society gives the least bit of attention to. 

Perhaps we have to admit also that the women's movement, which 
is totally engaged with the issues of women, that perhaps this is 

what they have the most difficulty with, to engage, to debate, to 
discuss, to put these questions into the centre stage. Perhaps one 
of the few organisations that has been an exception to this, the 
movement of black women as in the example of Criola, that in 

response to Barbara's book, wanted to know about the profile of 
black women in prison and have made an active movement to 
understand more about these issues. 

And perhaps it is not a casual fact that Julita's book should be 

called the Cemeteries of the living. I think it is a very appropriate 
moment that in the inauguration of the new PPP office in Brazil 
that it should be on a day when an event like this should make us 
reflect on the issues of women in prison. 

We know that art and culture in Brazilian society are playing a very 
important role, particularly here in the divided city of Rio de 
Janeiro making such important interventions, for example, Affro 
Reggae. So my question to Lois and Peggy is how have you found 
taking art into prison? 

LW: The work that Peggy and I do is very often based on the lives of 
women who are forgotten. Which is one of the reasons why we 
have chosen laundry as an emblem for tonight's work in progress. 
Because in some ways it is the most visible work that women do - 
they hang it in public and yet it is quite forgotten. 

One of the things that we first encountered when we first began to 
work in prison in England which we have also found here in 
Brazil is that something of the rhythm of women's life is broken in 
prison whereas it seems that the rhythm of men's lives in prison is 
maintained by the women on the outside. And much of the 
women's rhythm is broken by losing contact with their children, 
with their family: they don't have the same sort of outside support 
as the men do when they support them. 
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And in fact we found that circumstance much more extreme in the 
UK than in Brazil and one of the things that we say when 
describing the differences between the two, is that the spirit of 
women in the UK is much more broken than the sprit of the 
women here. There is a way of maintaining a feeling of family and 
community amongst the women here that we don't experience in 

the women's prisons in the UK. This is one of the reasons which 
has made our cultural work in some ways much easier here, the 

culture here seems to rely on the interconnections between people, 
so the work relies on that kind of communication. 

PS: I just want to say about our work also. We've had to change our 
work because of the cultural changes in world. We bring video 
now into the prison. The women don't necessarily relate to 
discussing theatre or performance but through video they get to 
see themselves visible. I would like to ask Dr Pinheiro how he 
feels about videos coming into the prison as it's a really difficult 

subject for both of us. We are not there to expose anything, only 
to show the women's faces, themselves, and I wonder how he 
feels about seeing the videos in public. 

MP: For security, we have the rules that it can't be filmed but 

everything was agreed with the team so it was filmed in the room 
where the workshop was going on. And I like, and think, that its 

very motivating to take the video back to show them what they 
have done. So I would like that this kind of project would 
continue. I have other things to talk about as well. 

So I realise from this short time of being a director that the age 
has decreased of the prisoners but the penalty has increased and 
that they are more rebellious. 

I had the experience of being a director in a male prison and now, 
after being a director in a female prison, I came to the conclusion 
that it is more difficult to work with women in prison. So we see 
that the family is still with the men when they are in prison but not 
with the women, he is the first one who leaves the woman. We 

notice as well that the reason that they are in jail is because of their 
own crimes, contrary to the past when normally they were using 
something, like documents. And also the fact that they commit an 
act of murder for being a victim of domestic violence. 

One thing that motivates me most is when I give my hearing I can 
hear that 80% of women ask for work and I think that if we could 
give this work then we could terminate the problems not just with 
the family but also the relation with the staff. We need to help 
them find work. 
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Lois invites questions from the audience. 

It's in relation to the first point about people not being allowed to 
come here. I'm a really strong believer in how Applied Theatre can 
bring a lot of good to people but in situations like this it really 
worries me that people end up in a worse situation than before. 
Because you have here, you are working with fragile people. For 

them, because they are in prison this means everything to them. 
And so it worries me that when they get turned down, are you 
ever scared that it might leave them in a more low or desperate 

state than before? 

PS: I would like to answer that question. I think those women today 
felt many people thinking about them and I think that any 
attention that you give them at all, to make them become real, 
even the fact that they were going to come, that they were 
important, that they are visible, that all these people are working 
for them and that we do go and pay attention to them, it increases 

their soul. It doesn't take away from them. I don't think there is a 
risk of depression. I think it makes them more powerful. 

The same audience member states: 

I just worry that a lot of these people have had a lot of knock 
backs throughout their life and for them to get into this situation. 
I definitely see more positive sides in this work but for them it 

must be like you've come in, you've helped me, but you are not 
able to finish it off. 

LW: Well, my answer to that is that the alternative is to not go at all, to 
give no hope, no attention, no work. And there is a question 
written on the table, `what about the follow up, what happens after 
the joy of these presentations? ' That is a problem, that is a 
consideration, that is something we always have to work towards. 
But to question whether or not to go? Not going doesn't seem like 

an option, and not working for that doesn't seem like an option. 

BB: One of the most profound things that a woman said to me in a 
prison in Arizona was as the project was nearing the end. They 

were sad and there was grief about the project coming to an end. 
But one of the women said that one of things she benefited from 
this work is, what I've gotten from this project is that it reminded 
me that I know how to think. And there is a parallel to thinking 
and imagining and what it is, in terms of what Lois and Peggy are 
talking about, about being able to imagine one's life. And doing 
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the work means that we are providing an opportunity for people 
to imagine their lives far beyond the confines of the prison system. 

The hope is that people will follow this work up but besides that, I 

think it is important to not underestimate the ways in which 
communities are built amongst the women who are participants, 
and that they then have a way to sustain one another through their 

own voices, the witnessing they have done for one another. So if 

we can carry that on as a community on the outside, doing the 

work on the inside but also support them to do the work of 
community building among one another because they remember 
it, they were all there to witness it amongst one another. 

There is another question from the floor. 

I would like to talk about another aspect. I had the chance to 
participate in two research projects for CESeC and one of the 
things that called my attention is the interest the guards showed in 

the work of PPP - they are eager to participate. I think this work 
contributes a lot not only in prisons but in the units for 

adolescents and this is something that makes the relationship less 
hard. And I'd like to know if this work can also be done with the 
agents in the prison. 

PH: I'd like to take that point about the guards and Silvia's previous 
point about the interventions of art and culture back to the 
original point about imagination, ours and theirs. 

This decision not to let these women out is a restriction of what 
they could be. They can come out in the case of death or the case 
of disease. And prison is generally a place that restricts people, that 
is limited in its imaginings of who or what people are. When I 

presented aspects of this work it was really difficult for the English 
to imagine this sort of work happening in England. The difference 
in England is there is a tradition of work that is always about the 
individual, individual's behaviour, what can art do to effect the 
individual's future. The work that we are trying to imagine in many 
different ways, the women's work, the work with the guards, the 
work with Boal and CTO is doing something different, it is about 
human rights, it is about trying to make institutional change. 

`The Long Table' marks an end point within the practice based research and in 

this thesis. By constructing this performance event, we were continuing to 

witness what we had seen, what we were `unable to stop thinking, talking, 
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reporting'. ' We invited prison directors and administration staff, social policy 

makers and researchers, artists and the public to step into a performance space, to 

stage a conversation across the barriers of discipline, language and culture to 

identify concerns that reflect global issues of power, authority, security and 

humanity. 

The cultural philosopher Theodore Zeldin posits that genuine conversation and 

true dialogue occurs when `two unsure individuals' meet ' This deceptively 

simple comment argues for a lack of surety, a lack of assumed knowledge or 

certainty in our encounters with each other. This lack of surety is an optimistic, 

curious, humility. `Unsure' does mean `not ready', or `without preparation', rather 

it is a position of openness, of listening, of hearing what is really being said and 

responding to it rather than assuming to know what needs to be said. This lack of 

surety was a feature of Weaver and Shaw's methodology and, in the staging of 

'The Long Table', they were calling upon those responsible for prison 

administration and policy to engage in this same ethical pursuit: to not be sure, to 

be curious, to be responsive, to be surprised by unlikely collaborations through 

conversation. 

Throughout the thesis I have, so to speak, brought to the table a range of voices 

of experts in the fields which constitute performance with women in prison: 

performance theorists, artists, sociologists, criminologists, historians and the 

283 Tim Etchells, Certain Fragments, p. 18. 
2" Theodore Zeldin, An Intimate History of Humanity, p. 33. 
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women who participated in Staging Human Rights II. 'The Long Table' is, in many 

ways, the performative illustration of this thesis and the interdisciplinary nature of 

the field of Applied Performance. 
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Conclusion 

In the past decade there has been a significant increase in the number and range 

of performance projects in prisons in the UK. The development of this work has 

also been evidenced in other countries including Australia, Azerbaijan, Brazil, 

Ireland, Italy, South Africa and the USA. This increase in performance activity in 

prisons is contextualised within a growing recognition, funding and practice of 

performance beyond theatre buildings in educational, community and social 

contexts that has been gathering momentum since the mid twentieth century. It 

also reflects a contemporary shift in the socio-economic value given to the arts. In 

the UK, the economic imperative for investment in the arts, advanced by the 

Conservative government of the 1980s and early 1990s, has continued to be 

supported by New Labour. In addition to acknowledging the economic value of 

the arts, Labour has advocated the social imperative of participation in the arts 

and the subsequent impact, both on the individuals who participate and the 

communities that they identify with, as part of the Social Inclusion agenda. 

Within cultural policy and practice, the word `impact' has become synonymous 

with `anticipated outcomes' ranging from increased self-confidence and enhanced 

ability to work with others through to community cohesion and neighbourhood 

renewal. The allure of the efficacy of the arts, its ability to `do' something specific 

beyond the here and now, is articulated in the language which frames it: arts 

participants are `clients'; artists and arts organisations are `service providers' who 
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`deliver' projects which have specific, known aims and objectives; the `outcomes' 

of the work are evaluated to account for whether or not the project delivers what 

it promised. 

Within the context of the prison system, ̀ impact' and, therefore, future funding, is 

often associated with changes in an individual's offending behaviour and the 

promise of reduced rates of recidivism. Many artists and arts organisations 

working within prisons are under pressure to articulate their complicity with these 

assumed outcomes of their work, to promise that their drama workshop 

programme will, directly or indirectly, address factors which influence pathways to 

crime and therefore impact on offending behaviour. But can performance practice 

in prisons fulfil these promises? There are many accounts from prisoners, prison 

staff, artists and prisoner support organisations which testify to the impact of the 

arts in facilitating an alternative way of living after prison but there are no 

longitudinal studies which statistically evidence this. This inevitably leads to a 

debate between those who believe that the arts can contribute to a change in 

attitude and behaviour and those who refuse to be persuaded without empirical 

evidence s This polemic focuses attention on the question, `does theatre in 

prisons work? ' It does not ask if this is the only question that we can ask of this 

practice, if this is the most valuable question to ask of this practice. The `usefulness' 

of applied drama practice is an integral part of its identity however it is not the 

only element which should be considered. If we choose to look only at the impact 

285 The terrain of this debate is framed in John Carey's Vbat Good an tbeArts? (London: 
Faber and Faber, 2005). 
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of the application of drama we risk a blinkered vision which neglects the ontology 

of performance: its liveness, its aesthetic, its ability to stage the world through 

imagined alternative perspectives. If researchers, practitioners, policy makers and 

funders are always asking performance practice in prison to promise to address 

offending behaviour in the future, we limit our possibility to develop new 

understandings about performance, about prisons and the ways in which a 

dialogue between them can challenge and inform the things we assume to know 

of them. Within the field of applied practices we ask ̀ does this practice do what it 

set out to? "If so, how? ' But it is critical that we ask more enabling questions that 

facilitate the development of theory and practice in the field. Staging Human Rights 

sought to ask questions of performance practice in prisons which facilitated a 

dialogue between the performance methodologies and the contexts within which 

they were applied. This relationship between practice and context is elemental to 

developing understandings about the specific performance practice under 

consideration, the context within which it occurs and how these findings inform 

the wider field of Applied Performance practices. 

Performance practice in prisons is not radical because it is performance practice in 

prisons: the site alone does not make the work radical. The methodology of 

practice must be radical in and of itself. Applied Performance in prison projects 

which only ask ̀ does this practice address offending behaviour?, risk being 

coerced into facilitating the demands of the prison system. Staging Human Rights 

did not seek to prove things that are usually expected of performance projects in 

prisons. It did not seek to address individual offending behaviour or to reduce 
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levels of recidivism. By investigating the boundaries between performance, human 

on rights and the criminal justice system Staging Human Rights staged a conversati 

about human rights between individuals who live and work within prisons. By 

resisting the allure of the known and by daring not to assume to know what 

would develop through this dialogue, Staging Human Rights facilitated 

understandings about the specific performance methodologies it engaged and the 

ideology and practice of discipline and punishment within specific prisons in 

particular cultural contexts. Staging Human Rights employed two distinct 

methodologies to facilitate its investigation: Augusto Boal's Theatre of the 

Oppressed and Lois Weaver and Peggy Shaw's postmodern performance 

practices. Staging Human Rights challenged these performance practices to create a 

space within prisons to explore, imagine and discuss human rights. This space was 

the antithesis of much that the prison systems stands for. institutional and 

ideological power built on the certain knowledge of routine, rules and procedures 

which cultivates the `docile' bodies of those who live and work within the system. 

This thesis focuses on one element of Staging Human Rsghtt, the performance work 

with women in prison in England and Brazil led by Weaver and Shaw. Previously, 

Weaver and Shaw's work, particularly their playful interrogation and staging of 

gender and lesbianism at the turn of the twenty first century, has been critiqued 

through the lenses of feminist and lesbian theory within the broader frame of 

Performance Studies. Their work in community contexts, particularly prisons, has 

never been addressed or considered within the frame of Applied Performance 

practices. 
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Although the parameters of this thesis do not include a detailed comparison of 

Weaver and Shaw's postmodern performance practice with Augusto Boal's 

Theatre of the Oppressed, the positioning of both models within the overall 

Staging Human Rsghtr research project invites a dialogue which recognises the 

possibilities and limitations of each model. The key areas that this dialogue raises 

are the distinctions between practices which facilitate cognitive or non-cognitive 

responses and how both methodologies engaged with the vocabulary and terrain 

of human rights. In articulating the possibilities of Weaver and Shaw's strategies, 

the thesis obliquely critiques Boal. I wanted to avoid a direct comparison of both 

approaches because I distrust the binary that this would inevitably draw Weaver 

and Shaw's work into: a power relation of one to the other in which efficacy 

would be the deciding factor. Whilst recognising the false premise on which such 

a binary would be based, I also wanted to mark Weaver and Shaw's work as a 

separate and distinct performance methodology that rejects certain assumptions 

that are explicit in Boal's methodologies. Therefore, the oblique nature of this 

critique was a conscious decision: I wanted the specifics of Weaver and Shaw's 

work with women in prison to underpin the research and for the thesis to create a 

space to articulate research findings in relation to Applied Performance practice 

rather than to add further comment to a figure whose practice dominates the field 

of Applied Drama. 
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Boalian methodologies are widely published and reflected on within academia. 286 

Boal's influence has been far reaching both geographically and within a range of 

disciplines beyond the arts including development, business and medicine 287 This 

reach of influence is evidence of how his methodologies `work': they do what they 

set out to do and they are transferable through publications, training and 

participation. Within the field of Applied Drama, Boal has become a patriarchal 

figure whose body of work is the benchmark against which other practices are 

measured. This thesis is a challenge to this orthodoxy. More pertinently it 

addresses the ways in which postmodern performance practices can rigorously 

challenge not only the contexts within which they are applied but the current 

assumptions or knowledge of applied practices within Performance Studies. 

In the Introduction to the thesis I state that Applied Drama and Applied Theatre 

are currently the two dominant terminologies employed within the field and that 

that these terms accommodate a range of practices. By reflecting on the 

methodologies of Weaver and Shaw in the context of women's prison, I propose 

286 Boal's own books include Games forActorr and Non-Actors (London: Routledge, 2002), 
Aesthetics of the Oppressed (London: Routledge, 2004), Theatre of the Oppressed (London: Pluto, 
1979), The Rainbow of Desire: The Boal Method of Theatre and Therapy (London: Routledge 
1994), Legislative Theatre: Using Performance to Make Politics (London: Routledge, 1998). 
Other publications based on his practice and methodologies include Mady Schutzman 

and Jan Cohen-Cruz, Playing Boak Theatre, Therapy and Activism (London: Routledge, 1993), 
Frances Babbage, Augusta Boal (London: Routledge, 2004) and Mady Schutzman and Jan 
Cohen-Cruz, A Boal Reader (London: Routledge, 2005). There are also a number of 
articles, organisations and conferences which further support, illustrate and disseminate 
Boal's approach. 
287 The International Theatre of the Oppressed Organisation publishes details of projects 
across the globe on http: //www. theatreoftheoppressed. org/en/index. php? nodeID=1 
[accessed 1/04/07] and through its newsletter, Under Pressurr, which is currently edited by 
Augusto Boal's son, Julian. bttp: //nnvntbeatreoftbeoppreared. org/en/indexpbp? nodelD=8S 
[accessed 1/04/07]. 
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that the term Applied Performance better reflects the flexibility and 

responsiveness of their postmodern practices. I also argue that this questioning of 

terminologies necessitates a reconsideration of the boundaries of these terms both 

in relation to each other and their position within Performance Studies. 

The contextual frames of the research, though continually overlapping, are 

distilled into distinct areas for consideration. Chapters 2 through to Chapter 5, 

which constitute the first half of the thesis, identify `Power, Punishment and 

Prisons', `Staging Human Rsghts' `Women in Prison' and the practice of `Lois 

Weaver and Peggy Shaw' as the primary areas which inform how the performance 

practice with women in prison will be read. The second half of the thesis is a 

detailed documentation and reflection on the practice which can only be fully 

understood in light of the theoretical ground addressed in the contextual half of 

the thesis. The structure of the thesis reflects the pragmatics of applied practices. 

Although I do not cross refer between the two sections, the understandings 

elicited about the practice and the contexts within which it is undertaken evidence 

the possibilities of Weaver and Shaw's radical, feminist performance practices 

within the conservative structures of the criminal justice system. 

By mapping the development of, and challenges to, Weaver and Shaw's practice 

within the context of specific women's prisons in England and Brazil, I consider 

three features of their performance methodology: the possibility of beginnings; 

the use of autobiographical material in creating fantasy characters; and the 

collapsed boundary between the `real' and the `imaginary'. Each of these 
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approaches, activated through impulse based exercises, facilitate the creation of 

material and a mode of performance which can not be assumed in advance. 

Weaver and Shaw's feminist aesthetic and their collaborative, inclusive, playful, 

flexible and curious approach become even more clearly articulated in the face of 

the hegemonic constructions of the prison worlds they encountered. The 

challenges offered by the context demanded that Weaver and Shaw articulate their 

methodology more precisely through on-going refinement and adaptation of 

practice. Their non-cognitive approach encouraged a structured and supportive 

working environment where there were few fixed aims and objectives to measure 

the work against. The lack of predetermined expectation, and the flexibility of 

practice, was a performative act of resistance. Their approach challenged the ways 

in which Applied Drama practices are increasingly expected to `perform', 

particularly within the measurement-ridden prison system. 

The distinctions between the cognitive approaches of Boal and the non-cognitive 

approaches of Weaver and Shaw are highlighted by the ways in which each 

methodology addressed human rights within their practice. The overarching 

Staging Human Rights project did not seek to identify and condemn human rights 

abuses within prisons, rather it attempted to create spaces within the prison 

system, through performance, where human rights could be reimagined and 

reclaimed as individual, institutional and cultural imperatives rather than abstract, 

legal ideals. 
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Within Staging Human Rights, Boalian methodologies facilitated a systematic 

articulation of human rights by the prisoners and staff who participated in the 

project. These were formally documented and ceremonially presented to the 

federal government's representative responsible for prisons in Brazil in a large 

scale public event. The efficacy of this methodology was evidenced by the 

repeatability of the methodology through training sessions and a training manual 

which prepared prison staff in Theatre of the Oppressed techniques and briefed 

them about human rights. Boalian techniques, rooted within the pedagogical, 

cognitive approaches of educational drama, encouraged a staging of possible 

fictions that remained firmly within the known material world. 

In contrast, Weaver and Shaw resisted the desire to formulate their approach or to 

be driven by explicit pedagogical and cognitive imperatives. They were concerned 

with creating a community of women within each workshop: they facilitated the 

possibilities presented by each of the women who participated, employing tactics 

of necessity which enabled them to be responsive and reactive to situations, rather 

than assuming they knew what had to be done. They implemented all of the 

residencies themselves, without a fixed structure or the development of a training 

manual. The workshops culminated in small scale, informal presentations within 

each institution with an audience of inmates, prison staff and, on one occasion, 

family. The range of performative models and outcomes that emerged from each 

residency developed in response to the individual women who participated in the 

workshops and the material that they created. The discussion of human rights 

within Weaver and Shaw's work was less explicit than in the Boalian 
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methodology. The ethic of accommodation, fundamental to Weaver and Shaw's 

practice, encouraged a discussion about human rights which spilled beyond the 

containment of the legal definitions of human rights and embraced a domestic, 

personal sphere where biographical personal and collective experience was fused 

with fantasy. The feminist declaration, `The personal is political' was ingrained 

within the testimonies offered by the fantasy characters' monologues inscribed on 

dirty laundry or declared in cabaret performances and video installations. The 

women prisoners' articulations of human rights, both in content and form, run 

counter to the expected listing of clearly defined areas within human life which 

need to be recognised and protected though legal channels. Ultimately, the non- 

cognitive postmodern performance practices of Weaver and Shaw facilitated the 

development of the women prisoners' fantasy characters. This methodology called 

for a borrowing of fact and the imagining of possible fictions beyond the material 

world of their daily lived experience. 

Throughout the research project my own position as researcher-practitioner 

shifted from one of an observer responsible for documentation and supporting 

Weaver and Shaw's practice, to one of witness with a responsibility to testify to 

what I had understood about the possibilities of performance by working with 

women in prison. This unexpected shift in responsibility and the ethical 

implications of it, reframed my position within the project and how I theorised 

the practice and the understandings elicited from it. C. A J. 's Coady's distinctions 
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between `formal' and `natural' testimony underpin this approach 288 Coady 

identifies formal testimony as that which is concerned with evidence and is 

constructed through the specific and particular knowledge of `eyewitnesses'. This 

authority is predicated on knowledge gained through experience and presence: 

something is known because an eyewitness has seen, heard or experienced it: they 

can vouch for its veracity based on empirical evidence. 

Within Staging Human Rights II, the women who participated in the project are 

eyewitnesses to their own lived experience and they bear witness to this through 

the act of performance. By writing about this performance practice, based on my 

observations and experience of it, I too am acting as an eyewitness. The 

philosophical implications of knowledge built on experience are of critical 

importance to the field of Applied Performance where knowledge in the field is 

often dependent on the reflections and analysis of practitioners' eyewitness 

accounts. 

Coady also identifies informal testimony as testimony which is based on belief. He 

argues that this form of testimony is elemental in constructing our knowledge of 

the world and our place within it. Informal testimony resists the empirical drive of 

formal testimony. Like the performance methodologies of Weaver and Shaw, 

informal testimony facilitates the possibility of imagined truths to construct new 

288 C. A J. Coady, Teatimony: A Philosophical Study (Oxford and New York. Clarendon 

Press, 1995), p. 26. 
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possibilities and, potentially, new ways of seeing or being in the world: Weaver 

and Shaw's approach encourages imagination and optimism for what we could be 

rather than an acceptance for what we are told we have become. Within the 

academic study of Applied Performance, the boundaries of the field need to be 

challenged through the informal testimony of theory which can then be proven or 

disproved through the evidence of practice. 

Throughout the performance residencies in each of the five prisons, Weaver and 

Shaw found strategies to facilitate the women's witnessing of their lives through a 

range of performance strategies. The knowledge that we had distilled and 

articulated through the practice was fundamentally challenged in the residency at 

Bullwood Hall where the girls refused to participate, play or imagine a world 

beyond the one that they presented. By presenting a constructed version of 

themselves, the girls refused to acknowledge any part of their lived experience, 

they refused to bear witness to their own lives. 

My position as a witness is based on experiential and perceptual understandings 

informed by this work. I am, in writing this thesis, giving formal and informal 

testimony. I am staking claims based on things I have come to understand by 

being present, by being an eyewitness to events. However, my knowledge and 

understanding is not restricted by what I can see and hear in the context of the 

performance project with women in prison in Brazil and the UK. Rather, much of 

what I claim is founded on perceptions and understandings that I have made 
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through performance and what it reveals of itself and of the context of the lives of 

the women who participated in the project. 

This thesis has mapped pathways through performance practice with women in 

prison in England and Brazil. By taking responsibility to act as a witness and guide 

to the practice, I acknowledge that these particular pathways, and the views from 

them, are subjective. Every woman who participated in the project, every guard 

who observed the workshops, Weaver and Shaw would each have a different 

story to tell. However, 

I kept my eyes open, I tried to absorb everything that was happening 

around me, but there was, no doubt, there was much that I missed as well. 
Like it or not, I can only write about what I saw and heard - not about 
what I didn't. This is not an admission of failure so much as a declaration 
of methodology, a statement of principles. 9 

This quotation from Paul Auster's The Book of Illusions in some way distils my 

experience and understanding of what it means to document and write about 

performance practice with women in prison. It suggests an optimism and 

commitment of wanting to be almost inhumanly alert to everything that is 

happening, every image that is created, every story that is told and the 

understandings that can be elicited by reflecting upon them. It hints toward being 

in the middle of an extraordinary encounter and wanting to honour that which I 

have witnessed. But the quotation also addresses the reality of the act of 

documentation and writing about performance. I am, even with all the 

technological assistance an academic institution can provide, utterly human: I can 

289 Paul Auster, The Book ofIllurionr (London: Faber and Faber, 2002), p. 221. 
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register some things I see and hear but not everything. Any act of looking and 

listening, of choosing what to reflect upon, is shaped by what it is humanely 

possible to see and hear, and on the subjective decisions I have made. Each of 

these decisions is informed by a framework of power relations, values, ethics, 

memory and knowledge. 

In Staging Human Rights II, the women in prison bore witness to their own lives 

through the testimony of performance. By taking responsibility to act as a witness 

to this, I promised to articulate what I had come to understand through the 

writing of this thesis. This thesis advocates a pedagogical responsibility to give 

access to, and to further witness, this practice through writing. Ultimately, writing 

about performance practices which are hidden from a wider lens of public 

scrutiny is an ethical act which has a responsibility not only to the participants in 

the work but to the development of knowledge within the field of Applied 

Performance. As a researcher-practitioner I have a responsibility and the pleasure 

of engaging in Applied Performance research which seeks to do more than 

respond to the question, `does it work? ' 
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